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Malec Apologizes for Personal Remarks
No party concerned with the case dent was not doing enough to ensure
was willing to comment beyond giv- the academic integrity of the Univering background information and sity in the face of "Big Money"
Chairman of the sociology department Michael A. Malec has written anonymous judgmentsabout Malec, pressures.
an apology for any misinterpretations the issues he has raised, and therepriUniversity President J. Donald
caused by his letter to the editor mand itself.
Monan, SJ, restressed his desire not
published in The Heights three weeks
Malec stated Saturday night that to discuss the matter. "In matters
ago.
he has communicated with Monan on such as this, I do not speak to the
In a second letter to the editor the matter. He said that initial discus- press," Monan stated Thursday in
published in today's edition, (See sions have been brief, and have the Botolph House parking lot. "I
page 5), Malec apologized "for any touched on a number of subjects. Tosimply do not have any comment to
statements [he] made in the October day's letter to the editor is a result of make."
24 issue of The Heights which could their communications.
The Heights made numerous atbe interpreted as attributing to the
Malec's original letter concerned tempts to gather information about
President either base motives or imthe relationship between academics University policy concerning
proper actions."
and Division I athletics at Boston reprimands from Academic V;<ce
Malec called the first letter a "criti-i College. In it, he charged that BC President and Dean of Faculties by
que of institutional policy, not an atlowers admissions standards« for Joseph R. Fahey, SJ. The Heights
tack on an individual."
athletes, and allows no faculty input submitted written questions as well,
Although Malec has clarified cerinto the academic matters concerning but Fahey's secretary explained that
Professor Michael Malec
tain aspects of the issue of his repriathletics.
he would not answer any questions
mand, much of the situation remains
According to Malec, the President The Heights wished to ask, but Fahey as much as they do not wish to hurt
a mystery.
of the University has the sole power has agreed to a meeting with a Malec's case.
For example, neither Malec, nor to determine academic policy regarreporter this afternoon.
Another faculty member agreed
any of the other principals involved ding athletes, a power inherent in any
A number of faculty members,
with the concept of a "chilling efin the case, would allow reporters to chief executive position. In that first spoke of a "chilling effect," as one fect," but said the atmosphereright
view the reprimand document.
professor termed it, resulting from
letter Malec implied that the Presinow has more of a "heating effect."
By
reprimand.
they
the
this
meant
By this that professor meant that
that Monan's action has effectively a number of interested parties are instymied any vocal or written reaction censed at what they believe is an unto the reprimand. The situation is
justified overreaction by Monan to
not, as one faculty member describMalec's letter, but are unfortunateed, that they are "cowed" by Monan
ly reluctant to take action just yet
by
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because of the implications that action might have on Malec.
Furthermore, said more than one
professor, the fact that Malec signed the letter alone, and took an apparently great risk in doing so, is
great evidence of his integrity. Nearly
all of those faculty members interviewed indicated that Malec's reputation is impeccable, because of his
honesty, integrity, and profess

ionalism.

Many of the faculty members
stated that, ideally, they would like
to have co-signed the letter, or at least
offered a follow-up letter of support
for Malec's stance. Because of the
possible implications of the reprimand, they are waiting for a more
appropriate time to raise more
discussion on this important issue?
which is apparently sensitive to the
University, given Monan's strong
reaction.
Attempts to discover what exactly
an official reprimand is, and what
implications it has for a member of
the Boston College staff were largely unproductive. The closest definition found was contained in the
Bylaws of the Trustees of Boston

Malec, page 9

Bail Set for Accused Rapist

by

by Patty

Ray Flynn and Mcl King participate in a debate sponsored by BC.

Hamilton

Neil Sevieri, the man arrested last

Candidates Meet Again

Sunday and charged with breaking
and entering and attempted rape in

by Chris Mullen

being held on $50,000 bail, according
to Detective Sargeant Margaret Connolly of Boston College Campus
Police. The 25 year old resident of
Hyde Park faces a probable cause

Someone who was familiar with both of Boston's mayoral candidates but
not with the business of politics, might have been a little baffled by the probusiness atmosphere which pervaded one of the last of nearly fifty debates
in the campaign for City Hall.
The Boston City Seminar, sponsored by Boston College, was held last
Thursday afternoon at the State Street Bank in downtown Boston. Theforum
featured welcoming remarks from BC President J. Donald Monan, SJ, and
Richard Boiling, this year's O'Neill professor at BC, as moderator, in addition to the candidates themselves, RaymondFlynn and Melvin King. A panel
of four drawn from the spheres of education, city planning and business questioned the two on economic issues.
The seminar was informal despite the presence of the major papers and
television stations, and at several points diverted from normal sequence to
allow free exchangesbetween the candidates and panel. Both King and Flynn
were eager to offer encouraging words to the city's business community, which
was also well-represented in the audience.
The King campaign published a 17 page booklet emphasizing its candidate's
favorable record in the state legislature on business and development, concluding with the promise, "Mcl King means business too!"
But while King's demeanor at the forum was at all times cordial, he did
not back down from his opposition to the Copley Place project, which he
claimed left the community around the site out of the decision-making process.-Nor did he change postions on his proposal for a one percent payroll
tax on all companies in localities served by the MBTA.
King began his speech by outlining his economic plans by calling for a
re-structure in management and new fiscal programs. He cited the need for
eliminating the waste, padded payrolls and ticket-fixing which he believes
marred the White administration. He went on to call for more responsible
housing and school policy, observing that the "courts are running too much
of Boston's government."

Candidates, page 11
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Waiter, are the roaches extra?
Read about accusations that roaches
have returned to Walsh Hall, page 6

a Lower Campus apartment, is now

hearing this Wednesday, explained
Connolly.
The bail commissioner had
originally set bail at $25,000 when the
defendant was arrested Sunday.After
hearing the case, and in view of the
defendent's criminal record, the
judgeat the arrraignment trial Monday decided to double the bail to
$50,000, reported Connolly.
Sevieri was formally charged at the

arraignment with assault with intent
to rape, and breaking and entering in
the nighttime with intent to commit
a felony, according to Connolly. The
charge of. assault and battery was
added to the list of charges after Connolly conferred with the District Attorney Monday, she said.
According to a neighbor of the vie:
tim, Sevieri broke through the locked front door of the Lower Campus
apartment without the use of a
weapon.
Dean of Students Edward J.
Hanrahan, SJ, said that the quality
of the apartment door is not the
security problem. Lower Campus

Contrary to popular belief, Sebastian
Moore is not up in Arms. Find out
why, page 8.

front doors are as safe as front doors
on many people's homes, he claimed. "I think practically every
domestic door can easily be kicked
in."
However, security could be
tightened on the "perimeter" or at
exterior doors instead, Hanrahan
explained.

Improvedlighting could make the
campus safer, added Hanrahan. In
the Dustbowl "it would be helpful if
there was more light," he continued
adding that he would also "like to see
some improved lighting in the

Mods."

Assault, page 25

Escort to Safety

by Patti Roka

In the aftermath of recent assaults,
students are thinking and talking

about security.
A logical progression of thought
leads to how to alleviate problems
and how to be more secure.
One answer is using the escort
service.
The Boston College Campus
Police Handbook (for students)
states, "During the hours of
darkness, an on-campus escort service is available to any person travelling to or from remote campus
areas."
However, the escort car is only permitted to transport females students.
Without making the service into a
taxi, the drivers are generally willing
to pick up and deliver to off-campus
locations within the proximity of BC.
Interviews with Sergeant Eugene
Neault and student driver Desmond
Garrity both emphasized the primary
concern for safety. To include the

Details on BC's trip to the Liberty Bowl,
page 13.

majority of BC students this
necessitates some off-campus rounds.
Many students have complained
about long waits when calling escort.
Thursday night, around 11:30, Garrity noted 14 calls that would not be
attended to for about 30-40 minutes.
According to Neault, delays occur
every night. Usually they are backed
up soon after the escort service starts
at 8 pm.
Those in the program ask everyone
to please wait, because the car will
come. At times it is more efficient to
take calls out of order so that only
one trip will be made to Newton
Campus or Sutherland Road, instead
of two during a short period of time.
At the end of the night when the
service stops at 2 am, there is often
still a back-up. This is a problem,
cites Garrity, because the drivers are
not paid after 2 am. After hours the
Campus Police are available, as they
always have, to provide middle of the

Assault, page 25

Join Felix and friends in Features, page

21.
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News from Around the World

Cambridge Defeats Nuclear Research Ban
by Terrence Connors

A referendum which would ban
the development or manufacture of
nuclear weapons or their components
(including nuclear weapons research)
in the city ofCambridge was resoundingly defeated last week. The final
vote was 17,331 to 11,677 against the
measure.
The referendum stated that "no
person, corporation, university,
laboratory, institution or other entity shall, within the city of Cambridge, engage in work, the purpose
of which is the research, development, testing evaluation, production,
maintenance, storage, transportation, and/or disposal of nuclear
weapons or the components of
nuclear weapons" after October
1985. Violators would be givenfines
or jail sentences.
Exemptions would be provided for
"the research and application of
nuclear medicine and basic research,
the prime purpose of which is not to
work towards the development of
nuclear weapons."
Opponents of the referendum

believe that it would have adverse
economic effects such as loss of jobs
and higher taxes, interfere with
academic research, and lead to the
imprisonment of scientists.
Supporters of the measure cited a
need to end the nuclear arms race as
the reason for their stance.
The company most affected by the
ban would have been The Charles
Stark Droper Laboratory, Inc. The
firm's work includes designing
guidance systems for the MX,
Poseidon, cruise and Trident
missiles. It does $140 million in
defense department work and
employs about 1800 workers.
Two groups campaigned on the
nuclear weapons ban ?Mobilization
for Survival (which supported the
referendum) and the opposing group
Citizens Against Research Ban.
Reactions by the groups were
predictable. Citizens Against
Research Ban was pleased by the outcome while Mobilization for Survival
(founded in 1978) downplayed the
loss and, instead, drew encouragement from the number of people who
supported the referendum.

.

Northrup ($20,000) and Sperry
($25,000) had contributed to the campaign against the referendum She
said Mobilization for Survival spent
$23,000 and that their opponents(Citizens Against Research
Ban) had out-spent them by a 20 to
1 margin.
According to The Boston Globe,
documents revealed that Citizens
Against Research Ban spent over
$100,000 to defeat the ban. However,
Mobilization for Survival asserted
that so far its figures showed that
$135,750 had been raised by CARB
and that it believed the total to be
much higher. The group cited the
failure of companies to disclose the
amount of their donations to the antireferendum campaign to explain the
discrepancies between their claim that
they were outspent by a 20 to 1
margin and the figures compiled at
this point.
Richard Claussen, spokesperson for
CARB, said "we're encouraged"by
the results of the vote.
He termed charges made by the
referendum supporters that the election was bought by the nuclear in-

Susan Levene, a spokesperson for
Mobilization for Survival, said "It's
extremely significant that many people have taken a stand against nuclear

,

weapons."

Cambridge Voting Results
Against Research Ban
For Research Ban

60%
40%

Levene changed the nuclear industry with "targeting" Cambridge

and asserted that opponents of the
referendum distorted the law by calling it a "research ban." She also
stated that there is a majority opposition against nuclear weapons for
which public education is neccessary
to implement.

Most of the money raised by opof the referendum, Levene
said, was provided by companies inon nuclear
volved with
weapons. She claimed firms such as

ponents

Avco ($25,000), Raytheon ($25,000),

dustry as "sour grapes." Claussen

stated, "They lost on the issues, we
won on the issues."
Instead, he attributed the referendum's defeat to the realization by

people that it was not an advisory
vote like in 1981 [ a 1981 non-binding
referendum calling for a freeze on the
production and deployment of
nuclear weapons which was approved by a 3 to 1 margin] but was a bin-

ding referendum which provided for
criminal penalties for violators.
Mobilization for Survival was also
characterized by Claussen as a "very
small group." He also refuted
charges that Citizens Against
Research Bans was not representative
of the community saying "We were
the citizens committee they were
not."

Levene stated six other communities (Ann Arbor, Michigan,
Santa Monica, Berkeley, and Santa
Barbara, California, Portland,
Oregon, and Madison, Wisconsin)
were holding votes on similar bans in
the near future. She expressed hope
that these bans will be approved by
the voters.

McGovern Defines Foreign Policy at Harvard

Lebanon as a peacekeeping force. He
argued that the soldiers should have
Candidate for the Democratic been drawn from neutral countries.
presidential nomination George S. According to McGovern, his plea to
McGovern defined his positions.con- bring American marines home "fell
cerning United States domestic and on deaf ears.
foreign policy before a group of Har"If my recommendations had been
vard students and faculty last listened to, 230 American marines
Thursday.
wouldn't be dead," stated
Harvard Law School professor McGovern.
Richard Parker, who is endorsing
"Begin the nuclear freeze right
McGovern for president, described now," announced McGovern. BasMcGovern as "one of the most aded on the history of the Salt II Treamirable, national, political figures in ty, McGovern claimed the Soviets are
ready for a nuclear arms treaty.
the country."
Before discussing current politics, McGovern said he doesn't want this
McGovern placed Nixon's landslide country to be undefended, but he
victory over him in 1972 in perspecstated, "It's good sense" to halt the
tive. McGovern explained that he did production of nuclear arms for the
not feel bad about Nixon's landslide time being.
victory, because "65 people were in"It's sheer old-fashioned waste the
dicted on Nixon's landslide team," way weapons are being procured in
said McGovern. "I came from the Pentagon," said McGovern. For
Washington to Boston without havexample, a hardware store hammer
ing to check with a probation ofmay cost $7.00, but a hammer purficer," quipped McGovern in a chased by the Pentagon costs
laryngitis afflicted voice.
$400.00.
"Let's terminate all US military
According to McGovern, the
operations in Central America right United States can maintain an adenow," said the former South Dakota quate defense by cutting the $275
senator. Although Reagan and his billion defense budget by 25%.
advisors believe the trouble in CenWith the extra money saved from
tral America is being stirred up by the defense cuts, McGovern could put
Russians and Cubans, said people back to work, he noted. AcMcGovern, he believes that the pro- cording to McGovern, the United
blems are rooted in the miserable States would be a stronger and more
economic conditions that most Censecure country by investing money to
tral American people live under.
improve the country's domestic
McGovern stated that it was im- structure.
proper to station Marine Corps in
McGovern described the American
by Lisa

Nuccitelli
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tax code as "complicated, riddled
with loopholes, and it puts people
asleep." According to McGovern,

the tax code is geared to people with
high incomes. General Electric grossed $1.6 billion but "didn't have to pay
a dollar in taxes," said McGovern.
"Under a recovery clause, General
Electric got $1 million back,"he
added..

ura y

the difficulty families have\
in buying homes, McGovern said he PJ
would try to set "home mortgage'by
loans at no more than 10%."
Although this would require a'
a»
Presidential Candidate George McGovern addresses Harvard
government subsidy, McGovern said,
"It would put young families within
According to McGovern, these are
ment must use American farm proreach of a home and it would duction to end hunger in the United some things he will "try to initiate as
stimulate jobs in the construction States and around the world.
President of the United States."
industry.
"Equal rights for all Americans
If McGovern does not receive the
"Stop paying farmers not to pronow," stated McGovern. He explainDemocratic presidential nomination,
duce and assure farmers a fair price ed the importance of the majority of he said he would support the canfor what they produce," declared the population who are women to didate who did get the Democratic
McGovern. He believes the governhave equal rights.
nomination.
Due

to
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Update
Angola
demonstrations
Aquino Jr. Since Aquino was kiled

Pro-western guerrillas in Angola
claimed last week that they shot
down an Angolan jetliner that crashed after takeoff, killing all 126 people aboard. However, the Angolan
national airline stated its plane appeared to have crashed because of a
"technical fault."
The Boeing 737, headed to the
capital, Luanda, on a regularly
scheduled flight, crashed at the

Lubango airport.
A statement from the National

Union for the Total Independence of
Angola said its "special commandos" destroyed the airliner, reported
to be transporting government
troops. Angola's press agency denied
the reports, saying that the flight carried "only two soldiers."

Poland

Fears of stricter rationing of food
and other essential items has caused
panic buying of detergent, soap, and
cigarettes in provincial towns, the official Polish press agency reported
last week.
The press also reported that
rumors that tobacco and soap would
be rationed beginning Monday caused a rush on stocks in several towns.

Marcos

The government of President Ferdinand E. Marcos, announced that
crack troops will enforce anti-riot
security in Manila.
Major General Josephus Ramas,
chief of the army, announced the
dispatch of the soldiers to Manila
amid oppositionplans for protests on
November 27, the birthday of slain
opposition leader Benigno
S.

August 21 there have been almost
daily
against the
government in the Philippine capital.
The protests twiceresulted in violence
that killed a total of 12 people.
Marcos also announced an increase
in wages in an attempt to calm mounting unrest.

Heineken

Three people kidnapped the chairman of the giant Heineken brewery,
Alfred Heineken, last week as he left
his office.
The kidnappers nabbed Heineken
as he walked to his limousine. The
chauffeur of the company limo was
also taken when he tried to aid
Heineken, a police spokesman
reported.
The kidnappers sent a written
message to the company last Thursday but there was no word on
whether it was a ransom demand or
not. A brewery spokesman said the
company was prepared to pay ransom for Heineken's recovery.

Block

Secretary of Agriculture John R.
Block said last week that the nations
of the world were spending too much
on arms at the expense of food aid
to developing countries. Block was
speaking at the biennial conference

of the United Nations Food and
Agriculture Organization in Rome.
Block also announced that the US
will provide $50 million in direct
emergency food aid to 22 droughtstricken African countries, double
the amount originally planned.

Texas
An Amtrak train traveling from
Chicago to San Antonio derailed in

Marshall Texas Saturday, killing four
people and injuring 24 others. Four
passengers were unaccounted for but
are presumed to have left the scene
of the accident, being picked up by
motorists on a nearby highway
The train, which left late, was
rushing a sick passenger to a doctor
when it crashed into a wooded, rural
location nine miles outside of the
eastern Texas city.

John Paul
Pope John Paul II adressed 85
scientists, 15 of them Nobel Peace
Prize winners, in Vatican City about
the danger of war-related research.
He noted that science can be used for
peaceful purposes and urged them to
take up the same oath that doctors
uphold, namely that they will use
their abilities to heal the sick.
The Pope also warned the scientists
to be careful not to fall prey to those
politicians who try to pursuade them
to use science as a tool of war.

Washington
At least 20,000 demonstrators
gathered in Washington, DC Saturday to protest the recent US invasion
to Grenada and to let the President
know that they oppose his policies in
Central America.
The crowd chanted "impeach
Reagan" and other chants as they
marched down Pennsylvania Avenue
on the cold, blustery afternoon.
According to the Boston Globe,
presidential candidate Jesse Jackson
was among the protestors and was
cheered on upon shouting, "We must
put our nation on a higher plane
[and] demand a new course in
domestic and foreign policy.
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Median Causes Two Accidents in Past Week

by Dan Hermes

Hazards confront us everyday.
They are a fact of life. Though when
something is unnecessarily hazardous
there is an obligation to remove it
from society.
Such may be the case with the
median-divider and a portion of the
sidewalk which protrudes from the
main walkway located in front of the
St. Ignatius bus stop. In a period of
five days last week, this was the site
of two major traffic accidents.
Friday, November 4, a young
woman driving a Volkswagen Rab-

bit hit the divider head-on. She was
injured and was transported to St.
Elizabeth's Hospital for medical
treatment.
The following Tuesday evening,

purpose. "1 think it's needed?it does
tend to slow people down, but I'm
not saying that it couldn't be rework-

two youths riding a moped hit the
curb portion which jets out into the
road and the vehicle flipped over.
They were also transported to the
hospital for medical treatment.
It is difficult to determine just how
many accidents have occured at this
site in recent years because BC Campus Police Logs note only that an accident occured on campus, occasgiving the general vicinity of
the accident. However, the occurance
of these two accidents in itself is indicative that the site is a potentially
hazardous one.
According to BC Director of
Buildings and Grounds Fred Pennino, the median was originally
where the Campus Police had their
Lower Campus entrance booth, but
it no longer serves any functional

ed," noted Pennino.
"The other part, where the
sidewalk sticks out, was designed by
an architect to protect the tail ends
of the cars parked along the road
there," Pennino explained and continued, "but I know of a couple of
people that have hit the curb and
have blown out a tire."
Pennino noted that the site could
be reworked "so that we didn't have
that obstacle." He explained that if
changes need to be made, "then the by
recommendations should come from
them [BC Security], and then we
could work something out.
"It's possible that it could be betPolice and ambulances were called to the St. Ignatius bus stop Tuesday when
ter," Pennino concluded.
two youths on a moped hit the curb and flipped over.
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US Interests in Central America Examined

by Alice Bredin

"What are our real interests in
Central America?" was the topic of
an hour long speech given by former
US ambassador and current director
of the World Peace Foundation Dick
Bloomfield Wednesday at Babson
College.

The speech was organized by the
Boston chapter of the World Affairs
Council which was described by their
publicationsrepresentative Lisa Collins, as a "non-profit, non-partisan
organization dedicated to increasing
public awareness of international
issues and peoples of the world."
Bloomfield, who served as ambassdador to Equador and Portugal
and spent thirty years as a foreign
correspondent to Latin America,
spoke from experience about the
United States' policies in that region,
specifically Nicaragua and El

Salvador.
Americans" (in reference to the
The former diplomat began his
killers of four American nuns and
speech saying, "The American peo
two visiting agricultural advisors,
pie should question President
who have been identified and as of
Reagan's military policy." He urgyet have not prosecuted). He also said
ed this because the Reagan adthe US should demand a revamping
ministration has "misdiagnosed" the
of government procedures in general
problem in Central America and is
in that country before more aid will
using the wrong approach ?a
be given.
military one.
The Reagan administration's claim
"No amount of military aid will
that the US involvement in Latin
help a government if the people of
America is necessary to protect US
the country are against it," said
interests there, is not valid according
Bloomfield. As alternatives he sugto Bloomfield. He said that
gested a sharing of power between
economically approximately one perleft and right wing factions instead by
cent of American commerce is engagof an extreme government of either
ed in with Central America and only
persuasion. "A compromise with a
two percent of all foreign investments
Former ambassador Richard Bloomfield questions President Reagan's goes
leftist government does not necessarito these countries.
military policy.
ly lead to a communist takeover," he
He also disagreed with the Reagan
continued.
military intervention, he does not ad- ruling who in the relationship betadministration's claim that the threat
Although Bloomfield spoke
vocate the withdrawl of the US comween El Salvador and the US by sayof Soviet missiles in Central America
against the methods used by the
pletelyfrom Central American couning that the Salvadoran government is an imminent one. "The Soviets
Reagan administration during
tries. He explained that if the US feels no pressure from the US governbacked down in the Cuban Missile
pulled out of Central America, other ment to reform its "immoral tactics.
Crisis and since then have carefully
foreign nations would lose faith in As long as the right-wing knows that avoided military confrontation with
the US and the US would lose faith aid will be appropriated by the the US," he stated.
in itself.
Bloomfield also questions the apReagan administration every six
Instead, he suggested using months they will do whatever they plication of the "domino theory" to
military or economic sanctions to want," he added.
Central America. The theory, which
is often used to justify US intervenmake the US-supported governments
At this point, Bloomfield empense would have been $750,000, act more humanely. "We are giving phasized that after 30 years in the tion, fears that all nations neighborquoted Smith. Since BC now has the aid and advice to an army in
ing a communist country will evenforeign service, when he was in
Nicaragua that is killing mostly charge of dealing with the problems tually become communist. "There
grant, that amount is subtracted from
peasants. The US supported guertotal would-be expenses, he conof US relations with Latin America, are dominoes but not in Central
tinued, and these total expenses rillas in Nigaraguahavekilled at least he has gained an understanding of America. Central America is too
divided by the number of students is 700 innocent civilians," he said.
the "thinking processes" of Latin small and inconvenient for the
equal to the tuition charge per
student.
In speaking about US involvement We are giving aid and advice to an army in Nicaragua that is
Logically, the saved interest exin El Salvador, Bloomfield said the killing mostly peasants.
pense divided by the number of US should "reexamine" the
Richard Bloomfield
students enrolled will show the "Democratic government" the US is
amount of saved tuition dollars for supporting in that country. He askFormer US Ambassador
each student. "I divided by 10,000 ed, "What kind of democracy enbecause it wouldn't be fair not to inforces law by the use of death squads; American governments.
Soviets to pursue vigorously."
clude the graduate and law school what kind of democracy kills two
A strong policy in El Salvador is
Bloomfield concluded by saying
students," stated Smith.
foreign agricultural advisors; and in advocated by Bloomfield who that US foreign policy has a
As a result, when next year's tuiwhat kind of democracy is the direcbelieves it will make the continuation
"credibility gap" because "we (the
tion bills are sent out, they will be at tor of security also the director of the of American aid contingent on the US), advocate freedom and
least $75 less per student than they death squad?"
swift setting of a datefor the prosecudemocracy at home and enforce the
would have been without the grant.
Bloomfield also questioned who is tion of the "murderers of opposite abroad."

Bredin
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$7.5 Million BC

Library Grant Official
by Karen Izzi

A $7.5 million federal grant for the
construction of the new library was
made official October 31, when the
agreement was signed by Boston College President J. Donald Monan, SJ.
These funds will lower not only
library costs but the amount of next
year's tuition increase, according to
BC Vice President of Finance and
Business Affairs and Treasurer John
R. Smith.
Smith explained that the grant is
saving BC from having to borrow
more money to finance the library.
BC has already received a $15 million
low-interest loan from the Department of Education and a $2 million
gift from alumni, said Smith. He
reported that library costs are approximately $26 million, excluding
the Digital telephone system and
financing costs during construction.
The $7.5 million goes directly to
paying back loans: "We have no
choice in what happens. Where are
we getting the money now? We're
borrowing it. So, we have to pay off
the bank," rationalized Smith.
The grant will also reduce expenses
included in next year's budget. "The
matter of fact of it," stated Smith,
"is the 1984-85 budget has already
seen the full benefit of the $7.5
million." Smith explained that the
guidelines for the 1984-85 budget
have already been issued by BC Executive Vice President Dr. Frank
Campanella.
A forecast had to be made on the
amount of the debt expense in the
budget and Smith assumed that the
funds would arrive before construction on the library was finished or at
least by July 1984. Therefore,
Smith's calculations in the budget
already reflect the fact that BC expected to get the funds before the
next school year.
Since the grant saves BC from borrowing an equivalent amount of
money, it also saves BC further interest expenses on would-be borrowed money. The decreased interest expenses are what appear in the budget.
"I calculated as if we'd have to
borrow that money at 10% interest,"
explainedSmith. Then the interest ex-

?

Voices From the Dustbowl

by Morgan O. McGivern and Kelly

Short

Do you feel secure on campus?

Jeff Brown, A&S, '84

Eileen Farrell, A&S, '84

Joan Nolan, SOE, '86

Georgia Tsoucalas, SOM, '86

I feel safe, basically because I'm
a guy. I haven't felt threatened
but then again I'm from New
York City. I think I've got a sixth
sense to avoid trouble. I think if
I were a girl I wouldn't feel safe

I feel reasonably safe. I wouldn't
walk alone on the weekend late at

I live on Upper Campus and our
RA has talked about the recent incidents. I always walk to Bapst
alone, it seems pretty well lit. You
hear about stuff but I'm too lazy
to do anything about it.

I was comfortable on campus but
now with all the incidents I'm

at all.

night.

more careful. At night it's less
safe, I don't walk alone, I'm
careful where I go. I didn't think
much about it till these incidents
happened.
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Freedom to Speak
The very first amendment to the constitution of the United States
of speech. It is the cornerstone of any society that claims to espouse democratic ideals,
or in any way covet the free exchange of ideas. A university is not a democratic society,
nor should it claim to be one. As an institution dedicated to the acquisition of
knowledge, however, the free exchange of ideas is at its very core.
When an idea regarding the government or integrity of this University is offered
for consideration by a respected member of the community, it must be discussed.
It does not have to move mountains overnight, but it cannot be ignored. If a problem in University policy exists, it must be brought to light. If no such problem exists then the University policy in question?and all University policies for that matter
will be that much stronger having withstood the test of public scrutiny.
Such was not the case when BC sociology professor Michael Malec raised questions regarding the inherent problems of enforcing academic integrity within a competitive Division I athletic program. His ideas were expressed in the form of a submission to The Heights' Reader's Forum section. They were repressed in the form
of a private, hand-delivered reprimand from the president of the University.
We do not know what the reprimand said. We do not know whether Fr. Monan
found inconsistencies or false accusations in Malec's letter. We do not know whether
Fr. Monan threatened professor Malec with possible administrative action. We do
not know whether Fr. Monan was simply telling professor Malec, and anyone else
who wished to address the issue, to keep quiet; that the issue of athletics and academic
integrity was off limits. We do not know much of anything accept that Fr. Monan's
letter has had the curious effect, intentional or otherwise, of shutting people up?of
stifling the free expression of ideas.
Whether or not the University is "selling its soul" for the glamour and riches of
big-time athletics is not the issue here. The fact is that the chairman of one of our
academic departments has brought to light several possible inconsistencies?and potential NCAA rules violations?between our athletic program and the academic goals
of Boston College. Those ideas were not ignored. They were repressed.
No matter what the content or intent of Fr. Monan's reprimand was, it produced
nothing but "no comments" from everyone. Any intelligent questioning was effectively, at least for the time being, killed.
That is no way to run a University.
When Arnold Mazur, MD, director of BC's health services, wrote an article in
The Heights last semester on the issue of birth control and pregnancies on campus,
many employees from the health clinic were called in to Fr. Monan's office. Apparently
he was unhappy with the tone of the article. There was no public discussion of the
issue. There was no public letter from Fr. Monan expressing his opinion on an issue
which affects so many members of the Boston College community. There was no
dialogue. The issue was "killed" and when Heights reporters approached the health
clinic employees this semester for an article on this most important issue, generic
answers and "no comments" were all they got.
That is no way to run a University.
The issue at stake here is not the academic integrity of our athletic program. Nor
is it the problems of birth control and pregnancy. The issue at stake is freedom of
speech. Our education at Boston College goes far beyond the classroom. It must,
in the totality of the experience it offers, prepare us as thinking people able to function in and contribute to our society. If when it comes to the government of this institution, we are met with repression and secrecy when we try to offer opinions to
improve it, how can we be expected to successfully function in a free society?
The premise of freedom of speech is that the right ideas, having been tested in the
marketplace of all ideas, both reasonable and ridiculous, will prevail and will ensure
truth and justice. Freedom of speech is in jeopardy at Boston College.
We are respectfully asking Fr. Monan to express why he was dissatisfied with professor Malec's letter. Only then will the channels of communication be again opened. And will we be be able to discuss and debate the issue with the hope of preserving
and strengthening the integrity of this University. More importantly, however, such
a letter will be a victory for freedom of speech.
guarantees freedom

?

Be Careful
Exactly how safe is the Boston College campus?
Consider this: Within the last four weeks, four Boston College female students
have been sexually assaulted. In a sense, the victims were fortunate in that none of
the assaults were "successful" rapes. The potential emotional damage, however, is
irreversible. The rest of the BC community is not so fortunate in that only one of
the assailants has been captured and he does not fit any of the descriptions given
by the other three victims.
Consider this: All of the attacks occurred on or immediately adjacent to the BC
campus. One occurred on College Road on a weeknight; another in the
Dustbowl/McElroy parking lot after the Stompers concert; still another took place
on Reservoir Road; and the final one happened in the lower campus apartment of
the victim, whose door was broken down as she slept at 4:00 am Sunday by her 25
year-old non-student assailant.
This does not mean that women should lock themselves into their rooms. It does
not mean that we all must live in fear. What it does mean is that we must be wary.
We must search out spots on the campus where lighting is inadequate. We must increase the availability of the overworked escort service. We must do something to
provide something that at least resembles security in or dorms, instead of the ridiculous
system that now exists.
Most of all, we must be careful. Things like this don't have to happen at Boston
College.
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Readr'sForum
To the Editor:

PIRGComplaints

While perusing The Heights a few
weeks ago, I chanced to come upon
a curious ad indeed?the MassPIRG
ad for refunds. Refunds from what,
my "contributions?" My resentment
is tantamount at the thought that this
word is used to categorize this blatent violation of individual rights
which takes place under our current
funding system. Evidently, a WZBC
talkmaster had an interesting experience when he attempted to
retrieve his $4 "refund."The harassment he encountered led him to
adopt MassPIRG funding as the
topic for his show. He is to be commended for bringing this issue to the
BC community.
At this point, I feel, a review of the
current system is in order. For those
unfamiliar with this issue, realize that
under the newly passed MassPIRG
contract, students are required to sign
their names to retrieve the $4 that
they have not individually sanctioned for the collection and use by this
organization. MassPIRG will immediately rise up and say they are
promoting the "democratic process"
through the yearly referendum. At
this point it is useful to explain exactly what is at stake. Is it true that
to possess the individual rights
granted to us in our constitution we
must exercise the right to vote? I
think not, because regardless of exercising your voting rights, other individual rights remain intact. Does
the criminal who failed to vote in the
last election still have a right to a trial
by jury? The answer is obvious.
Likewise, witness our Ist amendment
right to freedom of association.
Here, the right to vote also does not
supercede the right of freedom of
association, which happens to be a
fundamental tenet of our country.
We as individuals choose who or
what to associate ourselves with,
especially when that association is

MassPIRG would be quick to saythat this is not so. Let me call your
attention to The Heights classifieds
two weeks ago, I quote: "Are you
from Jamaica Plain, West Roxbury,
Westwood, Roslindale or Walpole?
You may be important in a current
POLITICAL campaign. If you live
in this district or are curious about
the campaign, call MassPIRG."
Clearly, when lobbyingfor a political
interest takes place, as the preceding
quote shows, one side will be
represented of course, this is fine if
the support the organization nejoys
is genuine and doesn't include money
from those who do not support the
organization.
MassPIRG constantly calls attention to the contention that it is a
student-run organization, with
students setting the policies and
goals. My understanding shows a
state board to decide upon the issues
that will be addressed. Was the campaign for the Bottle Bill, of course
political in nature, open to students
with an opposing view? These state
board decisions are of course made
at a decision remote from BC.
MassPIRG is an organization and
as such has theright to collect "real"
contributions from individuals,
rather than impose a fee on those individuals unwilling to contribute. To
finalize the utter absurdity, PIRG offers the money back in a refund to
people who didn't individually
authorize the "contribution" in the
first place. The burden of retrieving
this money should not fall on the
students. They didn't contribute it,
so why should they have to retrieve
it? The only burden that falls upon
the students' shoulders is the responsibility to expose this system for what
it is; to borrow a word from
MassPIRG, a "ripoff."

political.

Joseph J. Shamon
Vice President, Belermine Law
AcademyFormer UGBC Senate Chairman

MassPIRG is indeed a lobbyist
group with certain political views and
tendencies. You can't get much more
political than that. However,

Editor's Note: The above letter was
significantly condensed due to
space limitations.
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We must realize that the University is not run
solelyby Father Monan. Students, faculty, and

with US economic and military aid. No one,
including the Reagan Administration, will
administrators should be able to take part in argue that primary health care, education and
an open dialogue on these and other issues land reform have not been positive
without fear of a Presidential reprimand. The achievements of the Sandinista government.
University is all of ours - and all of us have a Because the Sandinistas seek a middle ground
To the Editor:
right to enhance it. between liberal capitalism and atheistic
I
in
24
any
For
statements made the October
socialism is not sufficient reason to support
issue of The Heights which could be interpreted
Sincerely, brutal attacks against the Nicaraguan people!
as attributing to the President either base
Jeff Thielman
The true nature of President Reagan's aims
motives or improper actions, I apologize. In no
A&S '85 in Central America is reflected in his rejection
way did I intend to impugn his personal integriof recent security accords put forth by the Santy or his motives. My article was intended to
dinistas. These accords state that: l)the Sanbe a critique of institutional policy, not an atdinista government agrees not to supply
tack on any individual.
Salvadorian guerillas with arms if the US ends
I apologize to the president for any remarks
its support of the Contras against Nicaragua;
I made which were personally offensive.
2)Nicaragua would not allow itself to be used
to threaten the security of US or any nation,
Michael A. Malec To the Editor:
that is, no Soviet or Cuban bases would be built
Associate Professor
or allowed to continue on Nicaragua soil; 3)the
Despite the attention given the Grenada inContadora Group?Venezuela, Panama, Mexvasion, the most tragic events of human hubris ico, and Columbia?would verify these acand manipulation still center on Central cords; and 4)violations would be publicly idenAmerica, especially in Nicaragua. It appears tified and compensationpaid by the violators.
possible that the US could, for the 34th time These accords seem to respond to demands
this century, intervene militarily in the affairs reflecting the legitimate concerns made by the
To the Editor:
of another country, this time to end the US. Nevertheless, the Administration refuses
Nicaraguan government and install another to address these accords.
Sociology Professor Michael Malec is to be military dictatorship.
If the US wants to assure the future of
commendedfor his letter to The Heights (OcThe Administration's campaign of sabotage, democracy in Central America we must begin
tober 24) on Athletic/Academic policies at and economic and political isolation of the Sanaddressing issues of mutual concern at the
Boston College.
dinista Government is becoming more blatantly negotiatingtable. Our best defense against comHe raised questions that warrant answers: illegalon political and moral grounds. The CIA munism is the economic, political, and social
l)Why are 11 of the 15 members of the Athletic backed Contras or rebels are employing tervitality of our neighbors to the south. To help
Advisory Board (AAB) appointedby the presirorist tactics against Nicaraguan civilians while them reach for these is in our own best interests.
dent or the Athletic Director? 2)Why has the trying to destroy the economic infrastructure
University ignored the A&S Faculty Senate's of this poverty plagued nation. By supporting
Rev. Julio Giulietti, S.J.
call for faculty election to the AAB? 3)Why did such activity the Administration perpetuates
the administration not accept the A&S Educawhat it detests: the Sandinistas' slowness in intional Policy Committee's resolution which set stituting democratic reforms. One wonders if
minimum academic standards for athletes and a self-fulfillingprophesy is already at work.
all who participate in extracurricular activities?
The American-backed aggression against
These and other queries do not degrade our Nicaragua lends to more bloodshed primarily
athletic program or our athletes. Furthermore, of innocent peasants while it weakens the power
the response from President Monan an actual of the moderate faction within the Sandinista
To the Editor:
reprimand that will sit in Professor Malec's perRuling Council. It lessens America's position
manent file - does not answer these questions.
in the world as a nation that fosters and
In his letter of November 7 (America: We
Rather, it is a blatant attempt by him to supenhances personal freedom and respects Are Our Brother's Keeper), Patrick Dunne
press future criticisms from the members of the political responsibility. destroys
It
the hope that
justifies the recent use of the American military
University community who care passionately
a middle ground can be found between crude around the world as an exercise of the United
about its direction. The entire matter points to capitalism backed by repressive dictatorship
states
a lack of open, community-wide discussion on and crass socialism supported by atheistic States' worldwideresponsibility. Dunne
that this nation cannot leave "the less privilegUniversity affairs.
communism.
ed to fend for themselves." What escapes Mr.
Students, faculty members, and adInitially the Administration defendedits supDunne is that the talk in this nation about
ministrators should insist on and take part in port of the Contras by stating they would stem
"world freedom" is just that?talk. For beyond
thorough
investigation
a
of the Athletic Departthe flow of arms to Salvadorian guerillas. In
rhetoric, all that remains is hypocrisy for
the
ment. It would probably show it and its athletes
fact, most of the arms used by El Salvador's
which
we Americans can never be allowed, as
to be among the finest and most academically
guerillas are purchased on the open, world-wide
says, "to sit back, contended (sic) with
Dunne
honorable in the country. However, I am sure arms market or are stolen from the US backed
we are."
how
moral
that an open study would find ways to make Salvadorian government. Although the SanAmerican
involvement goes far beyond beit the best. In addition, the Educational Policy dinistas have failed to move quickly toward
ing "our brother's keeper." Intervention
Committees of each school should set minimal more democratic participation in government,
American style often has us as our brother's
requirements for extracurricular participation.
they are no where near as ruthless toward their
determiner. And quite often, as history proves,
These requirements should be recognized by the own people as other Central and Latin
big brother does not know what is best.
University.
American dictatorships so frequently backed
America did not invade Grenada to save lives.

Apology

Central
America

Free Speech

-

America invaded Grenada to end Marxism.
Again, in the name of world freedom we have
ignored the sovereignty of another nation. Intervention American style has a long history
which can be seen through our involvement in
Iran, China, Guatemala, Vietnam, Cuba and
Nicaragua, among others. No Mr. Dunne, we
should not "bury our heads in the sand." Nor,
however, should we bury the heads of others.
Possibly President Reagan, only the most recent American to ignore the rights of others,
should listen to some of his own rhetoric.
Recently he spoke of the "willingness of the
Soviet Union to advance its interests through
violence and intimidation." As we seek to "intimidate" Central Americans with military excercise we simultaneously use violence to advance our interests in Grenada. Ah, but
Americans can justify themselves. We are acting on behalf of democracy. It seems we
Americans can even justify what for the Soviets
was "barbaric", or was the bombing of a mental hospitalreally just an accident. I guess that
would make it okay.
Dunne might also consider what the just role
of a peacekeepingforce ought to be in Lebanon
or elsewhere. It is obvious that theUnited States
has allied with one side in Lebanon thus ending
its role as mere peacekeeper. In that respect our
forces there are certainly provocative.
Yes Mr. Dunne we are our brother's keeper.
But our brother has the same right as we do
to determine his own government, be it Marxist or anything else. America has never "risked our own security for the protection of the
weak." Quite often though we have exercised
our military might to subjugate them.

Brother's
Keeper

Brian Carome
A&S, 1985

Get the facts

Join
the

HeightsMcElroy 113

Chris Mullen at Large

A Shopping Expedition With the Boys of C-24

It was part of the C-24ritual that all the boys tailgate," Pete reminded them.
came back for dinner together. Mark and
"Picture this," conjured Rob, spreading his
Radar normally met in the quad after their last hands before them. "We get home and the
class, picked up Frank from work in Admisroom is bathed in candlelight. White linen
sions, then were joinedby Sneaky Pete and Rob tablecloth, starched napkins, the aroma of simat Bapst at the last stroke of the Gasson bells.
mering duck. A delicately aged wine is chilling
Martinis at four were followed by a leisurely- in a bucket."
discussion of world affairs and then dinner at
"Whatta the boys want with old wine?"
five?the boys considered any breach of the frowned Frank. "We can afford the new
routine bad form, and there were a number of stuff." The rest of them wallowed in thoughts
penal codes to enforce a minimum of decorum. of elegant cuisine as they climbed in the
The belching rule, for instance, carried a penalwindow.
ty of fifty push-ups for any bodily gases emitThe room was not awash with candlelight,
ted at the table.
or any other kind for that matter. There wasn't
"So Frank, what's the prediction?" said Rob a sign of life in the place.
as the boys, minus Mark, took the stairs beside
"Mark?" Silence.
St. Mary's.
"Oh no," Radar whined.
"Ah, pretty shaky," Frank shook his head
"Ah, the boys aren't too happy," droned
with his distinctive baritone crow. "Ya got the Frank. "Lights out, no food on the table.
New Jersey Kid at the stove. Looks like the Doesn't look promisin."
boys might end up at Mickey D's."
"Alright," Pete pronounced like a leader in
"Yeah," concurred Radar, whose dimples crisis. "Emergency procedures are necessary
vanished at the prospect of a lost meal. "Knowhere. We're going to.have to ration what we
ing him, he'll cook meatloaf in the crockpot have."
again." They all grimaced at the memory of it.
"But the boys have nothin," reported Frank
"Naw, come on guys," said Sneaky Pete. from the kitchen. "Fridgimaker's empty."
"Ease up. He did a good job on the fish last They all crowded in and started searching the
week."
cabinets. A door-to-door search yielded
"Yuh," Radar smirked, "we told him he had nothing.
to clean it first and he puts it in the
"The boys are crackin a sweat here, Sneaks,"
dishwasher."
warned Frank. "The boys are hungry. Theboys
"Sneaks is right," concluded Frank. "The are losin weight here."
boys are too hard on Mark. He'll probably have
"Altogether not good," Sneaky Pete agreed.
some fabulous entry waitin for us tonight. A "I call a meeting of the House Ways and Means
piece o' resistance."
Committee." The roommates convened in the
"I could go for some pasta," Radar rubbed dark living room.
his hands, his dimples returning. Sneaks eyed
"Mr. Sneaker," Frank stood up.
him doubtfully.
"The chair recognizes the gentleman from
"Again? You live on that stuff. You had
Arlington."
rigatoni for breakfast."
"Mr. Sneaks, I would like to propose that
"So? We'll have shells tonight?l'm all for the FGP be hereby invoked to apply to all areas
a change of pace."
of the apartment." At that, Rob jumped to his
"Let's just thank Saint Blaise we finally feet.
finished the leftovers from the Perm State
"The delegatefrom the last room on the right

is recognized," Pete said judiciously.
"My colleague from down the hall knows
quite well that the Fair Game Policy was
originally meant for food left unattended in the
general living quarters, i.e. the kitchen and living room. Furthermore, he knows that at the
present time the only food in the rooms is the
CARE package from my grandmother."
"Duly noted," nodded Pete callously.
"Those in favor of ratifying the FGP indicate
by saying 'aye."
"Aye." "Aye." "Aye." "Aye."
"Motion carried." As theyall hurtled toward
Rob's room, they heard Rob's pleas of "Nay!
Nay!" faintly behind them.

Three canisters of baked goods later, they

lounged around the TV, half satiated.
"Pass the cow, please," Frank requested,
snapping his fingers. The last West Lynn carton was relayed to him from across the room.
"I'm still hungry," concluded Sneaks and

Radar at once.

It was as if a silent alert went through Star
Market whenever the boys from C-24 went on
a shopping expedition. Housewives and clerks
cowered against the shelves when they saw
Radar charge the shopping carriage down the
aisle with that gleam in his eye. The cashiers
awaited like death row prisoners the arrival of
their brimming cart.
At the deli counter there was chaos. The boys
had gotten hold of a carriage with a renegade
wheel, which had gone out of control rounding
a corner, and sown devastation among a crowd
of shoppers waiting for their cold cuts.
"Four pounds of bologna, please," Rob said
to the deli man, taking advantage of suddenlybeing at the front of the line.
"No, not bologna, Rob," Radar winced.
"We need cheese is what we need."
"The boys want pimento loaf!" said Frank
urgently.
"Why don't you come back later," the deli

man in the paper hat calmly suggested.
"We'll come back later is what we'll do,"
Radar smiled, dragging his roommates into the
personal hygiene aisle.
"Wow, look at this!" Pete shouted at once,
taking a package off the shelf.
"What is it?"
"It's, it's one of those things," whispered
Pete in awe. "It's one of those?y'know when
you pull of your sweater and your hair sticks
up and you can't comb it or anything? This is
a paste that?"
"Sneaks, the boys don't think we need that,"
Frank said, breaking it to him gently.
"But listen to this guarantee!" Sneaks started
read.
"Every time we're not looking you put in
something stupid," complained Radar. He
pulled items out of the cart one by one and tossed them. "Anchovy paste. Egg timers. What's
this ?oh, dear God. We haven't sunk this
low."
"Canned oranges?" gagged Radar, They all
cast reproachful stares at Sneaks.
"They're good," Pete argued. "Trust me."
"Yeah, just like that generic toilet paper of
yours," muttered Frank sarcastically. "The
boys are still sufferin from that deal."
Just then Rob jogged back from the meat
to

department.

"What's the ground chuck factor, Rob?"
asked Frank hopefully. "Are the boys havin
hamburger tonight?" Rob's look told them no.
"I think we oughta conduct a bed check at
the Animal Rescue League before we buy any
of the stuff there."
"Pretty shaky huh?" Frank mused, looking
the floor and stroking his five o'clock
shadow. "Well there's always General Mills."
They strolled toward the breakfast aisle.
"Well, boys, what's the consensus? Frosted
Flakes or Lucky Charms?".
at
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Roach Problems Reviewed in Golden Lantern
by Heather Kelley

In reviewing extermination pro-

cedures in the Walsh Hall cafeteria,
Assistant Director of Dining Services
John Grogan stated: "we will reevaluate the situation down there."
Several instances in the past week
have prompted this action.
one
occasion,
On
BC
undergraduate Michelle Stahlie
found a live cockroach in her dinner
at the Golden Lantern restaurant.
Similarly, last week, an employee
who preferred to remain anonymous
explained, "I took the saran wrap off
the roast beef that I was going to slice
up and a cockroach ran out." According to the employee, the roast beef
was not thrown out.
Operations Manager of Walsh

Hall Karen Pierce responded stating,
"I don't see any way that could have
happened."
One Walsh Hall RA claimed that
earlier in the year "I saw about three
roaches coming out of the plastic
ware, you know ?where you get the
mayonaise, across from the snack
bar."
Grogan maintained that dining services were "under the impression"
cockroach activity was being controlled, but said there was a possibility the dining service was "running into problems" they were previously
unaware of. "We are controlling
what we see, but there is always the
unknown," he said.
He noted the temperature and
location of Walsh Hall (near the
Reservoir) as factors attracting

JAMAICA LIQUORS
WHACKY BOB'S
B.C. SPECIALS!

Busch $29.00
Pabst $27.00
Bud $33.00
Miller $33.00
Lowenbrau $36.00

I

- Sheila Hcnson. IDS A\(,HFS TIMES
"There are sequences in this movie that
make your jaw drop open out of genuine
amazement." - DarUAnsen. \EVSWEfK
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The roach that ransacked the roast beef.
jected their annoyance concerning longrun, to try and keep cockroaches
student negligence by distributing out of the building.
flyers stating: "Cockroaches are now
Presently the dining services exterinvading Walsh Hall thanks to all of
minates separately from housekeepyou who have left trays, garbage and
ing. According to Grogan and Pierce,
food in the hallways."
the most effective way to ameliorate
Although RA Robin Antonellis
the situation would be to
stated cockroaches are not a "major simultaneously exterminate with
problem," she noted that trays left
housekeeping. This joint effort,
in the hallway filled with leftover stated Grogan, will take place over
food
have attracted some Christmas break.
cockroaches to the building.
Grogan asserted that extermination in the area around the soda
Housekeeping Manager Walter machines would be performed the
Greaney agreed with this. Last week,
Wednesday before Thanksgiving
housekeeping also posted flyers in break, when work will be executed on
Walsh Hall asking students to the machines.
"Pleaseplace garbage in trash room
In addition to exterminating monthly, Grt?an said, whenever a
or dumpsters." The flyer also requested students not to leave plates, cockroach ,s seen, the specific area
food, beer botles, or trays in the is sprayed. 1 he problem with this, he
halls. The flyer's aim, said Greaney, noted, is that cockroaches?those
was two-fold: to facilitate the maintainence of the building; and in the Golden Lantern, page 18

by Patty La Vigne and Patti Horn
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BC Crime Rate Remains Steady
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cockroaches. Also he said, the large
population, the hollow cinderblock
structure of the building, and the
work being done near the coke
machine area, provided the
"perfect"
environment for
cockroach activity.
Recently, explained Grogan, the
dining services has had some difficulties with the soda machines, and
any work on them could have
disturbed the insects and set them in
motion.
According to Pierce, cockroaches
do exist in the Walsh Hall cafeteria,
but they are under control. Each
month, she said, the Sheehan Exterminating Co., sprays the cafeteria.
Assistant Manager of Dining Services Rudy Rodriguez added, if he
notices cockroaches in the area he
will spray them himself.
Pierce maintained that it is a problem, but that cockroaches exist
everywhereand the only way to completely alleviate the problem is by exterminating the entire area, not just
the dining service section of the
building.
Both Pierceand Grogan believe the
problem is aggravated by students
who bring trays of food to their
room, eat, and then leave their trays
and leftovers in the halls.
"If they [students] are going to
take things out of here, they have to
clean up after themselves," stated
Pierce.
RA's in Walsh Hall recently pro-

CRJ

Despite the growing concern within
the Boston College community that
crime on campus has risen in the past
few years, the statistics compiled by
the BC Police do not support this
opinion.

Detective Sergeant Eugene Neault
claimed crime has not risen. "No, I
think part of it is people reporting
more quickly and more frequently,
especiallysexual assaults and harassment," he said.
The community attitude towards
crime has also changed, said Neault.
"Students are willing to be stopped
and asked more questions about
where they are going," he explained.
The increased number of
responses, said Neault, may be due
to police getting to the scene before
incidents are occurring. He stated,
"We're starting to, but it's not

Crime:
Against the Person
Against Property
Police Services
Assault and Battery
simple
aggravated
dangerous weapon
on a police officer
Harassment
rape
voyeurism

indecent exposure
indecent assault
general

1981

1982

1983J

184/125
763/150
11,341

174/47
656/204
12,771

161/102
622/124
14,131

107/53
491/119
10,029

45/43
6/5
14/14

26/26
2/2
3/2
2/2

38/36
11/11
4/4
8/8

12/8
9/9
4/4
4/4

1/1
1/1
12/0

1/1
1/0
16/3
3/2
60/37

0/0
2/1
8/2
10/3
55/29

?

2*/0
3/0
7/5
?

104/58
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A Missile-side Chat With Ron on the Dustbowl

by Jim Van Anglen

President Ronald Reagan made a
slight change in the itinerary of his
trip to Asia last week when he stopped by the Boston College Dustbowl
Wednesday.

He made a short statement about the
issue at hand, namely the deployment
of the Cruise and Pershing II missiles
in Europe and then opened the floor
to questions from members of the

press.
Responding to a question about

On the other hand, was it an the fact that the cruise missile has an
impostor?
eight minute flight time, and thus is
"Reagan", accompanied by Nanone of the most destructive weapons
cy, approached the podium to a in the US arsenal, "Reagan" emround of applause from the gallery. phatically
defended
the

"peacekeeper". "The fact that it has
an eight minute flight time means
we'll catch Yuri Andropov in his red
bed," said "Reagan".
Another member of the press
quickly noted that this attitude might
connote that the United States is installing first strike capability in
Europe. "Reagan" corrected
himself, "There will be no first
strike. I'm sorry."
Suddenly, a peace activist moved

Student View of Grenada Invasion
by Maria Speidel

What do BC students say about the
US inavasion of Grenada?
Most student organizations, with
the exception of the Young
Americans for Freedom (YAF), have
taken no formal stand on the issue.
Last week, YAF, a conservative
political group, handed out leaflets
supporting President Reagan.
Chairman of YAF Robert
Pomeroy, A&S '84, believes the invasion was justified. "We feel the
threat was there," he stated. "There
was a preparation for a Cuban-Soviet
base. If you allow a situation like that
it's difficult for democracy to
return."
Many students not associated with
any particular organization, make
similiar estimates. A former Marine
Corps Officer Candidate John
Nolan, A&S '84, stated, "I thought
recent

it was warranted. I think the students
down there were in danger. The
Cubans were active down there. I
think it's time we put our foot down,
especially after some of the Soviet's
recent activities such as shooting
down the Korean jet liner."
Some saw the invasion necessary
to protect the US students but question Regan's politics. John Flynn,
A&S '84 a Political Science major,
articulated this view, "TheUS forces
did a good job protecting the
students, but as far as some of the
other activities down there, I'd have
to question whether President Regan
was complying with the War Powers
Act."
Adding to this perspective, a great
number of students are worried
about further consequences of the invasion. Chairman of the Student
Ministry Andrew Parker, A&S '84,

stated that his group is taking no
organized action but, "As individuals
we're concerned that the US presence
in Grenada will move into
Nicaragua," he said.
Peggy Cain, A&S '84, echoed this
type of response: "I feel our government has the right to spread our
beliefs in other countries at the cost
of US military lives. We can't all be
democracies," she said. "Variety
makes the world go around."
Mindy Kail, A&S '85, who
described herself as conservative but
always a pacifist considered the invasion in a more severe light. "I am
very distrustful of Reagan on these
matters," Kail noted. "We are making a very bad impression on the rest
of the world. It bothers me."

towards "Reagan", however he was
restrained by a security guard, who
then announced to the President that
he had a "peacenik" in his grasp.
"Reagan" uttered one simple, direct
question to the "peacenik," "Who
do you work for?" The prisoner
beligerantly answered, "The KGB."
The discussion then switched to the
situation in Grenada.
"Reagan" staunchly defended the
actions of the US in the area, citing
that his administration will do
everything possible to defeat com- by
munism. After being asked what had
been found in Grenada, "Reagan"
stated that US troops had found armed communist forces. "Those Ronnie on the Dustbowl
associated with Cuba and the Soviet the hands of leftist thugs."
Union are what we call thugs [as a
"Reagan" said he must leave on
member of the President's staff raises important business and quickly
a red sign with the word thug printed departed for McElroy.
in black followed by a poster of
Even after the man who had spoke
Lenin behind him], and these thugs left, the rumors persisted. Was that
try to destroy the peace around the
really Reagan or was it, indeed an
world. We have to fight for
impostor?
democracy," continued "Reagan".
Nobody will ever know, but rumor
A member of the President's staff has it that the real speaker Wednesthen interrupted his boss, presenting day was BC senior Jim McGovern
evidence of what these communist
and Nancy was really Laurie Anello,
were armed with, namely a buttei
also a member of the BC community.
knife. But "Reagan" quickly noted,
Editor's Note: This exercise on the
"You know what happens when a dustbowl Wednesday was sponsored
Cuban gets a hold of one of these [deby the BC Coalition Agaist Nuclear
fiantly holding the knife over his
War and was a satirical look at the
head]. We have to take these out of views of President Reagan.
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Prof Wages Attack on Nuclear Arms Buildup
by Christina Hippeli

be addressed because the time of
MAD's effectiveness is running out.
The first problem is that the
"balance of terror begins to wobble," said Moore, when each superpower begins to doubt its own power
to destroy the other.
This mounting insecurity can turn
into an explosion as one power tries
to cover its insecurity by increasing
its weaponry, thus making the second
power insecure, he said. The second
power repeats the process, resulting
in a cycle which "completely subverts
normal war planning" and each
power drives the other to "greater
and greater infractions of law,"
maintained Moore.

Attacking the concept of mutually assured destruction (MAD) as a

true deterrent of nuclear war,
Reverend Sebastian Moore, OSB,
claimed that the world stability which
MAD's proponents attribute to the
theory is a false one because he
believes that MAD instead increases

instability.

Moore referred to MAD, the
build-up of weapons by both the
United States and the Soviet Union
so that war becomes so horribly
destructive that neither side would
use it as an alternative, as an arrangement which is an "infinite and empty promise to make war impossible."
MAD's weakness can be broken
into three parts, said Moore last
Tuesday, which when brought
together can be "pretty complicated." He noted that these must

He continued by saying that this
process changes MAD into MIP
(mutually induced paranoia) and this
causes the second problem. Therelationship between the two countries is

. /\^
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Added to the fear of our silos being way of thinking and tnat US leaders
vulnerable, this creates the desire for have tried to accomodate the
a limited, no-city nuclear policy "Bomb" without modifying their
which appears to solve the problem, mode of thinking by revising MAD.
Healso stressed the importance of
he expanded.
the peace movement whose par"It's desirable to have a logical rationale for the use of nukes in defense ticipants have been described as
of Europe," stated Moore and the unrealistic. He said that those who
limited nuclear policy "makes a kind believe that MAD can continue to
work are the unrealistic ones.
of sense."
"We're [the peace movement
This idea also brings with it
explained
workers]
not starry-eyed idiots," said
problems,
numerous
Moore because mutual deterrence Moore. "We're people who use
reason."
develops into mutual provocation
Moore stated that he had first
The plans to destroy military bases
require many more weapons to hit all awakened to the nuclear situation
while he was saying mass for the Imthe targets.
Though each side only wants to maculate Conception two years ago.
destroy military bases, the number of As he was preaching, he said that he
human casualties would still mount, realized "the church was hitting an
the speaker affirmed. Moore then all time peak of irrelevance," by
teaching about Mary in today's world
asked what the likelihood of stopping short of the ultimate destruction of revolution and danger.
would be.
He said that he found himself concluding his sermon by urging his
This creation of a "20th century parishioners to say no to nuclear
tennis match" has also spawned a weaponry.
new way of thinking which defies
Moore was born in India in 1917
reason, according to Moore. The and was educated in England. He was
desperatesearch for a use for nuclear in the Royal Navy and is widely
weapons is a "sterile search," but travelled. He has spent the last 12
"its futility doesn't make it years in the US, teaching literature
harmless," he said.
and theology at Marquette and now
"The atrophy of reason that it at BC.
engenders is most dangerous," exIn addition, he wrote a paper on
claimed Moore.
nuclear weapons entitled "Nuclear
He then pleaded for a new way of Weapons: Learning to Think
thinking because he said the "Bomb" Straight" upon which his lecture was
had changed everything except our based.

me information about Expedition 51
me information about other ORES programs!

I Name

|

narrowed down to the purely
technological level.
Instead of having a mass of mutual
connections, such as religious, social,
economic, and cultural ties, the link
is based solely on techonology and
fear, said Moore. When each side only thinks about how badly the other
can damage the first, it becomes impossible to think rationally and
"radically dehumanizes international
relations," he stated.
This emphasis makes MAD too
narrow and the stability it provides
is superficial and deceptive. According to Moore, the third problem occurs when MAD collapses under the
weight of its own instability and MIP
replaces it.
"The truth in the end is beautifully simple and stark," said Moore.
"An instrument of death can't be a
peacekeeper." Though MAD has
worked for 40 years, Moore said,
"Its time is rapidly running out, leaving the superpowers to negotiation."
Moore claimed that once two
powers have nuclear weapons, there
is a stalemate. However, many people are employed to prepare for war.
Moore claimed that their thinking
moves from using weapons to prevent war to finding a use in war,
creating an obsession with the
thought of using nuclear weapons.
Because of the known horrors of
Hiroshima and Nagasaki, the planners "must find a no-city use," said
Moore, stressing the word "use."
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Author Cites Past to Explain Arms Threat
by

Christina Hippeli

separate elements come out, what is

Using a historical approach to explain the current nuclear arms situa-

deterrence?

"Deterrence is simply the idea that
if you do somethine unto me. I can
tion, Martin Sherwin, the author of do it unto you, so you better not do
A World Destroyed, tried to it," said Sherwin. In nuclear deterdemonstrate "why it's living history rence, he explained that one counry
and why we're stuck with it today," can destroy the other even after the
during a lecture last Wednesday.
first has been devastated, so that it

discovered in Germany, the US
military assumed that the US was
behind Germany and strove to beat

the Germans in the nuclear race, and
thus, turn the war around.
Once the "Bomb" existed, it
became the "preferable option,"
stated Sherwin. It was used against
cities because "nuclear weapons then
Citing various other authors and makes no sense to initiate nuclear and nuclear weapons now are
psychological weapons," he said and
differing views, Sherwin discussed war.
concept,
Sherwin,
how the nuclear arms escalation was
This
said
added that the shock effect of the
brought about, its consequences, and focuses on the assumption that the "Bomb" was central to the targeting
why the Reagan administration is use of nuclear weapons do not make committee's plans.
"sense," but a problem arises when
committed to its continuation.
The speed with which mass
Differing opinions on how the one side is not acting rationally. destruction could be perpetrated by
escalation developed include blaming "There's no rational response to ir- the "Bomb" was a more crucial
the weapon makers, who, given a rational behavior," he continued. psychological factor than the damage
new missile must find a use for it; "So how do you deal with it?"
itself, according to Sherwin. A city
blaming the Soviet Union for its agSherwin claimed that deterrence gone in a minute is "what you call
gression; and blaming the United escalates from a stable position into shock effect," he exclaimed.
States for taking the lead in building the temptation to act irrationally, but
At that time, Sherwin said the
weapons and for refusing to de- if something goes awry, it puts both planners did not consider the consenounce first use of nuclear weapons, sides in danger.
quencesof the "Bomb" in the postaccording to Sherwin.
Historically, World War II had a
However, Sherwin said, "I think triad of effects on the American
the most central view has in effect political culture, according to Sherbeen overlooked." Since the begin- win. The idea of almost instanMcontinued from page 1
nings of nuclear arms in 1943, the taneous preparedness became
weapons have been seen as useful and desireable to the American people, a College and University Statutes,
advantageous which is why the US wish he termed the "Pearl Harbor which have been in effect since the
continues to build them, he claimed. Syndrome."
fall of 1980.
"I think that sense of an advan"The quivering finger over the butClause 11, Section 9 of those
tage, which has deep historical roots, ton is, in effect, the symbol of our statutes reads "a faculty member is
responsible to uphold the values of
is one of the problems we're living age," he said.
with," Sherwin continued, also sayWorld War II and the Munich Pact Boston College, and maintain a proing that nuclear weaponry has also taught Americans that appeasefessional relationship consonant with
become almost an object of worship, ment can bring two countries closer those values."
a "talisman" to protect American to war, maintained Sherwin.
The closest reference to something
security. This distorts therelationship However, this fear has developedinto like a reprimand is in Section 10-C
between the military and the political a fear of any negotiations.
of those statutes, which states that a
leadership, so that faith has been lost
The importance of nuclear faculty member may be suspended
in diplomacy and reason, said the weapons emerged from the war "in those cases when there is imauthor.
because the US sought to create a mediate harm to the Boston College
The thought of nuclear weapons world order through diplomacy and community, or it is threatened by the
has become a part of life in the US power, stated Sherwin.
continued presence of the faculty
and deterrence has become "almost
the
reason
the
Sherwin claimed
member."
an 'ism' in American life," stated atomic bomb was built was simply
Nowhere were reporters able to
Sherwin. Thus, he asked, "When you "because it was discovered there a locate the term "reprimand" or its
boil it down and distill it and the way to do it." Since fission was definition as a University policy.

war world. After the war, it was
realized that the "Bomb" could be
used "to make the world over in our
image," said Sherwin. Because the
US and the Soviet view the world differently, the "Bomb" became a more
important feature.
Trying to explain the Reagan administration's commitment to the
arms race, Sherwin said, "There are
two foundations upon which nuclear
weapons are resting." Thefirst foundation is that nuclear weapons and
their use have contained the Soviet
Union for almost 40 years. The second foundation is the "nuclear umbrella" which has kept Western
Europe under American control.
Another factor, according to Sherwin, is "the battle for the hearts and
minds of the Third World nations,"
in which the US and the USSR fight
for control over these countries.
"The Reagan administration, I

submit," he continued, " came into
office with the idea that nuclear
weapons can also be used to bring
this problem to a solution," by keeping the Soviet out of the Western
nations.
In response to this challenge, the
Soviet Union can try to keep up with
the US at the expense of its economy,
admit defeat and possibly face
humiliation, or realize the link between arms control and diplomacy,
claimed Sherwin.
"The Reagan administration," he

said, "has to do with a strategy, a
point of view, that we can show them
[the Soviets] they don't have us bam-

boozled."
Sherwin concluded by saying he
believes the days of security as in the
pre-nuclear weaponry days is over.
He said, "Today is less safe than
yesterday, in terms of nuclear
weapons, but safer than tomorrow."

Reprimand Chills Talk on Issues

m\

w

A number of the faculty are
especially concerned about the Malec
reprimand precisely because some of
the issues he raised in his letter directly concern measures they have tried
to take in order to gain a voice in

University academic policy.
Members of the Educational
Policy Committee (EPC) adopted a
resolution last year to secure that
faculty would have a say in matters
of academic eligibilityat Boston College. Monan took no action on the
EPC's resolution.
While these issues have not died,
the position of the faculty has been
weakened by Monan's silence and
unwillingness to consider their proposal, which Malec stated in his
original letter as exactly what NCAA
regulations require?academic
eligibility standards must be set by a
school's faculty. Also, he charged, it

signifies a "mind your own business"
attitude on the part of the President.
President of the Sociology Caucus
Chris Graveline said, "A major concern is that if he [Malec] is penalized
for publically expressing his opinions, what will happen to other professors who wish to address other
controversial issues in the future?"
Several of the faculty members interviewed indicated that the above
concern was extremely important in
considering what has happened to
Malec.
However, most expressed that their
greatest concern in this case is that
Malec's letter would bring these particular issues of academic integrity into consideration again, especially
since the financial prospects of the
athletic program have increased so
dramatically in the short span since
the EPC resolution was drawn up.
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Pulse Plans Second Summer Trip to Belize
by Dawn Livigne

This past summer, Pulse sponsored, for the first time, an experimental volunteer program to
Belize, South America. Four Boston
College women participated in the
program which focused on community social needs.
The program under the guidance
of Pulse Director Richard Keeley,
was funded largely through donations from university departments
and offices, and the participants' was
already in Belize working with
Belize was chosen for the program
for a few reasons. Keeley explained,
"It is an English speaking country so
the students could get along without
knowing Spanish. It is a politically
safe country, and a country of great
need."
He also added that since a group
of 1982 Boston College graduates
was already in Belize working with
the International Volunteer Program,
he had contacts to aid him with much
of the preliminary work and
arrangements.

The students, Therese Callahan
(A&S'B3), Lori Havrilla (SOE'B4),
Suzanne Mettler (A&S'B4), and

Judith Scanlon (SOM'B3). worked in

cooperation with the parishioners of
St. Ignatius in Belize, and with a
group of Belizeans surveying families
in the Yarborough area. According
to Callahan, the survey was conducted "for the Pastoral team
themselves so that they could get a
greater sense of what the needs of the
people in the community are."
The survey collected data which
took a count of household members,
explored health problems, and
recorded residents complaints and
perceptions of their most pressing by
neighborhood needs. "The people
were very receptive to the survey,"
commented Havrilla, by hospitably
welcoming the American students inPulse members Lori Havrilla, Therese Callahan, and Suzanne Mettler.
to their home and sharing with them energy for development."
tive awareness that says 'We own
any information they could.
During their month long tenure in
Belize."
For Mettler, the survey process was Belize, the four BC students were exMettler explained there is a slave
a lesson in leadership. She com- posed to a way of life ideologically mentality embedded in the Belizean
mented in a recent Pulse Report, "I much different than their own. They culture due to a long history of
sometimes felt that we were invading became aware of the many dimenBritish colonialism. "Belizeans do
the privacy of the Belizeans, with our sions poverty can take on, other than not seem to have initiative for the
white American presencewhich many obvious economic problems, and
progress of their own country, to
of the Creole people hold in esteem. how these facets can "cripple" the
bear the responsibility for developBut, through endless discussions and development of the people.
ment," she said. "I began to see how
my personal attitudes about my
struggling, we tried to learn to be
According to the students, there
more sensitive as listeners, to be was a weak family structure resulting
rights as an individual and my ability to exercise my free will to make my
leaders who stand back and support in an abundance of broken families
decisions,
growth,
rather than to held together solely by the mother.
and to determine my life,
and enable
provide
by my American
and
influenced
they
very
determine direction
Further
commented on a lack of
are
upbringing and the ideological values
community and patriotic spirit. Metthat undergird our political system.
tler explained that people of different
Such confidence has always been inraces in Belize appear to feel divided
stilled in me; I never saw it as a
from one another and as she stated
richness
before."
report,
in the
"There is not a collecTaowintg C
B
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Unlucky Students Get Hooked
by

277-7112
?

CHOCOHOLICS

~
We've got your number, here's ours
259-8864

Specializing in the Ultimate Truffles...
Brandy, Rum, or Amaretto, Cashew Turtles, Almond
Crunch, or whatever. Let your imaginations run wildwe can do it...
We deliver too!
Gary's Chocolates
Lincoln, MA

Christina Hippeli

To students who have suffered the
expense of having their cars towed
off campus, it might seem that
Boston College is making quite a
financial profit from this practice.
This notion, however, could not be
more false, according to Campus
Police Lieutenant Walter Durrane,
who is in charge of issuing campus
parking permits.
"Neither BC nor this department
[the police department] gets any part
of that money, not one penny," exclaimed Durrane, referring to the $40

chargedby the towing company when
the owner claims his car. The money
is kept by the towing company which
is not paid a fee by BC, but is contracted to tow cars whenever BC

calls.
Prior

to this year, BC hadused two
towing companies, both deemed

reliable by the police and the car
owners because the cars were not
damaged, according to Durrane. This
year BC is only contracted with Nuzzi
Brothers Inc. from Newton.
BC chose Nuzzi Brothers to tow
because it was the only company will-
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714 Washington Street
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Since 1638 Belize had been the
British colony of Honduras. But the
people ofBelize were granted their independence September 21, 1981, as
Britain gave up its last claim on the
American mainland.
The country has the population of
a good sized Boston suburb, but that
populace is among the most multiracial and culturally diverse to be
found in any nation. People of
African descent are predominently
along the coastal areas, while Manyan Indians are most numerous in
inland jungle and towns. Other Belizeans are of British and European
stock, but there are also Lebanese,
Chinese, East Indians, mixed-blood
Creoles, Mexicans, and a few colonies of Mennonite farmers. As
Callahan explained , "It's the real
melting pot."
Before their departure, the
students participated in a preparation
program which included an intense
study on the history, society, culture,
and politics of Belize. They also
underwent a three day orientation
upon arrival, to better acquaint them
with the country and the culture of
its inhabitants.
According to Keeley, this past
summer's placement to Belize "was
a success"and he is presently engaged in planning a continuation of the
program. Keeley invited anyone who
is interested in the program to come
to a presentation to be given
November 14 at 7:30 in Haley House.
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said that on occasion, perhaps two or
three times out of 100 tows, a car is
towed which was legally parked. This
could occur if the officer either fails
to see a parking sticker or to check
the log for overnight cars.
In this case, the owner is not
responsible to pay the towing fee and
the University must absorb the cost.
Durrane stated that only Nuzzi
Brothers agreed to charge a fraction
of the total cost in exchange for the
many tows a year BC provides.
The towing fee increased from $15
which it was last year to the current
$40 because the rates are set by law
said Durrane. Previously, towers
towing cars from public property
could charge $40, while trespass
tows, that is tows from private property such as BC, could only cost
$15. This year, the Department of
Public Works changed this regulation
so that all towers could charge $40
regardless of the type of tow.
Cars which do not have a parking
sticker or an overnight pass are towed after 1:30 am Sunday through
Thursday nights so that the parking
lots are not congested in the morning for the faculty and commuting
students with parking permits. On
weekends, these restrictions are relaxed and during the week cars are only
towed before 1:30 am if they are
creating a hazard.

Warren's Mens Store
Wants You
To Dress For Success
X/ Wool

Flannel Pleated Dress Slacks

Value

Year Round

Now $35.00

Fully Lined!

Wool Blended Double Breasted Blazers
Now $65.00

/
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ing to give the scnooi a cvi rate on
inadvertantly towed cars. Durrane
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Contrasting Collar Dress Shirts
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Free Alteration While You Wait
Warrens
116 Harvard Aye.
Allston, MA
254-5850

Master Charge
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Candidates Offer Jobs as Vote Incentive

mcontinued from page 1
King announced a new plan for
complete audits of the fiscal budget
by a Fiscal ManagementTask Force,
among whose proposed members he
named Lawrence DiCara, who was
present in the audience. King also
suggested the hiring of a chief financial officer for Boston, and a zerobased budget which would run for
three years to avoid the "crisis-tocrisis" policy of the present.
Believing that in the past, "government has been more concerned with
maintaining the status quo than effecting real change," King reiterated
his Boston Jobs For Boston
Residents policy, which would make
the recruitment of employees from
outside the city "the exception rather
than the rule."
Ray Flynn, who emphasized his

c~

plans, Flynn put the idea of a state
"If you have a mayor who already
infrastructure bank, to help organize has an executive role in city governthe lowest possible loan rates for ment, and also sitting on the school
capital investments. As a step toward committee, then...?" shruggedKing
a better housing situation, he adThere was only one moment of acvocates the abolition of the muchtual tension during the debate, and

commitment to the vision of "one
Boston" throughout the forum, expressed the feeling that no segment
of the population should be left
behind by the current economic
boom. In fact, said Flynn, while the
downtown is experiencing prosperity, Boston is in fact of the nation's
poorest major cities, with one of
every six residents living below the
poverty line. Flynn proposed a policy
of "Jobs and Justice," which would
emphasize help for neighborhood
business, job training and restoration
of "bread and butter" services.
As part of his business--oriented

criticized Boston Redevelopment
Authorityin favor of a central planning board. His educational objectives include a strong superintendent
with political independence, and the
belief that the mayor should take
some responsibilty in that field as ex
officio member of the school committee, a concept which Mcl King

rejects.

V

\

)

/

exempt property

in the city." His

position, said Flynn, is to get the

business and educational interests to
involve themselves through career
programs
King then added to Flynn's statement, that Michael Gelber had a
good point when he suggested that
"we should see every kid as a genius,
so that we will teach them that way."

Lawrence E. Devore, D.M.D.
Richard H. Price, D.M.D.,P.C
Jeffrey E. Fine, D.M.D.
Leslie L. Whone, D.M.D.

v.

/oLt«=a\

it occurred not between the candidates, but between Ray Flynn and
panelist Garth Marston, chairman of
the Provident Institution for Savings.
Marston charged that while King
and Flynn call for more hiring of
Boston high school graduates, the
Boston schools are producing young
people who "can't read, they can't
write and they cipher.''

"I wonder how close the business
community is looking?" Flynn bristled, remarking that he doubted that
in all of Boston no talent could be
found. "What are the colleges doing?
They're sitting on 47% of the tax-
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Great American Smoke-out

Kicking a Bad Habit One Day at a Time
by Dr.

November 17, 1983 is the occasion
for this year's Great American
Smokeout. This is an annual event initiated by the American Cancer
Society several years ago to focus attention on stopping cigarette smoking one day at a time. Smokers are
being asked to refrain from smoking
for 24 hours. The experience of one
day without cigarettes is sufficient to
convince many to refrain a second
day, a third day, and ultimately, to
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known for two decades. Yet, in
America last year, more than 100,000

quit smoking entirely.
Of all the frustrating habits that
humanity has become attached to in
the 20th century, cigarette smoking
leads the list. In the United States,
30-35% of adults smoke regularly,
and the figure is higher in many
European nations. Smoking has
become very popular throughout the
developing nations of the world, including such places as the People's
Republic of China, indicating that it
is clearly not a capitalist monopoly.
The dangers of smoking have been

Arnold Mazur

people died and several times that
number suffered disabilities directly
attributable to smoking cigarettes.
For 20 years the US Public Health
Service, the American Heart Association, American Cancer Society and
American Lung Association have put
out a steady stream of warnings, with
only marginal success.

The percentage of adult smokers
has dropped from about 45% to
35%. At Boston College, the percen-

that the cigarette testing machines betage of smoking students is much
lower, approximately 5-10% smoke ing used by the companies do not
according to our information. reliably measure what people actually
However, that number is not so low inhale. Smokers tend to inhale
when one realizes that it represents longer, deeper and leave shorter butts
in order to get the desired effect from
between 500 and 1000 people.
Tobacco companies have resorted their cigarettes. They also tend to
to a number of methods to combat block the filter with their lips.
the bad publicity about their products
Cigarette smoking is the major
in recent years. The most successful single cause of cancer mortality in the
technique has been the introduction United States. The 1982 Surgeon
of low-tar and nicotine cigarettes General's Report estimated that
with special filters. Unfortunately, tobacco's contribution to all cancer
recent scientific studies have shown deaths is 30%. We can expect that
129,000 Americans will die of cancer
this year because of the higher overall
death rates among smokers. In addition, the American Heart Association
estimates that 120,000 fatal heart attacks each year are caused by
film

Pyschology Caucus

KAPLAN

Will Present a

cigarette smoking.
Approximately 53 million
Americans smoke cigarettes. Each
year nearly 2 million smokers quit,

"An Interview with
Carl Tuna

WILL BE SPEAKING AT

BOSTON COLLEGE

and 95% of them do so on their own,
"cold turkey." Many try several
times before they succeed permanently. Motivation, persistence, and willingness to try again in spite of
previous failure are the keys to being successful.
If you smoke or are friends with
a smoker, remember the American
Cancer Society's message, "Good
friends are hard to find and even
tougher to lose," and get involved
with the Great American Smokeout.
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ON Wednesday,
NOVEMBER 16
AT 4:30 PM IN
GASSON HALL, ROOM 305
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Career Counseling
Career Testing
Reentering Job Market
Personal Counseling
Coping with Illness
Managing Stress
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...Services are provided at reasonable fees by
licensed and certified professionals.
...Many services are covered by private insurance.
NO COST for intial consultation.
To schedule an appointment or for more information
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Departs in January from Ft. Lauderdale,
Florida, with stops in South America.
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Mr. Boston Schnapps.
Look lor Mr Boslon s iwo new cookbooks, the Cordial Cooking Guide and the Spirited Dessert Guide
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Africa. South Asia and the Orient. Departs
Seattle in September with stops In the
Orient, the Middle East and the Mediterranean.
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Sponsored by the University of Pittsburgh, Semester at Sea offers
students an academic programof the highest standards with related inport experiences. This full semester is available to qualified students
from all accredited colleges and universities.
With faculty drawn from the University of Pittsburgh and other
leading universities and augmented by guest experts, more than 60
university courses are offered.
Optional tours, including special tours into the People's Republic of
China, are available.
The S.S. UNIVERSE is a fully air-conditioned, 18,000 ton ship,
registered in Liberia and built in America. Semester at Sea admits
students without regard to color, race or creed.
For complete details in a color brochure, write Semester
at Sea. UCIS. University of Pittsburgh, Forbes Quadrangle,
Pittsburgh, PA 15260 or call toll-free (800)854-0195 or
(412)624-6021 in Pennsylvania.

FINANCIAL AID IS AVAILABLE TO QUALIFIED STUDENTS
CAMBRIDGE OFFICE 547-4121

BC at Liberty to Rave About Date With ND
by John

Gill and Michael Rolfes

At about 11:00 last night, all the
speculation, all the rumors, and all
the talk that had driven Jack Bicknell
up a wall ended emphatically. The
word came through?and the word
was Boston College-NotreDame in
the Liberty Bowl.

The bid is an unconditional one,
not tied to BC's beating Holy Cross
or Alabama. As postseason matchups go, the Liberty Bowl is considered the seventh best in terms of
prestige and payout. Both schools
will split an estimated $1.25 million
for the December 29 classic in Memphis, Tennessee.
BC head coach Jack Bicknell was
elated over receiving news of the bid.
"I couldn't be happier," he said.
"There couldn't be another game
we'd rather have." Bicknell is happy not only because a heavy load has
been lifted off his back, but also
because of the opponent.

"The legend and myth that are a
big part of Notre Dame is a magic
word?probably the #1 name in the
country," he added.
The matchup between the Eagles

and the Fighting Irish is a natural.
The schools are the two major
Catholic football powers in the nation, and the game should mean big
bucks for the independent network of
television stations (Ch. 56 locally)
that will pick up the game, as both
teams are big national draws. Also,
the attractiveness of the matchup
means lots of fans, and more importantly, lots of money to be spent in
the Memphis area.
The acquisition of the bid
culminated a day long series of
behind-the-scenes maneuvers and
wheeling and dealing by Athletic
Director William Flynn. "I've been
on the phone since 10:00 this morning, with about a minute between
each call," Flynn said. "I think it
couldn't be better. If we had one

game to pick, this would be it."
According to Bicknell, "Bill had to
manipulate people all day. He was

non-stop. I finally went over to his
house at about 10:30 tonight and just

waited."
BC last played Notre Dame in
1975, at Schaefer Stadium in Foxboro. The Irish pulled out a 17-3 victory in which BC led at the half. Said
Flynn, "It was a great matchup and
an exciting game. We had the place
sold out a year in advance."
The Eagles are scheduled to play
Notre Dame in 1987 at South Bend;
this game comes as an early present
to all New England partisans who
have been clamoring for another
chance at the Irish since that loss.
Quarterback Doug Flutie summed
up most of the players' excitement.
"Everybody admires ND," he said.
"Even as a little kid, you sensed the
tradition and the legend, almost. It's
certainly a thrill."
Notre Dame has been a little less

admirable on the field of late. The
last bowl for the Irish was on New
Year's Day, 1981, when they lost to
Herschel Walker and undefeated
Georgia in the Sugar Bowl. It secured
the Dawgs a national championship.
The Irish are currently 6-4, with
losses to Michigan State, Miami,
Pittsburgh, and to Perm State, Saturday, 34-30. This season will mark the
first time ND has accepted a bowl bid
for a game not played on New
Year's.
According to Flynn, BC turned
down other offers Sunday, but he
declined to name which bowls.
Saturday's loss to Syracuse ended
BC's chances for the Fiesta and
Gator Bowls, and any dreams of even
higher ambition. The Liberty Bowl
became, at that point, BC's best
alternative.
Furthermore, due to the complex
system of team selection, Notre
Dame was likely the best opponent
BC could have picked up. Current
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record aside, they are still a national
draw. The Liberty Bowl also carries
a long tradition. Last year's game
was Bear Bryant's final game, an
emotional Alabama victory over
Illinois.
Over the next few weeks, New
Englanders will be hearing everything
they ever wanted to know about the
Notre Dame mystique. But Jack
Bicknell knows better than to listen.
He was burned in Syracuse this
weekend by all the bowl bull. Said
Bicknell, "Remember, we still have
two other games left. We have a lot
of work to do before we can relax."
Notre Dame to Date
Purdue

Michigan State
Miami
Colorado

South Carolina
Army

USCx
Navy

Pitt

Perm State
Air Force

52-6
23-28
0-20
27-3
30-6
42-0
27-6
20-12
16-21
30-34
Nov. 19

HEIGHTS
SPORTS

Boston College, Chestnut Hill, MA 02167
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BC's Black Athletes

Still Fighting the Stereotypes
by Jim Van Anglen

Sometimes stereotypesare true and
sometimes they are not. Sometimes
uninformed people tend to believe
stereotypical images rather than get
to know an individual.
No members of the Boston College
community are more affected by this
than athletes, and, more specifically, black athletes. These stereotypes
range from their being interested only
in getting out of the ghetto through
by their physical skills, thus throwing
away their academic lives, to their
unwillingness to integrate themselves
into the social aspect of BC because
they only associate with the small
minority of fellow black students
who attend school here.
The major problem with these
was unable to break loose in Saturday's crushing upset loss to Syracuse.
stereotypicalattitudes is very simple.
They deal with the group and not the
individual. These questions about
segregation on campus and the black
athletes delve straight to the crux of
the matter. Is BC a segregated campus, either overtly or covertly?
According to senior defensive end
David Thomas, "Being a minority,
dangerous BC drives, twice by virtue
the Syracuse 20, Flutie hit freshman you're going to encounter segregaof forcing turnovers.
tion, but BC has less than Boston."
Shawn Dombroski at the seven.
On the game's initial possession,
On the following play, Stradford Roommate Mike Grant, also a senior
Flutie was shown a hint of things to
fiddled and diddled his way to a and a wide receiver added, "BC isn't
come. Twice his passes were batted
touchdown and Waldron's extra openly segregated and being part of
down at the line of scrimmage as he
point tied the game at seven.
the football team helps. Racism
was being pressured by the small but
But the deadlock was relatively would cause animosity on the team,
quick Syracuse front.
short-lived as BC made what proved and the word 'team' eliminates any
After a John Mihalik punt gave to be a fatal strategic mistake. With thought of racism."
Syracuse the ball on its own 38,
just over a minute left in the first
One of their other roommates,
quarterback Todd Norley took his
half, with the ball on the BC twenguard Mike Adams, interjected, "It
offense right at BC. He drove the
ty, Jack Bicknell ordered his offense
might be different for non-athletes."
Orangemen to the BC 26 yard line in
Sophomore tailback Troy Stradinto a condensed version of the two
just five plays, and on second and minute drill, hoping to grab the lead ford feels that the black athlete is aclong, he threw over the middle to
cepted at BC. He noted, "We stand
before intermission.
Mike Siano, who took two hits
Without the benefit of a huddle, out whenever we do something,
before staggering in the end zone.
Flutie called an audible at the line. whether it is right or wrong. We have
Don McAuley's conversion made it,
But the insurgent Orange defense our place in the community. I think
7-0, Syracuse.
forced Flutie to hurry a pass to Jim we're respected."
Browne, which was picked off by
BC averted digging itself into a
His roommate and fellow
deeper hole, when it thwarted a
Rich Roche, who fell at the Eagle 20. sophomore Ken Bell added that BC
Syracuse threat late in the first
With the benefit of a stupidly in"is not segregated to the eye," but
curred face mask violation after BC noted that there might be some
quarter. Syracuse, again after a swift
had stopped Syracuse on its eight underlying tension.
Norley-directed drive, had the ball seyard line, the Orangemen scored the
cond and goal on the BC six. But
These comments bring up the matDave Pereira and Paul Shaw nailed go-ahead touchdown on a three-yard
Jaime Covington run, taking a 14-7 ter of how all the attention that the
Norley for a 13 yard loss and two
half time advantage.
black athletes receive affects the
plays later McAuley's field goal atAfter the game, Bicknell defendblack student at BC, who doesn't
tempt from the 24 yard line was parparticipate in athletics. What about
ed his strategy. "You don't play nertially blocked.
vous. You don't play afraid. You the black student who is excelling in
It wasn't until just under six
that
don't play laying back. You just the classroom rather than on the
minutes remained in the first half
BC registered its first points, coming play," asserted the third year coach. super turf of Alumni Stadium or the
at the end of a patiently executed
"You've got to be aggressive. It's hardwood of Roberts Center?
just of those things that happen," he
"Our time is taken up by footdrive, highlighted by a 22 yard
reverse by Brian Brennan. On a added. "We got here playing that ball," said Bell. "We don't get to
crucial third and ten situation from
make it to many of their [AHANA
BC-Syracuse, page 16
Black Athletes, page 16
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The usually slippery Brian Brennan

Hell Freezes Over in Syracuse

Orange Defensive Line Humbles BC, 21-10
by J.T. Kern

Even if the light at the end of the
tunnel really had been a train, by the
time it got inside, it would have been
completely derailed by an intent mob
of no-names, sick of being used as a
weigh station by bowl-bound teams.
Keyed by the tenacious play of its
"Four Wheel Drive" defensive line
of Tim Green, Jamie Kimmel, Bill
Pendock, and Blaise Winter, which
harassed Doug Flutie into a miserable
12 for 36, 114 yard, 4 sack, three interception day, Syracuse shut down
BC, 21-10, before 41,225 in the Carrier Dome.
The Syracuse victory over BC,
coming toward the end of a season
in which the Orangemen were
humiliated by Nebraska and
Maryland, and suffered tough losses
to Perm State and Pitt, pulled the
plug on the Fiesta Bowl, but backed
BC into the Liberty Bowl against
Notre Dame.
After playing ineptly and scoring
just seven points in thefirst half, BC
switched from a passing to a running attack. Although the Eagles were
able to rush for 149 second half
yards, including 108 from Troy
Stradford (147 for the game), the only scoring they could muster came on
a Brian Waldron field goal midway
through the third quarter.
Four times in the final frame, the
Syracuse defense shut down

and The Black Student Forum]
activities."
Stradford quickly added that
"sometimes they [blacks who are not
athletes] feel that we're a step ahead
of them. Sometimes your own color
can be against you."
Head football coach Jack Bicknell
has more black athletes on his squad
than any other team at BC. When
asked about segregation on campus,
the third year coach said that hedoes
not believe that it is a significant
issue. "Our situation here is unique,"
noted Bicknell. "We have great kids
who are excited about playing
football."
Bicknell also commented that
Boston itself does not exactly Fit the
stereotype of a race torn city that
might have been true several years
ago. Said Bicknell "I've heard people say that Boston is a racist city, but
I've never seen it."
Basketball coach Gary Williams,
whose team is 50% black, agreed
with Bicknell that the stereotype of
BC being a very divided segregated
campus is untrue. "Boston gets national attention because of busing,
and this puts a stigma on the city that
I am unhappy with," claimed
Williams. "Boston isn't a whole lot
different from other cities."
Before coming to the Heights,
Williams was head coach at
American University in Washington,
DC. The majority of the population
of the nation's capital is black, and,
therefore, Williams has had some experience working with the members
community.
of
the black
\u25a1
Another image which has been
associated with BC in the past is that
of a white, Irish Catholic institution.
A black athlete in high school, upon
hearing this, might have some hesitation about coming to BC, even if the
athletic program is one of the finest
in the country.
Said Adams, "It wasn't like that
for me. I wasn't heavily recruited,
and I didn't care at the time. I just
wanted to go to a Division I school."
Freshman wide receiver Kelvin Martin from Jacksonville,Florida echoed
Adams' sentiments, noting, "That
thought never came across my mind.
I came to play football."
Although a majority of the black
athletes interviewed agreed with
Adams and Martin, there werea few
who had different opinions.
Once again, the idea of individualism as opposed to stereotypes
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Sports Briefs

Soccer Season Ends in Sorrow

Huskies Shutout Men Again, 1-0

orts ridbits
DesSkpG

by Jim Van Anglen

ABC-TV will televise the BC-Holy Cross tilt as a regional broadcast this
Saturday at 12:30 pm. The game is the third that ABC has selected for
1983?CBS will air the Alabama game next week (they also showcased the
Clemson game last season)...The second plane that BC chartered for the
Syracuse gameran into some problems before takeoff back to Boston Saturday. Five to ten seconds before the attempted liftoff from the icy runway,
the plane came to a screeching halt after hydrolic fumes leaked through the
ventilation system into the passenger compound. The BC players had left
earlier, but AD William Flynn and members of his family, Fr. Monan, and
numerous members of the Boston media contingent, including ace Heights
reporter JeffKern, were stranded. The last of the stranded were picked up
VA hours later at about 11:00 pm, but they were appeased with a rumored
five cases of Heineken beer. Said Kern, "I haven't been that scared since
Mullen threatened to include me in one of his columns."

STORRS, CT?A little bit of deja vu
took place during the Boston College
men's soccer game against the
University of Connecticut Friday in
the opening round of the Big East
Tournament.
The Huskies scored a lopsided 1-0
victory in a rain-swept, muddy field
against the determined Eagle booters,

which mirrored the teams' 3-0 contest earlier this season. Although the
score was different this time around,
UConn once again dominated the offensive end of the field.
Except for a 15 minute stretch in
the last part of thefirst half, the ball
was consistently in Eagle territory,
and UConn applied continuous
pressure on the beleagured BC
Alongside the other catastrophes that occurred for the Boston College vardefense.
sity teams this weekend, the men's basketball team also got some bad news.
The only goal of the game was
Jay Murphy will be out for three weeks and probably miss the first couple scored by sophomore fullback Joe
games of the season because of orthoscopic surgery on his knee. Apparently Trager with a mere 5:40 left on the
it was gradual abrasion and not one particular jolt that is responsible for clock. After some dazzling footwork'
his ailing joint...an exhibition against the Swedish national basketball team on the right side of Memorial by
marks the men's '83-84 debut. Proceeds will go to the Martin Luther King Stadium, midfielder Ed Rafferty
scholarship fund...Murphy and Mike Adams were both named to the first dribbled past BC defender and slipa
team of the Big East coaches' preseason poll. Georgetown's Patrick Ewing, ped the ball to junior Thoukis
St. John's Chris Mullin, and Villanova's Ed Pinckney round out the selected Stavriandis in the middle, who then UConn reigned in the rain Friday, ending BC's season, 1-0.
quintet...lnsiders rave about Stu Primus' play so far in camp. It is now a sent a high pass to Trager. Trager threat. Midfielder Jay Hutchins, who respective squads' chances of coming
good possibility that he will beat out Dominic Pressley for the off guard spot. proceeded to head the ball over the
away with the victory.
was carried from the field in the seoutstretched hands of 63" Eagle cond half after reinjuring knee tenThis last encounter seemed to indons, drove down the left side of the cite the almost exclusively progoalie Mike Wood.
After many missed opportunities,
field into Huskie territory.
UConn crowd as the Huskies prothe Huskies were finally ahead.
The senior dropped the ball back ceeded to increase their offensive
Marvin & the Swagglers won the intramural softball crown last week when
As always, there was a degree of to a trailing Keith Brown, who drillpressure, while continuing to
they defeated the Buddha's Buddies, 7-6 at Shea Field. Previously undefeated animosity between the two teams,
ed a high shot at Pierce. But Pierce frustrate the BC midfielders and
Buddha's Buddies jumped out to a 6-3 lead, home runs by Bill Athos and which manifested itself 30 minutes inpicked the ball off, and the half endforwards.
Bill Fullerton leading the way. Marvin & the Swagglers clawed back and took to the contest. After leaping high ined a scoreless tic.
As Eagle coach Ben Brewster comthe lead going into the seventh and final inning. Athos reached base, adto the air to grab a BC shot, UConn
The second period opened up with mented after the loss, "The home
vanced to second on an infield out, and went to third on a sacrifice fly. The goalie Anthony Pierce came down on UConn blowing more chances and field advantage is worth at least one
throw to third went astray, and Athos tried to stretch it home. Unfortunatetop of Eagle midfielder Eddie Capoapplying more pressure. But the goal."
ly for the Buddies, Swaggler third baseman Bob Turcotte threw him out at bianico. The two popped to their feet
Eagle defense, led by Jorge Montoya
This theory held true as Trager put
the plate for the final out.
and Kevin Hutchinson, seemed able home his game-winner with 5:40 left
and stood mud-smeared face to mudsmeared face, twisting each others' to sustain the unrelenting attack.
to open and close the Huskie scoring
rain-soaked shirts.
Approximately5:00 into the half,
for the day.
Although the Eagles were on the
As teammates ran to separate the
UConn's Scott Cook drove across
losing
the
end of the scoreboard,
Capobiancobegan
stripe
two,
Pierce
and
to
what
was
left
of
midfield
"Our
key
being,
the
to the season as
by Mike Corcoran
and moved straight down the middle
Brewster was still happy with his
depth. We could lose a couple of exchange futile punches, neither landing telling blows as they were quickof the Eagle end. As he released a team's performance. "With all of the
While all eyes have been following matches, and be confident that our
injuries we've had this year, I think
ly
pulled
apart.
shot, BC freshman Dave Suvak slideMemorial
Stadium
the fortunes of the highly ranked other guys would make up for it. The
its to their credit that they played so
behind,
looked
more
like
the
Caesar's
Palace
tackled
him
from
thus
causfootball and women's soccer teams Brandeis match, in wihch our 3 & 4
parking
right
today," he said.
lot
than
a
soccer
to
towards
well
college
ing
the
ball
float
the
singles players lost, but the other four
this fall, the men's and women's tencontinued, "I'm not
stadium.
to
Brewster
just
enough
post.
goal
It
curved
example
perfect
of this."
nis teams both quietly put together won is a
to
afraid
to
began
keep
The tension
build as
the score at 0-0.
lose and the players are not
outstanding fall campaigns.
lose, just as long as we play
afraid
employed,
according
UConn
to
head
to
Although young, the men's team
In the same stretch of time, the
Morrone, "a short passcoach
Joe
left
in
the
game,
Then
with
27:10
well."
continued the tradition of on-court women's team was powering their
the gradually building tension resurbuild-up strategy." The Eagle midMorrone was pleased with the way
excellence of their predecessors. The way to their first Big East ChampionTony Sullivan and
as
two
faced.
BC's
squads played, noting, "It was
had,
fielders
in
the
teams'
last
both
6-2,
1983 fall record was
and was acship. Led by solid senior Bernadette
meeting, a difficult time containing UConn's Eric Myren were the parreally a great college soccer game.
companied by another Big East Diaz and freshman sensation Katie
ticipants this time, and after the Thefield and the weather conditions
championship (the fourth in the past Molumphy, the Eagles proved too this quick, precise passing of the
Huskies.
situation had been defused, both
did not favor our style of play. It acfive years) and a ninth place finish in tough to stop, as they also clinched
1:10
in
issued
red
cards.
This
allowed
tually
remaining
With
the
first
were
favored them."
the eighteen team ECAC field.
before the last day of the tournathem
to get into some dry clothes
unexpectedly
deja vu once again struck the
half,
the
And
small
crowd
of
Beginning the season on September ment. Molumphy, Diaz, Nanette
1217
rest
teampatrons
rain-soaked
was
earlier
than
the
of
their
BC
men's
soccer team at Memorial
Hansen,
13, the men routed Bentley 9-0. The
Ester Viti, and Julie Walsh
to its feet by a mild BC
Stadium.
brought
mates,
but
did
hinder
their
certainly
championships.
first match shutout was an indication all won individual
of what was to follow. Clark and Julie Sheridan was beaten in the semiMen Place 15th
URI were next on the Eagles hit list, finals by the eventual champ.
falling by scores of 7-2 and 9-0.
The Big East win was the highlight
Going into the BU match of a stunning 6-2 season, which inSeptember 19, the day after the URI cluded a third place finish in the by Rob Mungovan
race in the nation. In normal
win, the Eagles were undefeated, and Greater Boston Championships their
language IC4A's means the ECAC's to participate in the NCAA qualifylooking to beat the always tough Terfirst win against BU (a 5-4 nailbiter),
Picture yourself on what is proof cross country. It's the Eastern ing meet in Burlington Vermont. The
riers. But it was not to be. Despite and four Eagles qualifying for the bably one of the best cross country championships with teams coming conditions for the women's meet was
playing well, BC ended up falling to New England's. Bernadette Diaz was courses in the country; in the rolling
from as far away as Washington DC the opposite of the men's too. They
their Green line foe, 5-4, losing a the only Eagle to return victorious hills of the Lehigh valley in Pennand Pittsburgh. They've called it the had everything you don't want for a
tiebreaker in the final match. The from the New Englands, but BC reps sylvania...running on six miles of IC4A's for a hundred years now, and cross country race. The wind was
men avenged themselves the next day Molumphy, Sheridan and Hansen all grass roads...on a nippy, typical, late they like that name so they never strong, and it snowed and rained.
at MIT, whomping the host squad played well.
They finished a disappointing 4th
fall day.
changed it to the ECAC's.
Though Diaz and Sheridan's
7-2.
behind Harvard, BU, and Vale.
That's where the BC men's cross
"The team can now rank
Next the Eagles garnered another distinguished won-lossrecords will be country team wrapped up its' 1983
themselves with the powers of the McDonald and the team knew they
Big East Crown. The men were so missed next fall, coach Howard season this past weekend.
"The East," continued McDonald. That's should've been first (on paper at
dominant that they didn't have to
Singer has every reason to be opweather was excellent," said head Georgetown, Villanova, Syracuse, least). But things just didn't gel. The
even show up on the final day, havtimistic about next year's team coach Jack McDonald, "and I was
etc. and it's still a young team with
hand of fate was not kind to the BC
ing already wrapped up the title. But already, sans recruits.
women this past weekend.
happy with our performance." The four freshman included in its ranks.
they appeared anyway, capturing six
For both the men's and women's team finished 15th out of 50, in the "We didn't have a super day, but it
BC's number one runner, Michelle
of the possible nine titles. Luis Nunez teams, thing are looking good for the IC4A's at Lehigh University. That's wasn't bad either," he added.
Hallet, became sick (hypothermia) at
was defeated in the anticlimatic future of BC tennis.
the largest collegiate cross country
Todd Renehan finished first for the two mile mark. She fell from 3rd
finals, but Carlos Silva, Paul
the Eagles. He crossed the finish line place to 18th. "It was only twenty
Rolnick, Bob Conklin and Brian
degrees up there, and probably less
48th overall. Freshman Joe Rocha
Bartnik all were singles champs. In
finished second and Mike Walsh, "in with the wind chill factor," said
addition the teams of Nunez-Silva
a great performance," finished third McDonald. Sharon Willis fell down
and Conklin-Bartkin also were
on a muddy turn with only 200 yards
for BC. They were followed by Paul
champs.
to go. "The women just seem to have
Plissey and Peter Hughes.
After finishing in the middle of the
Daa luck in Vermont," added tne
tough ECAC pack the following
McDonald's strategy was to finish
coach.
weekend, the men beat Tufts in a
Nancy Small came through,
in at least the top fifteen. That they
scrimmage by an 8-1 count, and
though. This was the 4th year in a
did, and fifteenth in the East is
defeated Brandeis 7-2 October 7.
respectable. They can hold their
row that she was the number one BC
Heading into their final match at
heads high. "We would like to have runner in the final meet. "That's a
Dartmouth on the 9th, the Eagles
finished in the top ten, but... we compliment," said the coach. "She's
were 6-1.
would also like to .have had an ina blood and guts runner." Audrey
Dartmouth proved to be too tough
dividual qualifier with Renehan (for Norton, a first year transfer student
by the national TAC's) but...," said
for BC, taking a tight 6-3 match.
from Regis College, finished second
McDonald Saturday evening after a
Coach Mike MacDonald said defor the Eagles.
fiantly, "We should have beaten
long bus ride.
The women didn't qualify for the
them. We'll beat them next year."
He wasn't really disappointed,
NCAA's, but they are still the Big
though. "This is a young team and East champs and the New England
This Eagles squad will be back in
you're going to hear a lot about
force next year, with two juniors,
champs. "All we want is respect from
three sophomores and a freshman in Just a freshman, Katie Molumphy led the highly successful tennis team to
them."
other teams," concluded McDonald.
The women travelled several nunthe top six. Coach MacDonald cited their first Big East championship.
Of course they haven't lost that.
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The 'We Owe You One' Team
Comes Fully Loaded for '83-84

.

by Tom

"sals" Childs

Ladies and Gentlemen introducing
the 1983-84 ECAC hockey champions. the Boston College Eagles!
"Time out," yells one of the many
cynical BC hockey fans. "Are you
trying to tell me that a team which
prior to last year lost four straight
Beanpot finals, and got knocked out
of the ECAC playoffs, early, the last
two times they made them is going
to win the ECAC?" asks the in-

Delany, who only got into seven
games last year, will be looked upon
to put the puck in the net more often
this year. The Eagles will need some
scoring punch from this group, and
it could happen.
"Livingston scored twelve goals

surprise.

but he could have had ten more with
the right bounces,." commented

season are as such:
S the sophomores living up to last
year's performance and continuing to

Ceglarski.
The above mentioned veterans will

Chislom summed it, "You are only

as good as your seniors. They have
to

be leaders." With the senior class

they have, the maturing sophomores,
along with a solid junior class, they
should do very well. The keys to this

develop

i* the junior forwards have to start
welcome two freshmen to their ranks,
the net more often
may
playregularfinding
Stevens,
Kevin
who
credulous fan.
v Scott Gordon must play up to the
ly and David Whyte who has a frac"You can forget about all that. tured jaw but should return soon.
level of ability that the coaches
Ceglarski wants his team to score
This is their year," says this
believe he can
sometime knowledgable sportswriter. more goals this year. "The whole s avoid stupid penalties and injuries.
"This is the best team that I have team gets excited with more scoring,"
If all these things happen then look
been on in my four years here," tri- remarked the coach. With all the for a banner to be hanging from the
Captain Jim Chisholm remarked. returning lettermen in the forward rafters at McHugh. Maybe even an
The Hockey News agrees as they have postion, they may have enough NCAA banner.
the Eagles rated first in the East and firepower to keep Ceglarski happy.
This reporter predicts a 21-9
in
the
nation.
tickling
regular
sixth
While the forwards are
the
season with a Beanpot ChamCoach Len Ceglarski was cautious- twine, the defense will be trying to pionship and with the Eagles will be
ly optimistic when he talked about shut down the opposition. The key
in the ECACfinals. It is time for theby
"They
working
have been
his team.
to this will be sophomore goalie Scott
casual BC sports fan to once again
hard in practice. This is an important Gordon. Gordon was 3-3 with a 2.43 jam McHugh Forum, as the Eagles
yearfor us as we have the enthusiasm GAA last year, 1-2, 3.9 GAA in the shred the rest of the ECAC.
The Eagles are preparing to live up to their "sixlh in the nation" billing
every
played
and the talent."
well
in
ECAC. "He
Ceglarski has reason to be opgame he was in last year," offered
tomistic. Although he lost Lee Ceglarski. He will be the number one by Jay Greely
Junior defensemen George Northwood Prep in Lake Placid,
Blossom's 17 goals and 20 assists and goalieand will have freshman Shaun
agrees. "Eddie is one of New York.
Boudreau
17)
up
front,
Joe
(14,
Mike O'Neil
Real and UMaine/Orono transfer
expression
popular
Big
The
"Little
the
hardest
workers we have on this
"I was lucky enough to pretty
McCarron on defense and Billy Joe Kelly backing him up.
certainly
Man"
has
found
a
home
team.
He
cares
about the team more much have a pick of which school I
Switaj in the goal he has a solid group
Chislom and Griffin will be here at Boston College. Hoopsters
than anything else and you can see wanted to go to in New England,"
spearheading the defensive corps.
of twenty lettermen returning.
at the versatility of guard
marvel
that just by the way he comes out to he claims. "It came down to a deciby
the five Both have been playing well in the
This group is lead
Mike Adams, while football players play everyday."
sion between UNHand BC. I had
seniors; tri-captains Chisholm, Billy preseason and will add much needWhen asked if he was happy with been coming to BC games since I was
McDonough, and Ed Rauseo, along ed poise to the blueliners. Junior and fans alike boast of the wonders
of quarterback Doug Flutie.
the selection of Rauseo by his teamabout fourteen years old and knew
with Robin Monleon and Dan Grif- George Boudreau who "came along
A third "Little Big Man" in the
mate
as one of the captains this year, that this was the place for me."
fin. "We have a great senior class last season" will be a solid force as varsity
circle captains the men's
Boudreau claimed, "I am very hapAfter graduation, Rauseo claims
academically and athletically," comhe is now paired with Chisholm.
team. Though he receives lithockey
py to see Eddie selected. In fact, I that if given the opportunity, he
Campedelli,
mented Ceglarski.
Sophomores Dom
tle of the acclaim and prestige that
even selected him when he was a would love to give the pros a shot.
McDonough (16, 16), Rauseo (15, John McNamara and Bob Emery all
Adams
and
Flutie
have
become
acjunior."
"Playing in Europe would be a great
23), and Monleon (6, 10) will be ex- played over twenty games last year.
Rauseo,
to,
customed
Edward
J.
the
Rauseo, a Medford resident, opportunity for me and one I would
pected to provide a good portion of With this experience, the addition of Eagle's
57" hockey dynamo, has
give a great deal of consideration."
the scoring up front. Joining those John McLean, and heralded Bruce made quite
for
himself
on
the
a
name
BU,
postion
three seniors at the forward
the
Milton transferring from
ice throughout New England.
will be Bob Sweeney, who had 17 defense appears solid.
Rauseo, a senior communications
Rauseo has kept in touch with
goals last season, when he recovers
The ECAC is as usual very strong. major, is one of three captains elected
former
BC hockey star Mike O'Neil
form his knee injury.
Out west St. Lawrence, RPI and Colplays in Holland. "It
who
now
year
Eagles.
this
for
the
The
other
"Over the first 24-25 games Bob gate should be strong. One can not captains. Billy
McDonough
and Jim
sounds like a great experience and
was one of our most consistent forcount out Clarkson either. In the
hopefully a possibility for me."
Rauseo,
also
roomates
of
Chisholm,
wards, then he went into a tailspin Ivies Dartmouth and Harvard should
As far as the coaches and players
comprise a fine tri-captain unit which
toward the end of the season." said be the teams to beat. Some of the have many expectations
concerned, Rauseo has lived up
upfor
the
are
Ceglarski of this sophmore sensation. teams in those two divisions may not
coming season.
everyone's expectations. "It is imto
Along with Sweeney will be fellow be seen around McHugh Forum
portant for me to be a leader on the
"As far as we are concerned,"
sophomores Scott Harlow (6, 19), much after this year as the ECAC is
ice at all times. The guys expect that
"if
don't
Rauseo,
repeat
claims
we
Doug Brown (9, 8) and Neil Shea (7, breaking up after this season.
of me as a captain."
Beanpot
champs
as
and
make
the
5). Ceglarski feels that these three
In the East look for BU and UNH,
Ed Rauseo
then
we
haven't
acAs far as Ed Rauseo is concerned,
playoffs,
ECAC
could be as good as Sweeney. Also who are always strong. Providence
set
out
to
he
will live up to his own expectations
complished
graduated
High
what
have
do."
from
Don
Bosco
SophomoresKevin Houle and John has a new coach, Northeastern has
Len
and
those of others despite his height.
expressed
Coach
is
a
trio
of
varsiCeglarski
part
School.
He
of
Orr will be seeing more action.
come on the last couple of years so nothing but praise for Rauseo. "He
"I
am
stronger than a lot of six
ty captains this year at BC. These inJuniors Dave Livingston (12, 15), no one can take them lightly. Maine
shape
back
footers
in
this league." His agressive
year
DeOssie,
captain
this
in the best
clude football
Steve
Tim Mitchell, Jim Herlihy, and Chris struggled last season but could came
play has made him a tough opponent
he has ever been in. As far as myself basketball captain Martin Clark, and
Wrestling Preview
on the ice and as linemate David Livand the other coaches are concerned,
himself. Before making a final deciingston says, "one of the best 'little
he has done everything we ever exsion to attend college, he opted for
big
guys' in the conference."
pected of him in preseason."
a year of prep school and attended
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Ed Rauseo: BC's Other Little

Grapplers Optimistic
by

Mark Sullivan

Coming off its finest season ever,
the talented Boston College wrestling
te »m has even grander plans this
year.

Last season the squad placed in the
five in the New England wrestling Division I championship tournament and sent two wrestlers to the
NCAA's. Now BC has plans to come
in first or second in the New
England's and hope to place several
entries in the NCAA tourney.
BC has many excellent wrestlers
this season, both veteran and
recruits. Team captain John Hanlon,
in the 167 pound weight class, won
the New England championships in
each of the past two years. He has
qualified for the NCAA's both years
as well.
The second BC team captain, Dan
Murner, weight class 177 pounds, is
also a two-time New England champion in his weight class and twice
top

placed in the NCAA championships.
Both Murner and Hanlon, as well as
Carl Traylor and Bill Kaliff, are ex-

pected to place high in the New
England's and gain entrance into the
NCAA's. Traylor wrestles in the 150
pound weight class and Kaliff is a
heavyweight.
BC has several recruits who are all
expected to improve the team. John
Zogby, 118 pound weight class, Tom
Grizzetti and Eric Sherbacow, both
in the 126 pound weight class, and
Tom Giacchetto, in the 190 pound
grouping, look to make their mark.
There is also a sophomore, John
Flaherty, in the 142 pound weight
class, who has shown new talent just

this year. Tom Quinn, a 134
pounder, is also a BC wrestler to
think twice about if you intend to
meet him in competition.
BC has several quality teams it
needs to surpass in order to win the
New Englands. These teams are BU,
Springfield College, WPI, and
UMass. The two wrestlers that BC
has to watch out most for are BU's
Mike Enzien at 134pounds and Todd
Giles at 190 pounds.
BC will have sixteen dual meets
and Coach Joe Guinta said, "I expect a 12-4 record for the season."
BC has a four way home meet against
Brown, Hartford, and Albany in
December. The key home meets are
against Springfield and Western New
England as well as the meet against
BY, BC's number one obstacle at
Wobur High School. BC's key away
meets are UMass, WPI, and Harvard. BC has two tournaments and
the New England's. BC feels
Bridgewater State and Hartford are
their easiest competition.
Guinta had many things to say
about the upcoming season. He said,
"The team could use a new mat. The
vandalized one is tough and
dangerous to practice on." This week
a wrestler suffered a consussion
because of the mat. The team plans
to use a local high school mat for
home meets. Guinta also commented, "We need to finish strong
in February, stay healthy, and pick
up our depth after Christmas." He
said finally that he was optimistic and
feels he has a strong team, especially since BC's team is larger in number
than the average wrestling team.

Big

Man

This Week at the Heights
Football

Sullivan Stadium
Holy Cross
Saturday 12:30 pm
Men's Basketball
Tonite 7:30 pm
Swedish National Team
Wrestling
Wednesday 7:00 pm
Western New England
Hockey
Tuesday 7:30 pm
Lowell
Sunday 7:30 pm
Holy Cross
Volleyball
Saturday
Big East (NY)
Bus tickets for the BC-Holy Cross football game are
available at the Ticket Office in Roberts Center for
$1 roundtrip. Hockey season tickets are also available.
Join the Blue Lines Club?get a free painter's cap.

The Blue Chips Club of Boston College

J\
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UConn Ousts Women, 2-0
by Kelly

Short

It wasn't until the last five minutes
of its quarterfinals match at UConn
that the BC women's soccer team
relinquished its dreams of an NCAA
tournament final four berth in
Florida.
It was at this point that UConn's
sophomore midfielder Missy Morrone ended those dreams with her second goal of the day, on a penalty
kick against keeper Kathy Brophy
(five saves). The hand ball infraction
was called against BC's Patty Hill.
A 0-0 tic ended an equal contest in
the first half. "The first half was
good, but they had better chances
than we did," said coach Mike
LaVigne, "I still think we would have
won if we had scored first."
A mud-soaked field and gusts up
to 20 mph hampered the defense's effectiveness and slowed down the offense. The backs were forced to clear

with long balls instead of short controlled passes and frequently lost con-

trol at midfield.
Within the first ten minutes of
play, Anne Donahue tackled Huskie
Moira Buckley at the corner of the
penalty area. Buckley hit the field
and the referee awarded UConn a
penalty kick. Buckley put the shot
wide of the left goal post and left the
Eagles a chance to still score first.
Morrone and Buckley teamed up
to put the Huskies on the scoreboard
the 56:37 mark. Buckley dribbled
down field on a breakaway but lost
control about ten yards in front of
the Eagles goal. Brophy dove straight
out, sending the ball up vertically and
Morrone headed the ball past BC's
Hill who quickly covered for Brophy.
UConn's offensive line switched
continuously in an attempt to evade
the Eagles' persistent marking. "Patty Hill kept Morrone totally in
check," said LaVigne, "but we need-

Holy Cross Preview

Ed

to score."

BC's offensive efforts were
hindered without injured freshman
Jen Fitzpatrik in the midfield, and by
limited play from Maria Montouri.
On the attack BC was selective with
its shots and continuallywent to theoutside to keep play away from AllAmerican fullback Tara Buckley.
The Eagles made a renewed effort
after Morrone's score and dominated
play. Martha McNamara took control, maneuverd up through to the
Huskies' territory and launched
several crosses. BC's scoring line failed to threatenbackup UConn goalie
Susan O'Hare [four saves] who
started in place of injured Laura
Skaza.
The Huskies didn't use O'Hare as
effectively with pass backs as with
Skaza when the teams met during the
regular season. Mistakes between
O'Hare and the Huskie defense gave
BC several unprofitable shots at
UConn's goal.

Short

Kel y

by

Added Incentive for BC-Holy Cross Phot

by Tony Zarillo

The Boston College-Holy Cross
rivalry, which has been fierce for
years, should be even hotter this year
with the season the Crusaders are
having.
Although Holy Cross is a Division
I-AA school (BC is Division I-A)
with the likes of Boston University,
Colgate, and Columbia on their
schedule, they pose a real threat to
win the game, or keep it close enough
to dampen the Liberty Bowl.

The 8-0-1 HC start is their best
ever, and marks the first time any HC
squad has won its first eight games
of the season. The only blemish on
the Crusaders' record has been the
rain-plagued 10-10 tic with Harvard.
Coach Rick Carter has done a fine
job, winning 22 games in the last
three seasons. In recent years this
game has become a no-win situation
for BC. If they win, it's no big deal.
But, should they lose, they lose more
than a game. They lose pride.
BC coach Jack Bicknell admitted
this. "We are expectedto beat them,
but they very well could beat us. I
don't think they could play our
schedule, but for this one game they
will be ready."

players, quarterback Pete Muldoon
and tailback Gill Fenerty. Muldoon,
who was recruited by BC, has thrown
for 1177 yds and six touchdowns. He
has also thrown six interceptions, but
only two in the last six games.
The Crusaders, however, are not

primarily a passing team. They rely
more on the run. Fenerty, who is
listed as doubtful for the game with
a shoulder separation, has rambled
for 1034 yds, including 337 against

Columbia.
The offensive line is big and very
good. It is led by All-American tackle
Bruce Kozerski, and center Lawrence
Weaver.
Bicknell conceded that this past
week he had been concentrating on
Syracuse, so he had not really studied
the Crusaders, but he acknowledged
that their offense could pose problems for BC.
Holy Cross has a ground-based attack, and without Fenerty the
pressure will be shifted onto the
shoulders of Muldoon. The absence
of a running game will allow the BC
defense to key on the pass, making
Muldoon's job that much harder. If
forced to the air, Muldoon does have
a capable reciever in Bill Cowley,
who has pulled in 35 passes for 558

yards.
The crux of the Cross is in their offense. They are averaging 384 yards
The HC defense, though not an
per game total offense, while giving outstanding unit, is solid and conup a hefty 304 yards per game defentains a few outstanding players.
sively. The offense is led by two Linebacker Harry Flaherty leads the

tackles (108), and has five
sacks. Steve Raquet is a standout
defensive end, with size?6-5,
2451bs?and speed. Pro scouts rate
him as one of the East's top proteam in

spects.

The key for the Crusaders defense
will be to put pressure on Doug
Flutie. With this pressure HC may be

able to limit Flutie's effectiveness.
Without it, the Crusaders will be
forced to gamble, leaving the BC
receivers in man-to-man coverage.
Look for Brian Brennan and Gerard
Phelan to have big days. The HC
defense could then be susceptible to
quickly opening running plays. Troy
Stratford could also have a big day.
On offense, much of the Crusaders
fortunes depend on the availabilityof
Fenerty. With him, the running game
could give BC trouble, and Muldoon's passing will become much
more effective. Without him, Muldoon will be forced to pass a lot more
than Carter would like.
If Fenerty does not play, expect
Mike Ruth and company to be spending hours in the HC backfield.
Get ready for Flutie to have a big
game, and the Eagle defense to stifle Muldoon and the Crusader offense. But one thing BC must not do
is look ahead to the Alabama game.
That could prove fatal to BC's bowl
aspirations.
Prediction: BC 42 Holy Cross 14

Ann Porell slide tackles Cathy Shankweiler in early second half action against
UConn. UConn knocked BC out of the NCAA's with a 2-0 win.

Syracuse Drubs BC, 21-10
Mcontinued from page 13
way and will to continue to play that
way."
In the third quarter, BC cruised to
the Syracuse 10, primarily on the
strength of solid running by Strad-

ford and Steve Strachan. But after
Flutie twice failed to connect with
Brennan in the end zone, the Eagles
settled for Waldron's 27 yard field
goal.
BC's best chance to take the lead
came midway through the fourth
quarter. At third and four from the
Syracuse 20, Flutie was lucky to get
rid of the ball as Roche was in the
backfield on a blitz almost before the
ball was. On fourth BC elected to go
for the first down, but again Flutie
was chased around the pocket and his
pass, intended for Brennan, was
thrown right into the hands of
Syracuse cornerback Ed Koban.
The defense stopped Syracuse on
four plays, and after the Orangemen
punted, BC took over at its own 20.
With 3:58 left in the game and 80
yards to go for a touchdown, it seemed that the stage was set just one
more Flutie-ordained miracle. And
when on first down he and Gerard
Phelen hooked up on an unreal pass

and catch, it looked as though the
miracle was beginning to take place.
But two plays later, any hopes tor
a comeback win were dashed when
Scott Gieselman had the ball jarred
loose after he caught a Flutie pass at
the BC 36. Syracuse's Ron Hobby
recovered and when Norley hit tight
end Marty Chalk with a 28 yard
touchdown lob three plays later, BC's
fate was sealed.
After surviving the best of what the
defensive lines of Clemson and Perm
State had to offer, Flutie stated uneqivocally that he had the hardest time
against Syracuse. "They were the
best," he said after the game. "But
I knew what I was doing. The problem was our receivers weren't getting open and my inability to get the
ball to them."
"I guess Doug is allowed to have
a bad day once a while," submitted
Bicknell. "It seems that every week,
the opposing defense keys on him,
but he usually comes out on top.
"Flutie wasn't able to read his
routes clearly with all the pressure,"
continued Bicknell. "They did a good
job of mixing up. We wanted to take
the pressure off him in the second
half by developing a running game,
but we couldn't make the big play."

BC's Black Athletes-Outliving Racial Stereotypes
Mcontinued from page 13

arose.
Stradford stated, "You have to
consider it. Every black athlete has
to think about it. It is a big decision,
and I know that I thought about it.
Bell quickly added, "We lose a lot of
black athletes because they feel insecure about the ratio here, because
they don't have people who they can
relate to. They feel that the only people they can talk to are the other
members of the team."
Basketball guard Stu Primus also
felt that the conception of BC as a
so-called white, Irish Catholic institution sometimes scares black recruits.
The 63" junior commented, "At
first in high school, I didn't think
about it. When I was recruited, one
of the coaches here asked me if I had
doubts about it [attending BC]. At
first I didn't, but you have to deal
with it once your here."
Bicknell disagreed slightly with
Primus, Bell, and Stradford. He
noted that although they might have
lost a couple of prospective freshman
black athletes because of the
stereotypes which are often
associated with BC, most of the
players that Bicknell loses in the annual recruiting wars don't actually
tell him the exact reasons for their
decision to attend another institution.
Bicknell added that he feels absolutely no pressure to specifically
recruit black athletes. "We recruit the
best athletes possible. You don't neccessarily lose black athletes beacause
of race. There are other factors which
are involved."
Williams agreed. "You have to get
to know each individual player that

you are recruiting." The black athlete
"can come here and know that he can
play a good level of basketball," con-

tinued Williams.
\u25a1
One other major stereotypewhich
exists on campus is that athletes,
especially black athletes, care only
about sports and not academics, that
they are pushed towards athletics,
resulting in a drop in their grades.
Once again, the question of individualism and stereotypes arises.
The black athletes at BC do not
claim to be "straight A" students but

Jack Bicknell

do scoff at the stereotypeof thembeing just "dumb jocks." For example,
freshman cornerback Mike Williams
had a 97% average and graduated
fifth in his high school class. Other
black players also had strong opinions on the role of education in their
lives, and how they are perceived by
their fellow classmates.
Commented freshman guard
Rodney Rice, "I know that at a lot
of other schools they push academics
to the side, and that's why I came
here." Rice added that all of his
coaches have pushed him in his

academic studies.
Grant concurred with Rice. "I
came here for the academics and the
schedule."
Most of the black athletes interviewed also cited that their physical
abilities have gotten them into BC
and has provided them with the opporunity to pursue an education
which, in some instances, might not
have been attainable.
For instance, Adams is from the
ghettos of Hartford, the youngest of
nine children, and is thefirst of these
to attend college. By his own admission, Adams probably would not be
at BC if it weren't for his talent on
the basketball court.
Thomas added, "A lot of athletes
use athletics to get into college and
when they get here, they take advantage of the education,".
Primus was also vocal about the
stereotype that black athletes are not
motivated with regard to their
studies. "There is so much added
pressure being an athlete. Not only
are you stereotyped as an athlete,
you've become a black athlete, but
not a black person."
\u25a1
This discussion of academics and
the black athlete also leads us to the
track around Alumni Field. With all
the talk of the sometimes inappropriate stereotype of the black
athlete at BC in basketball and football as someone who is just looking
towards the pros, the BC men's and
women's track teams find themselves
in a different situation. They have a
combined total of nine black runners.
Where are these students going, since
there is no professional track for

In responding to this question,
head coach Jack McDonald commented, "I'm recruiting athletes for
non-scholorship purposes. In basketball and football, some of them are
here for the free ride. Any athletes
on the track team are here because
they like Boston College."
McDonald continued by praising
the efforts of the African, Hispanic
and Native American (AHANA) program in its efforts to aid minority
athletes and students who are having
trouble in their academic or social
lives. "Themain reason a lot of black

them to look forward to?

of his time at BC.

Dave Thomas

athletes are here is because of the
AHANA program. It's a great, great
program," he noted.
AHANA has a summer program
called The Options Through Education Program, which aids both
athletes and non-athletes alike. These
students have been determined by the
combined work of the admissions office and themselves to be educationally and economically deprived. Once
started in the program, the particular
student is monitored through
periodical faculty reports for the rest

The fact remains, however, that
the black track athlete, although experiencing the same type of social
pressures as the members of the
basketball and football teams, is in
a slightly different situation.

Junior black track athlete Edwin
Drakes said that, although he did not
feel the pressure of the possibility of
professional athletics, he did see
many of his fellow classmates who
played basketball fall prey to this tension. Said Drakes, "With track, people don't expect that much of you.
The Olympics are at the end of the
rainbow for most track athletes."
Drakes also noted that he belives
that most, but not all of the athletes
here have to have some type of
academic foundation. He cited that,
"An athlete would have to have some
type of smarts to get into BC. They
[the University] are trying to keep up
a certain reputation." He summed up
his point about the difference between track and the other major
sports at BC very simply. In terms of
athletics "There's nothing after
track."
Sprinters Leslie Freeman and

Gladys Rice agreed with Drakes,
mentioning that they each played
three sports in high school but were
still academically motivated. As
Freeman put it, "When I was in high
school, I was pushed towards

academics. I was never pushed
towards any one sport, and I had to

keep up my grades."

\u25a1
But for
the battle between individualism and stereotypesstill rages
now,

0n...
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Angels Float Over Boston Trouble Spots

by Patricia La Vigne

As the orange cars of the T screech
to a halt and the doors slam open,
the shrill blast of a whistle is heard.

In response, a band of youths jump
out quickly ahead of the crowds.
They snap into army attention
stances, half with their backs against
the T, the other half against the subway wall. They are watching out for
each other's backs. Many are wearing army fatigues, but all wear a
white teeshirt with the group's name

stamped on the front. Red berets
heavily decorated with metal pins
complete the group's colors.
Their faces are straight and serious
only their eyes move as they flicker
back and forth across the area. They
wait in anticipation ready to jump.
But the other people on the subway
do not flinch. They file by calmly,
some nod and others smile. The
crowd moves on and disappears as
the orange doors slam shut.
There is another quick blast from
the whistle and the group relaxes.
They quickly become a loose band of
friends continuing jokesand conversations that had been interrupted by
the untimely call of the whistle.
This rakishly dressed group are
members of the Guardian Angels, a
group of unarmed volunteers who
patrol the Boston transit system and
its high crime areas.
"I'm not playing cop. I'm doing
something that I believe in, the best
way I know how," said 21 year old

Danny, otherwise known as Swan.
But with over 30 chapters nationwide, Swan doesn't seem to be the
only one who feels this way. Sporting

over 6000 members, the Guardian
Angels have become a well organized community group in most of
America's major cities. The Angels
consist of inner city kids as well as
those from neighboring suburbs who
are all over sixteen years of age. They
are out to protect the streets?their
streets.

The Guardian Angels trace their
origins to Curtis Sliwa of New York
City. As a young man riding the New

York subways, Sliwa became aware
of the rising crime and violence and
the vulnerabilityof those that ride the
subway. As a result he formed a
group of volunteers called the"The
Magnificent Thirteen." Hoping to
detercrime these young tough looking kids took to riding the subways
during the peak crime hours.
Others concerned with the situation were soon attracted to Sliwa's
group. As it grew into an organized
force they changed their name to the
Guardian Angels. As crime began to
drop on the streets under the Angels'
patrol other cities began to form
chapters under Sliwa's direction.
"So many people have a total
misconception of us. We have no
power to bust people for drugs,
drinking, or even prostitution. We
are a deterrent to crime." explained
Julie Rodick, a patrol leader. "Our
patrols are usually boring. People

NOW YOU CAN ROLL
WITH THE BEST!

Blended Virginia Cigarette Tobacco

think twice about pulling something the Combat Zone, Roxbury and
with us around, that's why we don't South Boston. Although they have a
see much action."
choice of where they want to patrol
The Guardian Angels can only for the evening, discretion is used.
make a citizen's arrest. If an attack "We try to keep the patrols pretty
was made some of the Angels would much in their own territory. We
detain the suspect while another don't want to send a black patrol inwould call the police. Another Angel to South Boston nor a patrol from
is responsible for staying with the Fall River into Roxbury. A lot of the
victim.
people don't like outsiders coming in"We stand behind the victim. We to protect their community. But their
want them to press charges so we'll own is OK," said Rodick.
go to court with them. Knowing so:
There are few problems with atmeone is behind them helps these tacks on the Angels themselves but
people go through with it," said Rodick recalled one night in South
Swan
Boston. "We were walking through
Although there is much animosity South Boston and people were yellbetween the Angels and the police ing at us and telling us to leave cause
force in many cities it isn't evident in there was no crime in South Boston.
the Boston chapter.
Just then about 35 people jumped us.
"We aren't vigilantes who are out There was a little bit of fighting, one
to take the law into our own hands.
of the Angels got his jaw broken, but
The cops know that and we have a then someone yelled cop and they
pretty good working relationship,"
took off. So much for no crime," she
stated Rodick. "We aren't going to laughed.
move in on a T cop or a Metro cop
Before becoming an Angel an apthat is already patrolling the area. plicant is entered in a training proWe'll go find another one that isn't." gram where he or she is instructed in
"We aren't out to kick ass." basic self defense, CPR, first aid,
Rodick further explained. At the start citizen arrest procedures, as well as
of their patrol the Angels were lined generalphysical conditioning. Upon
up and bodily searched for weapons, graduation they will receive their coldrugs, or drug paraphernalia. "If ors, the red beret and the Guardian
anyone is found with these in their Angel t-shirt.
possession they are immediately strip"We are Angels 24 hours a day.
ped of their colors. It just defeats our We can only wear our colors while
purpose for being here," she said.
on patrol, but it doesn't look too
Their beats vary night to night. good if one of us is arrested for
They will patrol Harvard Square and brawling in the subway," said Swan.

At times a few seem to get a little
cocky, high on the idea of what they
are doing. It's no wonder since most
are kids still in school who are taking on a jobusually left to the elder
law enforcers of the community. But
they are good at reminding each
other why they are there.
But these "kids" are respected and
admired. As they walk through the
Combat Zone, down the streets of
Roxbury or ride the T one can see the
sigh of relief from the little old lady
who was clutching her purse. The
smiles and nods of approval from T
workers and passengers, from prostitutes lounging in the doorways,
from the neighborhood families of
Roxbury, are the things that keep
many of the Angels in the group.
"It gives you such a good feeling
knowing that you're helping out. I'm
affected just as much by crime as
these people are," Rodick said.
After an uneventful night of
patrolling, the group disbands and
returns to their homes, many still
have homework to do. Swan removes
his colors and becomes Danny, "I
like having nights like this," he said.
The Guardian Angels have come a
long way since their beginning in
Boston almost two and a half years
ago, but they haven't achieved their
final goal. "The final goal of the
Angels is to be non-existent. We
don't want to have to do this and
maybe someday we won't," shrugged Danny.
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Golden Lantern Expects
Pest Extermination

Dance-a-Thon

Mcontinued from page 6

Phot

by

Dan

Homes

Dance-a-thon volunteers get a kick out of dancing, but by the end of
the 12 hour marathon it was no longer a laughing matter.
Approximately 70 members of the
Appalachia and Haiti volunteer programs united last Thursday night in
O'Connell House to dance in their second annual dance-a-thon. The
twelve-hour marathon is one of the
major fund-raising mechanisms for
both groups, this year raising $4,000
in sponsorships between the two

compile the statistics, while the

Volunteers Lisa Mollo and Anne
Laplante are sure about their 12-hour deodorant.
Vanceburg, and Olive Hill, Kentucky, as well as Orland, Maine.
In these small Appalachian towns
the volunteers will be merged with
already existing social justice programs that provide outreach to those
in isolated areas, help with the
development of uncultivated land,
supply the physical labor for building
projects, and aid the poor and disabl-

volunteers dance to the finish or until they can dance no longer.
This year's Haiti volunteers will be
departing for the small Caribbean
island over Christmas break, during
which they will be aiding the needy
at the "Shelter for the Destitute and
Dying" in Port-au-Prince.
Approximately 70 Appalachia
groups.
volunteers
will be returning over ed in their everyday chores.
sponHonors
Program
The SOM
sors the dance each year, and helps Spring break to missions in
?Dan Hermes

Reservoir
Provision a>
1922 Beacon St. Cleveland Circle

unharmed by the blast?will just
move to another area.
Bob Bonanno, an exterminator
who works under housekeeping,
stated: "there are a few more
[cockroaches] in comparison to last
year," but that he has seen them
more in the Hillsides and Edmonds
apartments because of their kitchen
units. He added, "You can only control them as best you can," and that
"once you get them in, it's hard to
get them out."
According to one large exterminating company in the Boston
area, "if students are finding roaches
in their food, they [the dining services] should step up their program."
He asserted: "an organization serving 2,500 meals a day should be exterminating once a week," and mentioned Salem State College as one insitution having a weekly pest control
service.
The Walsh Hall Cafeteria, according to Supervisor Mitch Parker,
serves between 2000 to 3000 people
a day.
One large restaurant in the Boston
area, which serves 2200 to 2500 people a day, exterminates twice a week.
Similar to this, Montillio's bakery,
a seven chain establishment in the
South Shore and Greater Boston

ffij*

An employee who works more
than four days a week in the cafeteria
reinforced this statement by commenting that there are "tons," of
roaches and that "theproblem is I'm
not just seeing roaches, I'm seeing
baby roacher, and those multiply."
She cited four different occasions
in which she has seen cockroaches:
"in the liquor closet, behind the cash
register, in the store room, and by the
time clock where there is trash,"
Yet, while some employees maintain they have seen cockroaches on
several occasions, others like waitress
Donna Alcott have said, "I can
honestly say I have never seen one."
Stahlie, who found the live
cockroach in her dinner stated, "I
think it is disgusting, really. Seeing
them is one thing, but having them
inside your food is another."
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"I think it's a definite problem."
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area, exterminates once a week in
each of its seven stores. According to
owner George Montillio, each store
serves hot plates, sandwiches, hamburgers, and bakery goods to about
1000 people a day. He pointed out
also that every six months all seven
stores are thoroughly exterminated
by a fogging process.
One cafeteria employee, who
recently saw a cockroach running out
from beneath an uplifted rag stated,

Choose from the largest variety of Typewriters in the Harvard
Square area, electronic, electric or manual, for home, school or
office, including Silver-Reed, Olivetti, Smith-Corona, Olympia,
Brother, Hermes.
We offer individualized demonstrations, and guarantee all sales for
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premises.
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Police
B
lotter
by

Christina Hippeli
Friday, November 3, the Williams

gate was reported vandalized at

2:05

am.

At 9:24, a motorcycle was found
in the men's room ofFitzpatrick. The
owner was identified and the vehicle
was removed.
A telephone was reported stolen
from Bapst Library at 9:49.
Cash and a jacket were reported
stolen from a car which was also vandalized in the St. Ignatius parking lot
at 11:56.
Minor personal injury resulted
from a motor vehicle accident in St.
Ignatius parking lot at 5:29 pm. (See
story page )
At 5:50 a past larceny was reported

in Hillsides. A cassette radio was
stolen without any apparent use of
force.
A checkbook and ID were found
near the Hillsides by Campus Police
at 6:45. The owner was contacted and
the property returned.
Police took custody of a beer bottle which had been confiscated by an
RA in Fitzpatrick at 10:45.
Nine minutes past midnight Saturday, November 5, police found a bus
which had been abandoned because
it broke down. Police brought the

bus, which had the keys in it, to the
Main Gate and called the bus
company.
An unauthorized vehicle was towed at 12:39 am.
At 1:06, police stopped a group of
males carrying a decorative column
they had taken from in front of one
of the mods. They were identified

and had to return the column.
An intrusion alarm sounded in
Gasson at 1:41. Police found a door
open and secured the area.
Police observed a white male ex-

posing himself to a group of other
males at 2:29. The male, a guest of

a BC student, was given a trespass
warning.
Vandalism was reported to the
Fenwick gate at 3:12.
At 3:40 a fight was reported in
Roncalli. The victim was transported
to St. Elizabeth's and the matter was
referred to the Dean of Students.
Three suspects w«re reported harassing female students in Welch at
4:09. Police investigated, but could
not find them.
A citizen of Brighton filed a complaint at 2:12 pm about loud and
unruly parties given by BC students
in that area.
At 8:23 a suspicious male was

reported in Kostka, but an investigation proved negative.
Police investigated a report of objects being thrown out of the window
of the Hillsides at 11:14. Upon arrival, they observed the students
throwing the objects. The occupants
were identified and referred to the
Dean of Students Office.
Sunday, November 6, a student
confronted a man who had entered
an unlocked apartment in Walsh at
1:03 am. The man fled but it was
later discovered that he had stolen
money from the room.
Police observed a minor motor
vehicle accident at 3:25 on Perimeter
road. They stopped and identifed the
driver, a BC student.
A break in was reported in a Lower
Campus dormitory at 4:01 am. Police
arrested Neil Sevieri for breaking and
entering and attempted rape after he
had assaulted a female student in her
apartment. (See story page 1.)
At 10:55, a car was reported
broken into in theSt. Ignatius parking lot. An FM converter, a jacket,
and a coat were stolen.
A ring was stolen from the
Hillsides at 3:29.
Police recovered property stolen
earlier in Walsh at 7:18.
Three pieces of luggage were

identified as a BC student and referrecovered on Newton at 7:30.
Stereo tapes were stolen from an red to the Dean of Students Office.
At 11:30 a report was filed allowunlocked car in the St. Ignatius lot
ing police to search a student's apartat 11:07.
A bus' engine caught on fire in ment for stolen property. The search
proved negative.
front of Alumni Hall on ComVandalism was reported in the
monwealth Avenue Monday,
McElroy
7
at
The
mailroom at 12:00 pm.
November
9:07 am.
fire was
A car in the St. Ignatius lot was
put out with a fire extinguisher.
At 10:57, a video deck was reported vandalized at 12:30.
A white male exposed himself to
reported stolen from Campion.
A suspicious person was given a a female in the cemetery at 12:36.
A car was stolen from Chestnut
trespass warning and escorted off
campus at 11:33.
Hill Drive at 6:42.
At 7:12 a moped accident occurA professor injured his hand in
Campion at 6:34 pm. He was given red on Perimeter road in which the
first aid and transported to St. driver and passenger were both injured. An ambulance was called and
Elizabeth's.
At 10:30 a female student reported the victims were taken to St.
Elizabeth's. (See related story page 3)
receiving harrassing phone calls.
At 10:06am, Tuesday, November
At 1:29 am Wednesday, November
8, police observed a white male 9, property which had been stolen
breaking into the Hillsides. He was from McHugh earlier was recovered.
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WHILE PREPARING FOR YOUR
FUTURE, WHY NOT GET YOUR
SMILE TOGETHER?

How
. to have class betweenclasses.,
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GARY S. LINDNER, DMD, DMSc.

Orthodontics-Adults & Children
and

Pediatric Dentistry
CHESTNUT HILL
MEDICAL CENTER
25 Boylston Street
Chestnut Hill, Mass.
02167
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NEXT TO CHESTNUT HILL THEATRE
-CALL-734-4500
For a Confidential Consultation

J^veninf^anc^

PINO'S
PIZZA

A NAME YOU CAN TRUST
A LONG STANDING
TRADITION IN THE B.C.
AREA FOR GREAT PIZZA
AND OTHER ITALIAN DINNERS
1920 BEACON ST.
CLEVELAND CIRCLE
566-6468

of Cafe Vienna. It's a light and cinIndulge yourself in a warm
namony touch of class. And just one of six deliriously different flavors
GENERAL FOODS® INTERNATIONAL COFFEES
AS MUCH A FEELING AS A FLAVOR

.

,
QENERAL FOODS

© General Foods Corporation 1983

I
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Bull & Finch Offers Cheers to go Around
by

Maria Speidel

Bull & Finch Pub
Location: 84 Beacon Street,
underneath the Hampshire House
Hotel, across from the Public
Gardens.
Hours: Noon till 2 am. Food served
from noon to midnight (slightly later
on Fridays).
Tired of Cleveland Circle? Not up
for Faneuil Hall? The Bull & Finch
Pub, located across from the Public
Gardens, is a good alternative. A five
minute walk from the Arlington T
stop, the pub is clearly marked by the
large Cheers flag flying from the
Hampshire House.
The Bull & Finch, the model for
the TV series "Cheers," offers a
casual, cozy atmosphere in the very
old Bostonian setting ofBeacon Hill.
The main room, modeled after an
English pub, is decorated in dark
wood, with low lighting provided by
Tiffany lamps. There is a long bar
and plenty of standing space. For
more privacy, there is seating at
tables along the wall. Additional
seating at round tables and booths is
available in the larger, more bright-

pMlj

a few Mexican items are offered.
Potato skins are priced at $2.95, and
a plain hamburger is $3.95.
by
On a busy Thursday night, the service was quick and efficient. The
crowd was a pleasant mixture of
students and young business people,

Phot

Jim

Roman Travel

ly lit anteroom, which has recently

been christened the Cheers room.
A homey, neighborhood feeling is
promoted by collages of snap shots
depicting the bar's various sports
teams, including the Barley Hoppers
team, who is known for their swiftness in running from bar to bar.
The snap shots are joined by other
novel wall decorations, which include
pictures of "Cheers" stars and a unique shelf where patrons can leave
their business cards with a hundred
or so others that are stuck there.
Food and drink prices are
moderate. Draft beers are $1.50 to
$2.25. Bar drinks go for $2.50 and
up. There is no bottled beer.
Food is served until midnight. The
menu is basic bar room fare. Ap-

Eric Willcocks, Director of

International's

OAntioch
CENTRE FOR
be on

?

BRITISH STUDIES
campus
15,
at 3pm
Tues. Nov.
in learn
interested
to meet with students

Qwill

\u25bc\u25a0J

petizers include potato skins,
guacamole, and chicken fingers. A
variety of sandwiches, burgers, and

by

with an equal ratio of people in
couples to those in groups.
Large TV screens at either end of
the bar were tuned to the hockey
game and then, of course, "Cheers."
The sound system played a mixture
of old and current hits a bit too loudly. It was lowered only during
"Cheers."
At 10:30 a disc jockey came on

who began interspersing trivia contests with the music. He is there
Thursday through Saturday. The
house caricature artist was doing portraits in the corner.
Probably a bit. off the typical BC
student's beaten track, the Bull &
Finch Pub is worth the detour for an
evening of fun with a special Bostonian flavor.

Cheap and Stay at Homes

Christina Hippeli

Students travelling throughout the
United States can now escape the
high cost and impersonal nature of
a hotel or motel through "Bed and
Breakfast" accomodations.
Bed and Breakfasts are private
homes in which people can stay overnight and enjoy breakfast for half the
cost of a regular hotel. Another advantage to such accomodations is the
friendly atmosphere one finds in a
Bed and Breakfast which is absent
from hotels.
Travellers can make reservations
for one of the several thousand Bed
and Breakfasts nationwide through
the approximately 25 Bed and
Breakfast reservation agencies such
as Bed and Breakfast and Associate
Bay Colony Ltd. in Framingham.
These agencies maintain lists of
available Bed and Breakfast homes
in the area and try to match a
traveller with the best suited house.

These matches are based on many
criteria, including price range, location, availability, smoker or nonsmoker, and allergies to housepets,
to insure an enjoyable stay. All arrangements are then made by the
agency which contacts the Bed and
Breakfasts for the traveller.
All Bed and Breakfast homes are
also approved by the Bed and
Breakfast Associates to be certain
they meet standards of cleanliness so
that the traveller does not have to
worry about the type of home he is
staying in.
Rates for Bed and Breakfasts
range from $30 a night for a single
occupancy or $35 for a double to $50
or $55 for the same. According to a
spokesperson from Bed and
Breakfast and Associate Bay Colony
Ltd., there are 85 to 90 homes
available in the greater Boston area,
including numerous ones in Newton
and Brookline.
Students interested in arrangingfor

a local Bed and Breakfast for visiting
friends or relatives should call Bed
and Breakfast and Associate Bay
Colony Ltd. at 720-0522 or
1-872-6990. Those interested in
travelling nationwide can obtain a
complete list of reservation agencies
from Massachusetts to Hawaii by
writing to: Bed and Breakfast
Associates, 125 Newton Road,
Springfield, Mass. 01118.
In addition, listings of nationwide
Bed and Breakfasts are available
which describe each of them. One
such guide is the new Bed and
Breakfast Guide to the Northeast by
Bernice Chesler which describes over
300 Bed and Breakfasts.
The settings of the Bed and
Breakfasts range from beach cottages, farm houses, and city
brownstones, to houseboats. They
are often located near sight-seeing attractions and each offers travellers
unique lodging and friendly service
at reasonable rates.

ing about study abroad opportunities

d

through Antioch.
For further information, contact
-Prof. James Flagg.

mrml

invites you to a special

Thursday, November 17, 3-8 pm

SPECIALS FOR STUDENTS
$72.50 for girls (regularly $17.50)
$10.00 for boysfregularly $15.00)

SHAMPOO, CUT, BLOW DRY
30% OFF PERMS
STUDENT I.D. REQUIRED
OPEN THURSDAYS TILL 9:00
85 Union
Street

»3.fc/"-/Hr.3vl

Newton Center
Opposite T

For professional advancement or
personal growth, explore graduate
studyy at UMass/Boston. Meet and
r
talk with faculty members from
UMass/Boston s fine graduate
programs.
You should know that in most of
these programs you can pursue a
degree full-time or part-time. We
offer convenient hours and excellent facilities for study and

And at UMass/Boston, quality is

affordable.

The open house will take ,place
Thursday, November 17, from
3:00 to 8:00 pm, in the third floor
Lounge of Building 020 on our
Harbor Campus. For further information about the open house or
about graduate study at
UMass/Boston, call

research.

929-8000.

MMMMMMMMW/MW

Offer Lasts Thru December 21*

The Rivalry Continues

American Civilization
Critical and Creative Thinking
English
History

BOSTON COLLEGE
vs.
HOLY CROSS
WZBC 90.3 FM
Saturday, Nov. 19th
LIVE PLAY-BY-PLAY
Coverage Begins at Bpm!
Tune In!

Secondary)

History/Archival Methods
History/Historical Archaeology

Educational Administration
English as a Second Language

Mathematics

Reading
School Psychology
Special Needs Education

Mathematics/Computer Science
Sociology (Applied)

Biology

ALL THE FOOTBALL ACTION
CAN BE HEARD ON.

Bilingual Education
Counselor Training
Education (Elementary and

Biology/Applied Marine Ecology
Chemistry

Counselor Training
Educational Administration
School Psychology

Human Services*
Public Affairs*
Physics (Applied)

Business Administration

\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0\u25a0.^...l....li^.^.lll^.llllllll^.lllllllllttt^i*tt^^"
Environmental Science

'pending approval
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Felix the Feline; A Wonderful, Wonderful Cat

appreciate them more?hmmmm political
overtones? Next was a short documentary

by Mike Cronin

on Messmer, consisting mainly of the
animator reminiscing with his colleague, Al
Eugster. The two of them talk as one
would expect animators to?everthing is
step by step. It grows a bit dull, but then
more Felix returns with Oceantics and
Comicalamities?then intermission for

Felix the Cat: The First Cartoon
Superstar. A program of Felix the Cat cartoons at the Off the Wall Cinema, 15 Pearl
Street Cambridge, through November 16.
Phone 354-5678 for details and directions.
Going to see Felix the Cat was a trip
through a time tunnel.
The trip began even before the film, as
we stepped into the archaic; leaving behind
the modernity of a silver train for the easy
stagnation of Central Square. We walked
through the square, looking into windows;
Cummings, featuring women's clothes from
past eras; a used record store, Jimi Hendrix
staring back out; then into the Off the
Wall?a bastion of 60's sentiment, a companion observed. But the be-bop music further blurred the boundaries of time.
What a nifty theatre Off the Wall is! A
small room with a screen at the front is filled with chairs?chairs you can move
around little tables. You can buy all sorts
of refreshments ?including mediocre
oatmeal cookies, good coffee and lousy
cranberry muffins ?to munch quietly at the
table.
The films dragged us even further
back?into the 1920s?when Otto
Messemer originated Felix. A short
documentary explained that Messmer, who
was responsible for Felix's creation and
storylines, and for most of the animation,
received no credit for his work until recently. The company for which Messmer worked never acknowledged his contribution,
and so Felix was known as "a Pat Sullivan
?

snacking.

After intermission the program includes

Neptune Nonsense, which includes a nude
mermaid and a fight with a fish (sex and
violence?). The final film was my favorite,

production." Messmer didn't receive the

credit he deserved until 1967. Since then,
programs like this have tried to pay back
the debt.
Messmer's creation, Felix, was, according
to the program, as popular in his day as
Charlie Chaplin and Buster Keaton. A comparison with humans seems appropriate
given Felix's very real human character.
Latecomers like Bugs Bunny and Daffy
Duck partly owe their natures to Messmer
and Felix, for, though he lost some of that
verasimilitude in later reincarnations for
color and sound film and for TV, the early
Felix was human enough to organize a
strike or cheat on his wife.
This very real cat is placed in the most
unreal world. Some of the funniest
moments in the film come when Felix defies
'the law of gravity, common sense and
possibility.' In various films he catches a
fish with a question mark, makes a propeller out of exclamation points and a
piano out of a hippo.

BOSTNNAIM ICHTI
by C.S. Klahre
Wally Awards. New England Animation
Awards. At Off the Wall Cinema, 15 Pearl
St. Cambridge, last Wednesday only.
Thinking of the word animation, most of
us will draw forth fond memories of lazy
Saturday mornings spent in the company of
such American standards as Bugs Bunny,

the Pink Panther, and Felix the Cat.
Now consider the animated story of a
man who murders people as a result of a
bodily infestation of flourescent green
spots. Expand upon the image of the latter
and you will begin to grasp the essence of
the first annual Off the Wall New England
Animation Awards, alias the Wally Awards.
The Off the Wall Cinema, sponsor of the
Wally Awards, provided an excellent atmosphere for this diverse conglomeration of
animated flicks. A cafe style seating arrangement created, together with a tempting
dessert bar, a comfortable and lively ambiance, perfectly suited for the appreciation
of these powerful animated images.
As for the films themselves, there is

much to be said. A total of eighteen works
were presented, each of a distinctly unique
character. Titles included: Wham, Bam,
Thank You Clam, Rip Out You Eyes,
Waveman, and the infamous Portrait of a
Woman with Tomatoes. In the span of only
a few minutes, these films can carry the
viewer from the heights of pure aesthetic
beauty to the depths of unsavory despair.
The animation craft has found an admiring
new patron in this viewer.
The grand prize winner of the evening
was Parts Availability, an amusing satire on
1960's television advertising. A personal
pick for the grand Wally Award was a film
entitled Glass Gardens. This black-andwhite feature opens amidst the depressing
squalor of an urban slum. An eccentric
woman wanders through heaps of rubble,
extracting various objects to be used in certain artistic and pragmatic constructions.
The theme of the animation suggests the
positive and constuctive possibilities of an
otherwise desolate environment.
One of the cleverest films carried the
nebulous title of The Fit. The film focuses
on a sinister little hairy creature known
as?you guessed it?a fit. As the scene unfolds, an angry little boy storms into his
room following a vicious fight with his
mother. He grabs the helpless fit from the
floor and flings it angrily across the room.
The nasty beast rebounds off the wall
several times before crashing firmly into the
face of the mother. The mother, angered by
the violence of her son's fit, prepares to
throw the fit herself. Luckily, she is
prevented from doing so by the narrator
who proclaims the indecency of an adult
throwing a fit.
The majority of the films were of
superior quality, rendering the 1983 Wally
Awards an unquestionable success. Animation has proven to be a powerful member
of the artistic community. See you next
year Wally!

Occasionally the animator's hands enters
the picture, providing Felix with, for instance, an eraser to change an ugly female
cat's face. This kind of goofy fantasy world
provided an appealing escape for viewers in
the 20's and 30's, and is certainly responsible for its appeal today as well.
Another feature of Felix's, however, that
may play a greater part in his success now ,
is the aesthetic quality of the film. Without
going overboard analyzing a cartoon, one
must admit that there is something very artistic in Felix the Cat. The first films are in
solid black-and-white. Felix is a flat black
ball and uncluttered line drawings describe
the background. There's little attempt-to
give an illusion of a three dimensional picture. Messmer said that he "concentrated
on gags instead of extreme animation," and
the result is an uhselfconscious, naive beauty. Some of that beauty is lost in the color
cartoons of Felix produced later in 1936
and in the 1960<s for TV. Sound is added,
along with noisy; color, the third dimension,
and more elaborate animation, but simplicity is lost as are the less saccharine aspects
of Felix's character. However, some great
gags remain. .;<
And that is the essential reason to see
Felix. The first film has Felix organizing a
strike for the cats so the townspeople will

Flim Flam Film. Here Felix takes his kids
to see one of his films, only to be refused
entry to the theater?hmmmmm sociopolitical commentary? He then decides to
make his own films. The results are
hilarious. Mrs. Felix also learns of her husband's infidelity (more sex and violence).
All in all, the theater cartoons made for
a relaxed atmosphere and some good
laughs. To get to the Off the Wall take the
red line to Central Square, walk left toward
MIT along the main road about a block,
and turn right on Pearl Street. You can't
miss it, so don't.

A Reunion on Exhibition
by Allison Coppola

Three If By Air-Take Two: Paintings By

Katherine Porter, Andrew Tavarelli, And
Anthony Thompson. At Barry Arts
Pavillion, from November 9 thru December
8, Mon.-Thurs. 1-4 p.m., Sun. 1:30-4 p.m.,
and by appointment.

Three If By Air Take Two is a reunion
of three artists whose first exhibition
together at the Old Obelisk Gallery in 1969
was an important breakthrough for contemporary art in Boston.
Art critic John Chandler has stated-of
Porter, Tavarelli, and Thompson that "all
of them seemed to share a fascination with
an atmospheric luminosity and an almost
romantic spatial quality." They use paint
thinly, in veils, transparently, and
?

translucently.

Thompson is perhaps the least conventional and the most conceptual artist of the
three. His early works, plexiglass pieces
sprayed with paint, emphasize the ambiguities of paint as color, light, and
substance. Some were not painted at all but
hung a few inches from the wall,
casting images of themselves on the wall,
while radiating light along their edges.
Thompson himself told me that it made no
sense to say that his artwork had no
'significance'; that instead I should say that
it was 'moving' and that it 'refers to
nothing else except itself.'
Thompson's most recent works, three untitled paintings, consist of neutral
background colors of pink and yellow surrounding one small piece of wood in the
center of the painting onto which small
circles and squares of paint touch or
overlap. His works have meaning solely by
the way that they relate to themselves.
In 1969, Tavarelli's work resembled

superficially the works of Helen Franken-

thater. He would leave large areas of canvas white, allowing organic veils of thin
color to zigzag, the colors mixing where
they overlapped. Tavarelli's works were
brushed over, primed, and painted, unlike
Frankenthater's stained works. His current
paintings place a major emphasis on color.
His Hot Tribunal reveals rich, bright,
showy colors (especially reds) which combine to heighten the sensation of this painting with a sexual theme. Attention is im
mediately drawn to focus on the hot flame
arising up out of the bottom of nowhere
aiming at some deep red space. His paintings are energetic and powerful.
Porter's early works resemble log cabin
quilts?the paintings are very 'handmade'?each part of her chevron grid having been painted individually and
modulated in a different way. Her
geometric framework has difficulty containing the vitality within the painting?it
screams to escape. Recently the 'rick-rack'
grid has disappeared and her current paintings are free-flowing passion and excitement. They contain a distinct repeating arrangement of spirals, arcs, and shining
suns. Her suns are sometimes threedimensional, .representing the rays of the
crown of the Statue of Liberty. Porter has
a need to put her art into the political and
social realm of which we are a part. Like
Tavarelli and Thompson, she uses deceivingly simple geometric shapes which define
the very substance of her paintings.
Although the three artists have changed
over the 15 years since they were last
together, in essence there is still much in
common with their paintings. Their current
paintings are as fresh, promising, and
creative as those of 15 years ago and, at the
rate they are going at, their work 15 years
from today will probably be just as vibrant.
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Fosse's Centerfold's Demise; A Star is Bored
by James Bromley

Star 80. Directed by Bob Fosse. Starring
Mariel Hemingway, Eric Roberts, Cliff
Robertson, and Roger Rees. Now playing at
the Sack Charles. Call 227-1330 for
showtimes.
The glittery world of fame is the passionate desire of a significant portion of the
American public. A topic of innumerable
films and plays, the pursuit of this fame
often takes on epic and sometimes tragic
proportions.
The dawn of the age of sexual freedom
that occured in the mid-1950s was helped
immeasureably by the appearance of a
magazine called Playboy. For the last 30
years the image of a Playboy centerfold has
been for many the epitome of 'feminine
beauty' and fame. Star 80 is Bob Fosse's
disturbing recount of the pursuit of this
fame and its tragic results.
Based on the life of Dorothy Stratten,
1980 Playmate of the Year, Star 80 traces
the discovery of Stratten, played by Mariel
Hemingway, to her tragic death at the
hands of her crazed and estranged husband
Paul Snider, played by Eric Roberts.
No stranger to this type of story, Bob
Fosse has dealt with nearly the same theme
in 3 previous films: Cabaret, Lenny, and
All That Jazz. The world of fame holds a
dark and sleazy side that Fosse has a par-

ticular skill in depicting. The previous
films, despite a similarity in theme, do not
deal with sexual exploitation to the degree
of Star 80. The mere subject matter
assumes a healthy dose of nudity which, for
the most part, is provided by a squeaky
clean and strikingly sexy Mariel Hemingway. Hemingway and her character of
Stratten, however, are not the main focus
of the film. It is Stratten's low-life husband
Paul Snider and his mad obsession with
fame that dominates the action.
At times the total worthlessness of Snider
seems a bit contrived. From Robert's first
snearing appearance on the screen the audience knows the man is worthless and will
be the villain of the film. This shallowness
of character is not the fault of Roberts,
who turns in an excellent performance as a
maniac, much like Robert DeNiro's performance in last year's King of Comedy.
Mariel Hemingway puts in a solid performance as the naive and beautiful Stratten.
Again there seems to be a shallowness,
however, as Stratten is obviously the wideeyed Snow White about to be done in by
the wicked witch. Just as Snider appears
completely worthless, Stratten appears totally pure?despite her nude posing. Hemingway's Stratten is the empty headed, innocent girl-next-door, but not much more.
As the movie progresses, various
characters cite her increased maturity?a
development which must have been evident

A gigantic Mariel Hemingway peeks in on her twin sister and friend Paul.
in some facet of Stratten not seen on the
character.
Beginning with scenes of the murder and
screen. She moves from being fully dependant on Snider to being completely depencurses by a blood-smeared Snider the film
dent on Aran Nicholas, played by Nicholas
never emerges from the permeating feeling
Nickelby's Roger Rees, a thinly disguised
of gloom, as Fosse continually switches
Peter Bogdonavich, who befriends her.
back to the murder scene and post-murder
While this move is spurred by her
interview to keep the focus clear: innocent
dissatisfaction with Snider, it seems more a
Stratten is killed by a fame hungry Snider.
seduction by Nicholas than true concern.
Discovered in a Dairy Queen by an almost
laughingly worthless Snider, Stratten proRees is quite sympathetic as the movie
director but the script does not afford him
ceeds to become this tacky con man's
much opportunity to show this sympathy
girlfriend. Snider never loves Stratten, seeing her as an object, a tool to be used for
and concern except in his strangely expressive eyes which overcome the script barhim to achieve fame.
rier and allow the audience to believe his
It is Snider's failure to achieve fame
while Stratten moves into films, earning
friendship and respect of all she encounters,
that starts Snider on his murderous route.
He sees her abandonment of him for
Nicholas as an indication of his lack of
fame rather than his total worthlessness as
a human being. The murder is anticlimactic
as the story is really that of Paul Snider, a
man obsessed and destroyed by fame.
Fosse succeeds in Star 80 with this emphasis on the evil in an unhealthy pursuit
of fame. The film is flawed, however, by
the aforementioned one-sided characters. It
is, moreover, one of the great ironies that
there is no evidence to warrant a different
treatment. The real tragedy lies with Stratten and her mother, who fail to recognize
the evil so obvious in Snider. Every other
character in the film recognizes this evil and
urges her to abandon the relationship. A
strange and unaccounted for sense of loyalty compels Stratten to give Snider every
chance possible to redeem himself. Snider,
however, is beyond hope, a fact all too obComposer Peloquin leads the University Chorale
vious in his first appearance on the screen.
The Almighty and A Mighty Fortress is
Our God, and less well know songs such as
O Sacred Head, Now Wounded, Jesu, Joy
of Man's Desiring, Wake, Awake, for
Night is Flying!, Out of the Depths I Cry
to Thee which Peloquin dedicated to the
KLilbb.etyhDenham
American troops who were killed in Beirut,
How Bright Appears the Morning Star, and
A Boston Concert Opera performance of
My Soul Now Bless Thy Maker.
Verdi's Simon Boccanegra November 5 and
One piece that seemed to rise above the
6. At Jordan Hall, Boston.
rest in expertise, was Wake, A wake, for
Night is Flying!. The orchestra as well as
the chorus's performance was brilliant.
The Boston Concert Opera's staging of
Bach demands instrumental perfection from
Verdi's Simon Boccanegra introduced the
audience tp some memorable performances.
voices. The Chorale for tenors which sang
Baritone Andrew Smith, who sang the tipiece
the first movement of this
succeded in
delivering just this. The orchestra's
tle role, was truly outstanding. Catherine
Lamy, brilliantly performed the role of
capabilities were also exemplified in this
piece.
Maria Boccanegra, Simon's daughter.
Jacopo Fiesco (Donnie Ray) and Gabriele
Allowing the audience to participate addAdorno (Peter Puzzo), during one scene or
ed a new dimension to the evening; the
another, both muster up the stamina to
pews became alive and music was rising
keep up with and occasionally equal Anfrom every corner of the chapel, not just
drew Smith's performance.
the front. It truly was a celebration! I can
not refrain from saying that the audience
Simon Boccanegra is a tragic opera of no
also added to the magnificance of the
small emotional effect. A concert perforevening.
mance as opposed to a straight opera brings
Vocalist Andrew Smith

LLf'Moagnifcret uther

by Mary C. Davitt

The Magnificat. Performed by the
University Chorale of Boston College,
November 5.
Johann Sebastian Bach's music demands
the utmost precision and ability from both
vocalists and instrumentalists. The University Chorale of Boston College's performance
of The Magnificat and some of the other
selected works by Bach, displayed the
chorale's capacity to deliver the true
brilliance of such a demanding composer as
Bach.

Under the direction of Dr. C. Alexander
Peloquin, last week's performance by the
BC Chorale at the Newton Chapel commemorated Martin Luther's 500th Anniversary. The night's program included The
Magnificat and selected musical pieces,
which the congregation was asked to joinin
singing with the chorale.
One's attention was quickly drawn to the
superb performance of the opening of The
Magnificat, titled My soul doth magnify the
Lord. This glorious music overflowed with
control and artistry.
Only For behold, all generations and the
closing Glory to the Father of The
Magnificat reached the same height as the
opening piece. Strength, clarity, and emotion rang from the voices and the orchestra
The remaining parts of The Magnificat
seemed to need a little more polish by the
Chorale. His servant, Israel was performed
by the women's chorus while Peloquin
played the piano. The delivery of this piece
did not meet up with the introduction Peloquin gave to it. The chorus had the right
notes and timing, but more practice was
necessary to bring out Bach's genius in the
piece.

Another piece the chorale sang, titled The
Lord hath showed strength, could have used some practice with the breathing technique. The music moved very quickly and it
just seemed as if the chorus was running
out of breath.
It was not the soloists themselves who
seemed to cause a few drooping eyelids in
the audience, but rather the music itself.
The soloists sang with the highest caliber
even the tenor Don Sullivan, who was only
notified the day before the performace to
replace Ron Rathier, who could not sing
because of illness, gave a outstanding job.
Yet all six solos selected from The
Magnificat were, quite frankly, dull. The
chorus though made up for these moments,
not
allowing the solos to detract from
the night's program.
The second half of the evening's performance was different from the ordinary BC
Chorale presentation; it included the participation of the audience. Peloquin addressed the audience, "We are here tonight
not to worship Bach, but to worship his
God." The selected pieces included popular
Church music such as, Praise to the Lord,

Verdi's Tragedy Vitalized

Lispings

Burning Spear

One of Jamaica's foremost reggae bands
will make a Boston appearance this Thursday night at the Channel, 25 Necco Street
Boston. Phone 451-1905 for ticket prices
and more information.
Pauline Oliveros
Renowned modern composer, Pauline
Oliveros, has worked with many different
type of instruments (including electronic
tape and brain waves) and with many different people (including Terry Riley, David
Tudor, and Alvin Lucier). She will be giving a concert of solo voice and accordian
music this Friday at The Institute of Contemporary Art. Phone the ICA at 266-5151
for more details.

Yerma

A play about a barren woman by Spanish
Garcia Lorca will be presented by the

poet

Harvard Radcliffe Dramatic Club, at the
Loeb Drama Center, 64 Brattle Street,
Cambridge. Featuring music by composer
?David Reiffel, the play runs through
November 19. Phone 547-8300 for prices
and other details.

Scriabin
Pianist Kun Woo Paik will perform an
all Scriabin program at Kresge Auditorium
at MIT. Live computer processing will be
used to enhance the piano's capabilities and
the concert hall's acoustic environment. The
performance will take place Friday night at
8:00. Phone 617-253-7418 for more
information.

the deep sense of the play out. In a concert
performance virtually all of the dramatic in-

comes from hand and facial gestures
along with some limited stage movements.
However, given careful attention to the performance, it is not hard to follow.

put

The one fault in this production was the
orchestra. Due to its lagging behind the
vocalists, one never became caught up in
the music. But since our attention focuses
more on the vocalists, the orchestra is not a
real detriment to this production. The tearful reunion in the first act between Simon
and Maria, on discovering that they are
father and daughter, is brought out
beautifully in the overwhelming duet Figlia,
a tal nome io palpito. The orchestra
managed to keep up with this one.
In the final analysis, the thing to
remember about any opera is its cultural
impact. It is an area of culture that should
not be signed off before it is tried.
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Last Call at the Terminal Bar
by Clarke Devereux
The rain pours down like sweat off a losing nag. I yank up the collar of my overcoat and pull down my hat. Turning to the
brick wall, I light up a smoke. Ten yards

down the sidewalk, there he is: the same
torpedo that got off the shuttle and
shadowed me to Mary Ann's. Like a rat
closing on a trap, a smile festers on his ferret face as he blocks my way and sneers,
"Let's see how tough you are without Big
Don around, Johnny."
I look straight into his twitching bloodshot eyes, "Hey Rico, your fly's open." He
looks down and I slam him square in the
face with a lid off a garbagecan. He hits
the bricks like a sack of cement; his busted
nose drenching his Mass-Pirg shirt with
blood. When are the stiffs from The
Heights gonna learn not to lean on the
Jesuits? Leaving the bum out like a light I
cross the Circle to the bus stop; the start of
a typical day in the life of Fr. Johnny

Pulaski, S.J.
My first ticket for the day is no cake
walk; a guy in the Hillsides is late with his
payments. In the lobby of Rubenstein,
some one purrs, "What the hurry, tall,
dark, and religious?" I turn to see a redhot number draped over the dorm receptionist's desk; a blonde in an leopard skin
jumpsuit drinking Canadian Club?neat.
"Listen doll, did you see some palooka
in an Izod and a raincoat come through
here?"
She blows on her nails, "Maybe I did,
maybe I didn't." Catching Miss Clairol's
drift, I toss her a ticket to the Alabama
Game. She frowns, "Head's still pretty
cloudy Father."
Looking her over, I got her pegged.
"Here's three more tickets and Doug
Flutie's phone number."
"OK, Padre, this guy muscles through
here about two hours ago?l ask him for
his ID, and he whips out a thirty-eight and
says, 'Whatever you do, don't ask me to

Careful Sister, we've got a gang of Mass PlRGers coming up on the left

sign in.'

"

That was Joey the Clown, a guy who'd
made Police Blotter eighteen times during
his freshmen orientation. I trudge down the
beer and mud-spattered hallway to his
place. Backing across the hall, I crash
through the door faster than McElroy
meatloaf through a freshman. I find Joey
passed out on the couch, an empty Matts
beer ball at his feet. With a couple of slaps,
he comes to.
"Johnny, what the hell are you doing
here?"
"That's Father Pulaski to you, punk,
and it looks like you owe us this semester."
His grimy face goes white as a sheet as he
shoots upright and claws at his pockets.
"Hey, I'm clean?I even got my new
computerized ID."
Grabbing it, I break it in half. "The
forty-nine hundred dollar personal check
you gave us at confirmation of registration
bounced all the way to Thomas More
to the Circle, Joey. You made the Jesuits
looks stupid and we don't like that 'cause
we're the smartest people in the world. As
Fr. M says, 'When you wanna dance, you
gotta pay the band.' "
Joey edges his shaking hands towards the
coffee table, "Listen Johnny, I mean
Father Pulaski, I got my Illinois state loan
application right here..." A click sounds
out and a switchblade flashes by my face. I
rake him across the eyes with my Rosary
and do a shoulder roll towards the window.
As I look up, he has me cornered, "Easy
Joey, I'll talk to Fr. M about a Gold Key
scholarship or a cut from the bookstore."
"Doesn't wash Johnny," He snarls,
"You're gonna be in the reservoir, sleepin'

On Edvard Munch and Fallen Follicles
by Mary Grover
The Fogg Museum closes on National
Holidays, but go sometime during the week

before five, or even on a weekend, and you
can see the exhibition of Edvard Munch's
works. I've heard that the imagery of his
prints is powerful, and just contemplating
being faced with such a work as The
Scream or The Lonely Ones fills me with
anxiety. Unfortunately, I'll have to hold my
breath, because Veteran's Day was one such
national holiday, and after splashing
through the misty streets of Cambridge, /
was the one left to howl inconsolably. To
be solaced, I had to get extravagant: I got
my hair cut.
His name is Bob and he cuts hair at The
New Wave on Boylston Street, right down
from Who's on First in the Fenway. But he
doesn't simply cut hair. Bob, as he insists,
has been chopping locks for sixteen years
and has become philosophically interested
in hair styling and in his overgrown
customers.

His philosophy is to make simple for his
customers the method of hair styling so
that they may, in turn, approach the decision of style with an informed and intelligent eye. It all started when straighthaired lasses came in asking for Fawcetthair, and when wild curls asked to be tamed into a smooth, Parisian sophisticate.
Bob wants his customers to know what
their hair can and can't do and to let the
elements?gravity, rain, and blow dryers?
work for them.
I was one of those ignoramuses. After
having my hair washed, I sat in front of
the mirror and pointed at the back, sides,
and top of my hair explaining what I
wanted. "Mare," he said to my chagrin,
"why don't we stick to one haircut."
"Okay Bob." I said.
He then noted, as he had mentioned, the
different ways my hair grew, the shape of
my face, and my likes and dislikes. After
this he drew a sketch of what he'd like to
do. So I let him go ahead, and the result
was even better than the sketch.

Coughlan's Top Ten
This Week: Celebrities
1) Aye Vigoda
2) Judge Wapner
3) Vie Tayback
4) Killer Kahn
5) Rip Taylor
6) Willie Whistle
7) Carl Sagan
8) Bob Murphy
9) Pol Pot
10) Sam Donaldson

Always an innovator, an early Edvard Munch is pictured here trying out a new hair dryer.

When speaking philosophically, Bob is
metaphorical and clear. I asked him to
disguise my part, which insistently breaks in
the middle, and he likened hair to a branch
growing forwards your house which you tic
away in the other direction. Pretty soon,
the branch curves away of its own accord.
Likewise, gravity fights to pull hair down,
and when it's too heavy, the follicles which
wish to sprout hair up lose the battle, and
there's your part.
He demonstrated how?even when hair is
long on top?you can, to a certain extent,
disguise the part. He instructed me on how
to blow dry?which I'd never done and for
which have considered myself elite. Well,
"the blow dryer is your friend," he said,
and showed me how to hold back the hair,
blow the roots, let them cool, and then
watch your hair fall naturally, as gravity?
"which can also be your friend"?wills.
Of course, you need a good haircut for
this process to be favorable, which is why
you need a guy like Bob to discern your
hair's capacities. He showed me how to add'
volume to my hair?not by sculpting lotion,
that trendy potion which I've been subject
to in my past three haircuts ?but by throwing your head forward and blowdrying the
roots, letting them cool and shaking your
hair into position. Bob never used a brush
on my hair, just touched things into place,
ending things in a controlled but full way,
in the Sassoon mode. I left, not feeling
scalped, but as though my hair was

energized.
For only 45 minutes and 16 dollars, you
can have personal attention paid to your
unique hair needs by an interesting guy who
obviously practices what he preaches by the
looks of his own blond hairdo, and who
cares enough about his art and his
customers to take time to shed light on the
mystery

of hair.

Fr.

Johnny

Pulaski, undercover Jesuit

with the fishes!" he cackles and lunges the
blade for my gut. I duck away and he ends
up hanging out the window, clutching its
frame.
"Gimme a hand, Pulaski!"
"How about a Hamms, Joey?" I say as I
pull the beer from my coat. He pales.
"No father, no please!"
I toss the brew out the window and Joey,
a true BC man to the end, instinctively
dives for it to meet his maker.
I turn to see the blonde leaning against
?the wall, blowing smoke in the air.
"Whaddya say Pulaski?"
"Y'know, doll, it's broads like you that
make me glad I fell asleep during the vow
of celibacy at Holy Orders."
"Where's Joey, Padre?"
"I dunno baby, all I can say is the window's open and he was looking pretty
depressed a second ago."
She pulls out a nickel-plated .45. "I was
Joey's girl, Johnny, say your prayers," she
says and starts blasting away. Luckily her
taste in men and guns runs the same and it
jams after three shots. I stop two slugs with
my shoulder, but I still go over and give
her a belt in the chops to show who's boss.
Making myself at home, I grab a bottle of
Jameson for painkiller and take a seat by
the time BC 5-0 stumbles in.
"What happened, Father?"
"Let's just say for the record boys, no
one does rings around Fr. Johnny Pulaski's
collar."
Editor's note. Last Call at The Terminal
Bar is an occasional feature which provides
an outlet for more creative expression in
theform offictional or experimentalpieces.

Invisible Adversaries Invading
by Peter Kelley

Invisible Adversaries. Directed by Valie
Export. Written by Valie Export and Peter
Weibul. Presented by the Boston
Film/Video Foundation, Inc. In German
with subtitles.
So tell me, what were you doing last
Thursday night? If you were one of the
dozen or so

to

see the New England

premiere of Valie Export's film Invisible
Adversaries, you can have something to
brag about for a while. Don't boast too
loud, though, for someone may ask you the
dreaded question: "What was it about?"
The problem with this video extravaganza is
just that: half the people, like myself, were
wondering just what it is was Export was
trying to say.
The movie has two plots running parallel
throughout the duration. The first concerns
the invisible "Hyksos." These are aliens
who have come to take over the human
race, a la Invasion of the Bodysnatchers, by
attacking man from within. These aliens are
undetectable, hence the title Invisible
Adversaries. The second plot involves the
main character, a professional photographer
played by Susanne Widl, and her
lover/boyfriend played by Peter Weibul
(who co-authored the script).
The film is a cornucopia of video spectacle, which is its only redeeming quality.
Export delights, confounds and amuses the
audience with her antics. In one scene, a
shot is held on a facade that apparently is a
wall in an alley. Suddenly, the wall is not a

wall, but rather a street, as seen by the
pedestrian traffic that begins to flow. In
another scene, Widl and Weibul argue, as
they do throughout the entire film. This
argument, however, has a pair of Sony
televisions behind them. As each speaks,
their corresponding t.v. displays their mimic
in video. It is a powerful symbol, because
eventually the images on the screens initiate
the conversation and the humans dumbly
parrot the screens.
The most incredible aspect of this
movie is that we can watch these two
characters for nearly two hours and know
so little about them. There is no character
development, only a continuation of the
same vague, lunatic character traits we
observed in the beginning lovemaking scene.
Which, by the way, brings up an important
point. This film was originally commissioned by the Austrian Ministry of Art and
Education, who immediately dubbed the
final version "pornographic" and refused
to release it. Now, this film may be poor,
but it is not pornography. As a result of all
the controversy, the film has gained quite a
cult following. This following is what gives
the film its only force, its only power. I am
surprised that it was even released in the
US, but The Village Voice named it one of
the top ten films of 1982.
If Export could rework her script and
leave out her political slants, which detract
rather than add to the film, her picture
could be quite powerful. I was expecting a
great feminist work here, but got mediocrity. I cannot recommend that you see this
film for any other reason than the video
spectacle that it is.
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Volunteer Program Travels to Third World
to expand the program to include the
Dominican Republic, Nigeria, and
Comprising one element of the Micronesia.
Giulietti explained the IVP is made
University pilot project called the
up of men and women willing to
Program for the Study of Faith,
Peace and Justice, the International make at least a year's commitment to
Volunteer Program offers Boston working in a developing country.
Volunteers work with Jesuits and
College graduates an opportunity to
donate time and energy to needy other religious groups at various
tasks, according to the needs of the
Third World countries
are
primarily
respective
country, said Giulietti.
The IVP volunteers
by
involved with teaching, and working
Giulietti noted two major aims of
in orphanages and clinics. The work the program. The first, he said, is to
not only assists the citizens of the assist local people in helping
needy country but also stimulates themselves and the second is to propersonal growth on the part of the vide an experience of growth and
volunteers, explained the program's satisfaction for the volunteers.
director Julio Giulietti, SJ.
Giulietti believes this experience
The IVP was initiated by the shows the volunteers that their care
University Chaplaincy in the fall of and interest in the world can have
1981. Its purpose, according to practical and creative outlets.
Giulietti, is to provide BC students
The BC IVP differs from other
with the opportunity to live and work volunteer organizations like the
with the poor in the developing counPeace Corps, said Giulietti, because
tries of the world.
"the emphasis of our program is on
Since its inception, 34 graduates building and maintainingcommunihave taken up volunteer projects in ty. We are looking for people who
Jamaica, Belize,Peru, the Bahamas, are willing to work with other
and Nicaragua. There are currently volunteers to lay the foundation for
29 BC graduates working in the a group of men and women that will
Caribbean and in Central and South work, reflect, and occasionally, pray
America. Negotiationsare underway together; people [who are] available

have developed strong bonds of
mutual support, are helpful to one
another during this time.
Explaining that the personal

by Jeff Nicholson

Sle per
Mike

Phot

Thanksgiving Charity
Edmond's and ask for a quarterfrom
The resident assistants at Edmond's and Walsh Halls are collec- each resident. Since there are 800
ting money and canned food for low residents in each building, $400 is exincome families in the Roxbury area pected to be collected.
If anybody not in those dorms
to distribute for Thanksgiving.
The money and food will be given wants to give food or money, they
can bring it to any resident assistant
to the Saint Francis School in Roxbury to buy turkeys and canned food at Walsh and Edmond's. A receptionist's'box is also availabe at Walsh
for families.
Saint Francis School will distribute Hall for donations.
the food and money according to the
Students are being asked to give a
needs of each family and will bring
however, the coordinators
quarter,
it to the homes at least the day before
anyone to feel as though
not
want
Thanksgiving.
do
All resident assistants in Edmond's he or she has to give.
The government and other
and Walsh make up the staff of the
program. Theresident assistants will charities do help these families out,
go door to door in both Walsh and but more help is needed.

Julio Giulietti, SJ
one another."
The advantages of such a community include a source of emotional
and spiritual support necessitated by
the stresses of living and working in
another culture and by the
psychological reintegration needed
upon returning to the United States.
Volunteers returning to the US, who
to

growth of volunteers is based on an
"action/reflection" model, Giulietti stressed that participants are encouraged to raise questions about the
conditions they encounter. One example he provided was "what
economic and political structures,
what historical, religious, and
cultural factors contribute to the conditions of poverty [that] I am experiencing? How can I asa US citizen
respond to such conditions when I
return?"
Giulietti also pointed out that the
IVP does not have the intention of
creating political ideologues. But
rather, he maintained, the program
is designed to facilitate an integration
of the overseas experience with the
volunteer's own concept of God. It

is hoped that the volunteer's choices
concerning lifestyle, career, and commitment will be augmented by this
process of action/reflection and by
spiritual direction, Giullietti added.

The IVP is not an evangelizing
organization and is open to all
graduate students and graduating
seniors, said Giulietti. One does not
need to be Catholic to take advantage
of the program, however, most
volunteers do possess a religious
motivation, he added.
Giulietti explained that the major
funding to the participants is currently provided by the University and
alumni.
The IVP is one way for a Catholic
and Jesuit institution, like BC, to
work for faith, peace, and justice in
the contemporary world, explained
Giulietti. Interested students may
contact him in Gasson Hall, room
315.
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STUDENT ALUMNI COUNCIL
A Campaign Towards New Heights!!!
The CLASS OFFICER System is Back!!
Applications Available in UGBC office for
Sophomore and Junior Classes.
Due November 23, at 12:00 pm
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"All Your Daily Grocery Needs"
Breakfast Goods
Soda

Dinner

/(ems

C/eaning Supplies

?

Fresh

Pastries & Bagels

Sponsored by UGBC, Alumni Assoc, and Development Offices

Munchies
*# Baking
'ngred/enfs

* Toiletries

We stock 500 lbs. of ice all the time!

I

Conveniently Located at the B.C. Trolley

BOSTON COLLEGE
"PERM SPECIAL"
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Assaults Spur Increase in Lighting & Escort
The student handling the phones
uses the police radio to contact the

Mcontinued from page 1
UGBC President Art Laske said,
"The biggest problem is that you
have lights that are inoperable. If all
the lights we have were functional
then a large part of the problem
would be cleared up."
An informal survey of Middle and
Lower Campus last Thursday night
revealed that ten lights were not
working: three between Walsh Hall
and the Modular Apartments, one
across from Higgins by Fulton, one
across from Cushing, and all five in
the quad were out.
Director of Buildings and
Grounds, Alfred G. Pennino said
Thursday that they will add another
light or two to the Dustbowl to improve the lighting. Additionally he
advised that students report lights
that are not working to the Campus
Police because they "depend on
Campus Police to tell us when lights
are out."
Hanrahan agreed with the complaints made by two of the assault
victims. "We need more communication," he explained. One victim said
that she would not have been out
walking alone if she had been warned of these other earlier assaults.
To increase awareness of current
security problems, Hanrahan suggested that every freshman and
sophomorecorridor hold occasional

driver. By using only one of three
police bands, communications do not
disrupt normal flow of police
business. If a problem arises the
driver can be easily "patched through"
to a patrol car.
The students are not pre-testea or
trained in any manner before
their hiring. However, Sergeant Neault
claimed that each of the drivers is
very competant and under the supervision of patroling BC Police.
When asked about expansion, the
idea seemed desirable to both Neault
The 3-step process?the call, the dispatch, and the pick-up
meetings with their Resident Assisnight. You never know who's going
to come around the corner."
tant to discuss any problems with
This victim expressed the daily
security.
When asked if placing females in anxiety she experiences, knowing that
first floor apartments is advisable, her attacker is still free and perhaps
Hanrahan commented, "I would recin the area. "The description fits
girls
commend that
don't live on the about 1,000 guys on this campus, but
first floor" of Lower Campus dorI'm very optimistic that they'll find
mitories or that those females chooshim."
ing to do so, are aware of the possiConnolly expressed optimisism
ble dangers.
To increase privacy for first floor about the ongoing investigation and
residents, Hanrahan suggested that
urged students to notify Campus
half length curtains be installed.
Police of any suspicious cirThese curtains would allow light and cumstances. "Byreporting incidents
air to come in during the day, yet of harrassment or suspicious situacover enough of the window to give tions, they can probably help the
police in ongoing investigations and
the residents some privacy.
Reiterated by still another victim possibly deter further incidents from
is the warning, "Don't walk alone at occurring."

Mcontinued from page 1
night service to students stranded and
in need of assistance.

One specific request of Neault is
for students to be precise about their
location. If a caller simply says
McElroy, this implies several spots.
A driver may end up looking near the
Dustbowl and at the corner of
Beacon and Hammond streets before
finding the caller at the gate near
Carney.

The escort service consists of one
car, presently a cream colored
Chevrolet station wagon, and six
work-study students, each with a proper ID. Every night two of them
work trading off three hour shifts of
driving and answering the phone (ext.
3078).

and Garrity, but contingent upon
funding. With an already demanding

schedule, students could not be asked to keep longer hours. Garrity suggested the possibility of paying overtime to a BC police officer. Other
ideas include leasing (or buying)
another vehicle or hiring more
students, again dependent on limited
funds.

For several years now UGBC and
the BC Campus Police have collaborated to provide this escort service. Within the last year the service
expanded from five days, Sunday
through Thursday, to include the
weekend nights as well. The only
nights that it is not in operation occur during school vacations, such as
the upcoming Thanksgiving holiday
and when there are home football
games.

For Next Semester

FRESHMEN !!!

PAID POSITIONS AVAILABLE
in
The Heights Business Office

Come join us for a Speech
Communication and Theatre

TYPESETTERS
Responsibilities include typesetting and paste-up
of all local advertisements. Person will be trained on our modern Compugraphic MCS-10/8216
typesetting system.

Positions require organizational skills, creative
interest in designing ads, and dedication.
Learn the exciting, intensive, and challenging
workings of The Heights' business office!

Contact the Managing Editor:
Judi Feeley
in The Heights office, McElroy 113
As Soon As Possible
Wen QJou Stop Qua Steoct
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Advisement Session

Place: Basement of the Barat House
Date: November 15, 1983
Time: 7:00 - 8:00 P.M.
Come meet the Chairman of the
Department, Dr. Donald Fishman and the Student
Caucus members

COLLEGE OF ARTS & SCIENCES

JUNIORS
SOPHOMORES
FRESHMEN
IMPORTANT:

Wash- Cut- Protein
Treatment-PermBlow Dry- $35.00
(any length hair)
Manicure - $6.00

Mon-Sat
q" 6

Wed-Thur
9-8

"7 O*l O*l HH
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YOUR ADVISOR'S SIGNATURE IS REQUIRED
FOR REGISTRATION. MAKE APPOINTMENTS
WITH YOUR ASSIGNED ADVISOR NOW TO
ftVOID LAST MINUTE RUSH!
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Senior Week Festivities to Begin Early
by Nina Murphy

The weather's been dismal, postmidterm blues have hit and many in
the class of '84 are in search of a clue.
However, seniors, don't despair,
because the week of May 11 through
the 21 is bound to surpass all the anticipation of hedonistic fun ever imagined and erase from memory all
tribulations suffered throughout the
course of the past undergradute

mass on the New Library Plaza May
13, with a wine and cheese reception
following, and a day at the Cape,
May 14. Capacity for these events is

unlimited.
A major change is that there will
be no Newport Night as in years past.
Due to the rambunctious behavior of
the class of '83, the committee was
unable to secure a mansion.
However, there will be a mansion
night May 15 at the Castle Hill in
years.
Ipswich which overlooks scenic
Senior Week Co-chairpersons Crane's Beach.
Craig Gatarz, Bob Forster, and
The semi-formal dance will have a
Glenn Cunha and their 35 commitcapacity for 1000 seniors. This year's
tee members, who began initial work Senior-Parent Semi-Formal Receplast April, have already finalized tion will be held at the new Copley
many events for this year's Senior Mariott Hotel in Boston with a 2500
Week. In addition, the committee has capacity.
In addition, a number of the anincorporatednew events into the May
week, as well as over the course of nual events will return. These include: Casino Night at Lantanna's of
the year.
One of the new highlights of Senior Randolph May 16, capacity 750; ForWeek is a 24 hour cruise aboard an mal Commencement Ball at the
ocean liner from Portland, Maine to Sheraton Hotel in Boston May 17
Nova Scotia. The cruise, said Cowith the traditional sounds of the
chairman Glenn Cunha, will depart Lester Lanin Band, capacity 2000;
Friday May 11 at 7 pm and return the The George's Island Picnic off of
following evening.
Boston Harbour May 16, capacity
The trip, which will have a 1500 800; Barbeque at Shea Field May 18,
student capacity, will include capacity unlimited; Night at The
breakfast, smorgasbord lunch, berth Pops May 17, capacity approximateand use of the entire boat which has ly 500; Two Booze Cruises May 17,
discos, casinos, lounges, and movie capacity 1000; and the Senior
theatres on board. The price of the Farewell Party May 20, Graduation
cruise has not been set, although it Night at McHugh Forum, capacitywill be in the range of $60 to $65. unlimited, free admission, beer and
Other new events include a sunset

Senior mug.

A senior unescorted semi-formal
dance will take place at the Parker
House Thursday night. According to
Cunha, "In order to maintain the
'stag' atmosphere of the event, the

500 hundred tickets which went on
sale last week were divided equally
between the genders, 250 females and
250 males, unlike the current ratio at
Boston College."
The dance will feature entertainLisa Lipps from
radio station KISS 108 FM, Medford, explained Cunha.
Another pre-Senior Week activityincludes an "84 Days to Graduation"
ment personality

Anyone who will not be using their
Alabama football ticket is asked to
donate it to underprivilegedchildren
in the Boston area. UGBC will be collecting tickets in their office all week.
PULSE members will be assisting
UGBC with the ticket distribution.
Please donate your ticket if you are
going home for the holiday.
Don't forget The Heights' Roundtable Discussion examining where US
foreign policy is headed. All
members of the BC community are
welcome to join The Heights and a
group of guest faculty participants in
the A&S Honors Library Thursday
at 6:30 pm.

-
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WE OFFER AN ALTERNATIVE
Try our pizzas and one of our
many dishes and compare.
You'll find our prices as friendly
as our service!

their options.
Cunha said that after seniors turn
in their money and receive their
tickets, a Swap Night is held in April.
At this time seniors have the opportunity to purchase the leftover tickets
and to swap among each other for
tickets they wanted but were not been
able to aquire due to low lottery
numbers.

In order to motivate class spirit,
Cunha urged seniors to partake in as
many activities as possible.

Former Congressman Robert F.
Drinan and Dr. Helen Caldicott will
lead a forum on community action

for nuclear disarmament Tuesday,
November 22, at 7:45 pm at the First
Baptist Church in Newton Center.
Drinan is the president of
Americans for Democratic Action
and is a former dean of the BC Law
School.
Caldicott if the founder of
Women's Action for Nuclear Disarmament and was named "Humanist
of the Year" in 1982.
The Boston College Black Student
Forum will be hosting a 15 hour
dance marathon this Friday from

9:00 pm to 12:00 pm Saturday. Proceeds from the marathon will go the
the Boston College Martin Luther
King, Jr. scholarship program. Interested couples can register in the
BSF office.
A canned food drive is being sponsored by UGBC Wednesday,
November 16th from 5:00 to 7:00

pm. Donations of canned food to be
given to the Sojourner House will be
accepted by UGBC representatives
who will be going door to door in Edmonds, Hillsides, and the Mods. Sojourner House helps homeless
families in the Boston area.

On-Campus

Professional

HIGH FASHION AT A GREAT PRICE

DISCOUNT - BROKER
INDIVIDUAL SECURITIES. LTD.
Stocks, Bonds, Mutual Funds, Options
FREE Quotes ? Money Market Rates

Call Tim Keefe at 964-4899
SA YE

TRADE

Concentrating in Personal Injury Law
Automobile Accidents ? Worker's Compensation
Defective Prducts
Justin P. Crimes, Esq.

Barbara Canary, Esq. (B.C. 79)

4 31-1104
2 Summer St., Natick, Mass.
QaMH

j#J

aR

*

Licensed

JUSTIN P. GRIMES, ESQ.

232-4545

Sunday 12-10

in their ticket forms with their
preferences and are later informed of

Law Offices of

[dkC Out

Fri. Sat. 11-1

a ticket for each event. Seniors turn

Upcoming Events in Brief

PRESTO!

Mon.-Thurs. 11-11

be held February 26 which
is tentatively scheduled for Faces,
located in Kenmore Square.
Due to the large enrollment in the
classes at a school of BC's size, and
because there are capacityrestrictions
for many of the events, a senior lottery process was established a
number of years ago to allow each
senior an opportunity at receiving
tickets. The process will begin in
February when each senior will
receive a booklet containing a
description and price of each of the
events and a computer printout
listing the senior's individual lottery
number and probability of receiving
party to

653-0646

you are invited to a

aaaHw

PRESENTATION on CHRISTIAN
NON-VIOLENCE

vj\

"Beyond Glenn & Mondale:
The Politics of Jesus"

/ *
\
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Kevin
Bressler
Shoes
1345 Commonwealth Avenue Allston- 782-7463

a vision

of Hope in

Ihe

contemporary world

THURSDAY, NOV. 17th at 7:30 pm
HIGGINS 304
sponsored by BC Chaplaincy and PULSE

MONDAY
There will be a meeting of the Coalition Against Nuclear War on Nov. 14
at 4pm in McGuinn 3rd floor lounge.
The Boston Chap, of the American
Society of Women Accountants will
hold an annual Student Activities Dinner. Speakers will be ElizabethTalbot
of Ernst & Whinney, Barbara Johnson
of Bank of Boston and Helen Queenan
of the State Auditor's office. Topic will
be "Career Mangement". Women accountants and accounting students are
invited. Reservations Call Connie Carrell at 227-3559. Tonight at 6pm in
Alumni Hall, BC, Chestnut Hill.
The World Hunger Comm. will show
a film Waste and Hunger dealing with
hunger in Boston at 7:3opm in MurrayConference Room.

TUESDAY
The Middle Eastern Students
Association presents Report From
Beirut: Summer of '82. The film is an
award-winning documentary on the
Israeli seige of Beirut. It will be shown
at 7pm in Murray Conference Room.
Ever feel like you're the only one at
BC? Well you're not. The Lesbian Support Group of Boston College meets in
an informal, casual atmosphere every
Tues. at Bpm at Haley House. Join us.
Refreshments served.
Tues. and Wed. FIREBREAKS:
4:3opm Murray Conference Room. A
war-peace game. Role-playing exercise
to raise awareness on the issues of
escalation and nuclear war. Tuesday's
groupfirst session sponsored by Coalition Against Nuclear War.
MINORITY ATHLETES AND
lecture,
HIGHER EDUCATION
given by Prof. Harry Edwards will be
held on Nov. 15. Cushing 001 at
7:3opm. For more information contact
BC Black Studies Dept. at 552-3238 or
3239.
Betsy Ringel from Oxfam America
will speak and show a film on hunger
in the Third World at 7:30 in Cushing
Lounge. Discussion will follow. All are
welcome. Sponsored by the World
Hunger Committee.
The World Hunger Committee will
have a general meeting in Lyons 310 at
4:15. New members are welcome. Be
sure to support the Fast for a World
Harvest by donatingpoints and cash at
the Fast tables located in Eagles Nest,
Lyons, McGuinn, Walsh Hall and
Stuart Hall.
Tim Soto, Viet Nam veteran to speak
about the parallel between American
foreign policy during Viet Nam and the
present at 7:30 Haley House, 314 Hammond St.
Pyschology Caucus willpresent a film
entitled An Interview with Carl Jung
Nov. 15 and 16 at 7PM in Devlin 008.
Sponsored by UGBC.
Hola Amigos! El Club dc Espanol is
holding a general meeting at 4:30 in
Carney 102. We will discuss upcoming
events. Please try and be present.
Muchas Gracias Hasta EI Martas
Chao!!
The Charismatic Community of BC
meets ever Tues. at 7:30 in St. Joe's
Chapel Gonzaga Basement. Advisor:
Sebastian Moore. Come and join us for
prayer, fellowship and fun!
Campus Crusade for Christ meets at
6pm in O'Connell House. Madeline
Kelleher, '86 will speak on "Viewing
Ourselves in Christ".

-

WEDNESDAY
International Internships corporate
contacts and sales experience!! Do these
subjects interest you? AISEC, the International Association of Students in
Econ. and Business Mangement will be
holding a general meeting at 7pm in
Gasson 204. All are welcome.
LIVE RADIO SOAP OPERA! Today there's only one live soap opera in
Boston, and it's right here at BC!
JANE'S FIRST LOVE! Tune in every
Wednesday at s:3opm on WZBC
90.3fm for the continuing story of fictitious BC undergrad Jane Harrington
and her family and friends. Make sure
your dial is at 90.3fm, WZBC this
Wednesday!
The Boston College Lesbian/Gay
Support Group meets every Wednesday
at 7pm in Haley House. Join vis for informal discussions, issues of concern to
lesbian and gay men. All students and
faculty members are invited to attend.
Amnesty International presentation
at 7:30 in Higgins. Human Rights in
Guatemala will be discussed. Admission
$5, students $2.
Wed. at noon meeting of Phi Sigma

Tau, National Honor Society of
Philosophy - members and prospective
members must attend Carney 259. For
more info, call B. Babich, faculty advisor in the Philosophy Department.

Ever wonder what STANLEY
KAPLAN looks like? Come hear the
prep course wizard divulge his
knowledge on such topics as the LSAT,
MCAT, etc. At 4:30 in Gasson 305.
Amnesty International will meet at
6pm in McGuinn, sth floor lounge.
New members welcome.
The Boston College Amateur Radio
Club will hold its first meeting in Devlin
216 (auditorium). All are welcome to attend, no need to be licenced. Listen and
talk to far places around the world.
Alpha Sigma Nu will hold a social at
7pm in Hovey House. There will be

music and refreshments.
BC Gay/Lesbian Support Group will be
holdinga pot luck dinner in place of
their regular meeting, 7-9, at Haley
House. Bring food or drink. All

students and faculty welcome.

Colloquium: INFRARED RADIA-

EventsadAnnouncements
Boston College Swinging Eagles Jazz
Ensemble, 4 to 7pm 50 cent Busch at
the Ressies Lounge Ist floor. Come
celebrate the imminent destruction of
Worcester's "finest?"
Fall performance presented by: The
Dance Ensemble of the Boston College
"Emotion in Motion ", FrT and Sat. in
the Theatre Arts Center at Bpm. Tickets
available in the Theatre Box Office
Nov. 10.
Have a gay or lesbian friend? Show
your support by wearing PURPLE OR
LAVENDER on Friday, Nov. 18.
Coffee House at Haley House to
benefit Oxfam Fast for World Hunger
8:30-12:30. Join us for music and

Women Competition. Anyone interested in entering should contact
OSPAR for more information. The
deadlinefor submitting an application
is Dec. 9, 1983.
Thurs. Dec. 14 4:3opm Newton Campus in the Barry Auditorium to talk on
"The First Picture Shows: The Lumiere
Brothers Paris Screenings 1895" by
Prof. John Michalczyk (BC).
Refreshments served.
Applications and information are
now available for Sigma Theata Tau,
national honor society of nursing, in the
SON office, Cushing 210. RN's,
Undergrads, Grad Nursing Students are
encouraged to apply. Deadline is Dec.
refreshements. $1 donation.
1.
Attention! Career Center is now open
Mondays
between 5-6 for workshops on
SATURDAY
resume writing and interview techniques. For more info call X3430.
BC Gay and Lesbian Support Group
PRE-LAW advisement availabledaiwill be conducting a tour of Boston ly 3-5 Gasson 108. All majors, all classes
followed by dinner and dancing on welcome.
KWANZA- will be celebrated on
Saturday Nov. 19. Leaving Haley
House at 12;30. Transportation will be Dec. 3 at 3pm in Gasson 100. Everyone
provided.
is welcome. Come and share in our
SERIOUS MOONLIGHT black and celebration of the harvest. Sponsored
white dance on Saturday Nov. 19 from \u25a0by the Voices of Imani.
Come join us for a night of praise!
9pm-lam at the Rat. Come join us in
an outrageousoutfit and enter our hat The Voices of Imani will be having their
contest. Sponsoredby the Organization annual gospelfest on Dec. 2nd at
for International Affairs.
7:3opm in Newton Chapel. Donation $2
with ID $1. To benefit the Rev. Martin
Luther King Jr. Scholarship Fund.
SUNDAY
Hope to see you there.

THURSDAY
Join the Heights in a Roundtable

Discussion focusing on where US
foreign policy is headed. Honors
Program Library, 6:30 pm. All all
invited.
OIL AND THE DISAPPEARING
PEASANTRY
IN WESTERN
NIGERIA a lecture by Prof. Sara
Berry, Dept. of Economics and History,
Boston University, at 3pm in Hovey
House Library. Presented by the Faculty African Studies Group.
O'Connell house is proud to host MY
MOTHER'S FLEABAG at 8:30
Thurs., 7:30 and 10:30 on Fri. and Sat.
at 9:30. Tickets on sale in McElroy
ticket booth $2. Sunday film is Brian's
Song.
6pm on WZBC, it's SPORTS CORNER Join Tom Carelli, Mark Mayock,
and Tom Mondani live at 6 on 90.3fm.
Callers are welcome to call in with questions for the hosts!!

TION OF THE EARTH'S AT-

MOSPHERE, Dr. A.T. Stair, chief
scientist, Air Force Geophysics Lab.
4:lspm Higgins 262. Coffee at 3:45 in

Higgins 262.
Haley House Friends Dinner at 6,
please join us.
A Comtemporary Perspective on the
fall. Sebastian Moore to speak helping
us to deal with the confusion we sell
around us. Haley House 314 Hammond
St. at Bpm.
WHAT: film on the dawn of the
nuclear age entitled The Day After
Trinity WHERE: Gasson 301 WHEN:
9:3opm

\u25a0'983 The Heights
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FRIDAY
Building anti-imperialistresistance to
Klan police and gov't speakers: National committeeto defend new African
freedom fighters, national lawyers guild
on FBI guidelines, John Brown AnitKlan committee (sponsor) Nov. 19
7:3opm 15 Sellars St, Cambridge $2.50
donation. 782-0445 info.

Protestant Services every Sunday at
6pm in St. Joe's Chapel. Everyone is
welcome.

ANNOUNCEMENTS

The Edmond's Hall Resident Staff
BEATTHECROSS happy hour, featuring the high-energy sound of The

Boston College students are invited
to participate in GLAMOUR
magazine's 1984 Top Ten College

Creative job search strategies to
whlep design your job campaign. Call
the Career Center X3430 to register.
Sales and Marketing Network Night,
make contacts with BC Alumni in the
field. Call Career Center x4775 for info.
MAJORS
PYSCHOLOGY
MEETING Wednesday Oct. 26 4pm in
McGuinn 121.Registration and advisement will be discussed.

ClassifiedsClassifiedsClassifiedsClassified
SERVICES
Surprise someone with Balloon Bouquets from $12-$30. Ask about our
giant statement for someone special.

497-0022
Pyschotherapy: free inital interviewof-

fred. Resonable rates, please call Wendy Reich, Edm. 739-2275, Brookline.

COUNCIL TRAVEL/CIEE for inter-

national student ID, budget air fares,
USA flights, youth hostel card, Eurail
pass, work and study abroad, and much
more! FREE CATALOG-CALL
497-1497 or drop by 1278 Mass. Ave.,
Harvard Sq. Cambridge, MA 02138.

Connecticut, Long Island and New

Jersey, people are you still searching for

the cheapest trip home for Thanksgiving? Well, B.C. Travel can help you!
The ThanksgivingExpress Bus still has
availableseating, come in to Carney 30
or call 552-3034 for more information.

Penny Pinchers: save money when
traveling abroad. Come to BC Travel
and purchase your international student
ID. Carney 30 or call 552-3034.
Bahamas/Ft. Lauderdale plan your
spring vacation now. Great prices, great
accomodations, special college week activities 8 days-7 nights. Call Bill or Dave
964-4177 or stop by Mod 16B.
BC GET YOUR BEER! Free Delivery
and free pick-up. Pabst, Molson,
Tuborg, and Heineken. It only takes
one call to Bill Dessel in Hillsides A-12
964-4225 or Randy Seidl in Walsh 807
964-6097. Free lights and signs.
The Real Jackson Hole Ski and Party
Week! Don't be fooled by others, this
is the only officially endorsed BC trip
Jan. 9-16. Includes round trip flight, all
transfers, 7 nights accomodations, skiing, taxes, outdoor heated pool, Jacuzzi, in room fireplace, kichnettes, and
color cable TV. Join 12 other colleges
on the same exciting party tour. Only
$519-539. No hidden charges. Credit
cards accepted. Please call for more information: BC Travel Agency, Carney
30, 552-3034, or 552-8638, Lisa de
Medeiro 964-5794, Randy Seidl or Mark
Lavoie at 964-6097.
BC SKIERS! Call BC Travel Agency
for info about BC Ski and Party Vacations planned for this winter. Jackson
Hole (see above). Many week and
weekend, and daytrips planned. For
more info call Carney 30, 552-3034 or
Lisa de Medeiros 964-5794, or Randy
Seidl and Mark Lavoie 964-6097. All

ideas welcome.

BCSKIERS!!!!! Join us for an incredible week of skiing and partying at
famous Lake Placid, NY site of 1980

Olymics. Total cost of $185. Includes
taxes, round trip transportation via luxury motorcoach with enroute cocktail
party, five day lift ticket, and five nights
accomodations featuring indoor pool,
sauna, color t.v., easy access to
nightclubs and much more. Happy
hours every night with bars open until
4am. Space limited, call now for more
information. Jeff Casale or Dave
Underwood at 964-6781.

FOR SALE
1976 Mercury Capri II many extras,
great stereo, headers, sunroof, many
new parts. Call Joe 782-3922 after 5,
only $1700.
Is it true you can buy jeeps for $44
through the U.S. Gov't.? Get the facts
today! Call 312-742-1142 X5882.

Three Vi days a week.Own trans., nonsmoker, nearNewton Centre 332-0999.
Earn $500 more each school year. Flexible hours, monthly payment for placing posters on campus. Bonus based on
results. Prizes awarded as well
800-526-0883.
Earn free travel and money as campus
rep. Call Terry 617-449-6860.
Now available: an opportunity to

broaden one's perspective on life

by
lowering the barriers that make life a
challenge for a male quadraplegic stu-

dent questing for knowledge, convenient, decent pay, good experience for
future medical students. Commuter
students guarenteedhousing. For more
info. 964-7450.

Part time employee wanted to put up

Rebecca West once
wrote "Journalism is
the ability to meet the
challenge of filling

space."

~

Roommate Needed: looking for third
female in a 2 bed condo, modern and
clean across from Service Liquor, $208
a prime place at a great price call
964-7959.

PERSONAL
Kathy Kowalcky- Hey you Looza-you
be havin' a Happy BirthdayBUH! Love
the Woommates

WANTED
Season Basketball tickets wanted. Will
pay good price. Please call 964-4859.

A LECTURE

"Oil and the Disappearing Peasantry
in Western Nigeria"
by Prof. Sara Berry (Boston Univ.)
Thursday, November 17, at 3pm
Hovey House Library
Sponsored by the Faculty African Studies Group

IT!
DOES
EVERYONE
Them.
Have A Place
Now,

Meet the challenge!
Join the Heights

ROOMMATE

"The hottest places in Hell are reserved for those who in time
of great moral crises maintain their neutrality."
?Dante Alighieri

HELP WANTED

Professional couple seeks mature, experienced person to care for newborn.

06510.

L'il Peach is now accepting applications
for future positions. See Cookie for
more information.

New 1984 Boston Bar Book Over $600
worth of free drinks. Good thru Oct.
84. Available now for $15 at Mod 13B.
Stop by or call 964-6093.

Looking for permanent part-time or
Christmas employment? Come to the
Student Employment Office, Lyons
Hall, Rm 220. We receive new job
listings daily. For further information,
visit the job room today.

posters on campus now and during
1983-84. 2-10 hours/month, $4.50/hr.
Send name, address, phone number,
class yr., etc. to Ms. Nistico, 152Temple St., No. 701, New Haven, CT

Elegant Cloth,
with draw cord.
Historical Perspective
and more.
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FREE CATALOGUE

?

Send $3.95 ea.
and y° ur Pnn,ed
name & address
for use as a label.
To: QUIBBLEDICKER
P.O. Box 7651
Pittsburgh, PA 15214

Send a Self Addressed Stamped Envelope.
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If you have any questions about running for a position, please speak to
the other editors.
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Editorial Positions Available: Editor-in-Chief, Managing Editor, News Editor, Features Editor, Sports
Editor, Photography Editor, Graphics Editor, Copy Editor, Associate Editors (3), Assistant News Editors
(2), Assistant Features Editor, Assistant Sports Editor.

AJ

__

II

Editors of The Heights are elected for two-semester terms each December. They are elected by
the members of the newspaper-all staff who have contributed to at least five issue in the past
semester. There are 15 positions available and all Boston College undergraduates are eligible to
run. Nominations are due in The Heights office no later than November 25.
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UGBC Programming Board
presents

Warner Brothers Recording Artists

with very special guest, CBS Recording Artists

TRANSLATOR

I

At Roberts Center, Friday Nov. 18, 1983 8:00 pm
Come early for the best seats
Tickets on sale McElroy ticket booth 11-5 pm _______
$9.50
=
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